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About this Book
This programme is designed for training applicants for the job of an “Airline Fight Load Controller ”, in the
“Aerospace and Aviation” sector/industry and aims at building capacities amongst the students.
To address the future sector demand, this Participant Handbook is designed to enable training for the
specific Qualifications Pack (QP). Each National Occupational Standard (NOS) is covered across Unit(s).
The Qualification pack of an Airline Flight Load Controller, Level-5 includes the following NOS's which have
all been covered across the units:
1. AAS/N0502 Follow Safety And Security Procedures
2. AAS/N0602 Pre-departure Planning
3. AAS/N0607 Post Departure Flight Closure
4. AAS/N0503 Work Effectively in a Team
Key Learning Outcomes for the specific NOS mark the beginning of the Unit(s) for that NOS.
The symbols used in this book are described below.

Symbols Used
!
Steps

Time

Exercise

Activity

Notes

Tips
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this programme, you will be able to:
Ÿ

get to know each other in the training programme.

Ÿ

list expectations from the training programme.

Ÿ

identify the roles and responsibilities of Airline Fight Load Controller.

Ÿ

define the concept of Qualifications Pack (QP) and National Occupational Standards (NOS).

Ÿ

lan the loading of an aircraft.

Ÿ

analyse the total load of an aircraft for its safe operation.

Ÿ

create a flight-load document as per the regulatory policies and verify its accuracy.

Ÿ

manoeuvre the vehicle airside.

Ÿ

practise communication skills and good interpersonal skills.

Ÿ

acquire and improve employability and entrepreneurship skills.
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UNIT 1.1: About the Training Programme

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ describe the training programme.
Ÿ develop an understanding on participant guidelines.
Ÿ get to know each other in the training programme.
Ÿ list expectations from the training programme.

1.1.1 Overview of the Book
The training programme will help trainees to:
Ÿ

Follow safety and security procedures: Safety operating procedure, safety hazards procedure,
emergency handling procedure, occupational safety and health.

Ÿ

Pre-departure planning: Plan the loading of aircraft, issue the loading plans to the loading areas, issue
the Loading Instruction Report (LIR) to the loading supervisor, perform necessary adjustments to
loads when the aircraft is out of trim, ensure the aircraft is within the prescribed safety limits.

Ÿ

Post-departure flight closure: Prepare the documents as per organisational and regulatory policies,
verify the accuracy of the documents, ensure to close the flight in Departure Control System without
any errors.

Ÿ

Work Effectively in a Team: Support the team, maintain personal presentation, develop effective
work habits.

Ÿ

Operate a vehicle airside: Prepare a vehicle for airside use, manoeuver a vehicle on the airside,
maintain procedures and practices which contribute to the safety of airside traffic and apron
operations, comply with an airside accident, hazard and emergency procedures.
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1.1.2 Participant Guidelines
While undergoing training, trainees are expected to:
Ÿ

behave in a professional and ethical manner.

Ÿ

use intellectual and analytical abilities to enhance in the profession as an Airline Flight Load
Controller.

Ÿ

take an initiative to learn more from the training.

Ÿ

develop communication, decision making and leadership skills, thereby gaining self-confidence
related to their professional and social behaviour.

Ÿ

complement formal training with innovative skills and self-motivation.

Ÿ

retrieve and use relevant information.

Ÿ

use diagnostic skills to identify problems and find possible solutions.

Ÿ

to develop an analytical sense of questioning, with an aim of improving procedures and productivity.
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Activity
Knowing Each Other
1. List out two names of fellow participants whom you have met and interacted with.

2. List out two names of those from the same place/district/state.

3. List out two names among the participants whose hobbies are the same as yours.

Expectation Mapping
1. My expectations from the training programme are:
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UNIT 1.2: About the Job Role - Airline Flight Load Controller

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ

explain the job role of an Airline Flight Load Controller.

Ÿ

identify the roles and responsibilities of an Airline Flight Load Controller.

Ÿ

list the pre-requisites of an Airline Flight Load Controller.

1.2.1 Job Description of an Airline Fight Load Controller

Fig 1.2.1 (a) Fight Load Controller

Airline Flight Load Controller ensures that accurate weight and balance is maintained for an intended flight
and issues Loading Instructions Report (LIR) to the people in charge of the loading.
Note: There are four forces that act on an aircraft in flight. They are as follows:
Ÿ

Weight: It can be defined as the force of gravity. It acts towards the centre of the Earth- in a downward
direction.

Ÿ

Lift: Lift is created by differences in air pressure. It acts at a right angle to the direction of motion
through the air.

Ÿ

Thrust: It can be defined as a force that propels an aircraft in the direction of motion.
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1.2.1 Job Description of an Airline Fight Load Controller
Ÿ

Drag: A force that acts opposite to the direction of motion is called drag. It is caused by friction and
differences in air pressure.

Fig 1.2.1 (b) Fight Load Balancing

1.2.2 Roles and Responsibilities

Roles and
Responsibilities

Fig 1.2.2 Roles and Responsibilities
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1.2.2 Roles and Responsibilities
An Airline Flight Load Controller should:
Ÿ

Plan, prepare and issue flight-load documents.

Ÿ

Ensure safe distribution of load as per the aircraft limitations.

Ÿ

Monitor and update the performance of Departure Control System.

Ÿ

Create and send Loading Instruction Report (LIR).

Ÿ

Monitor the changes which may occur while loading an aircraft and include these changes in the LIR.

1.2.3 Pre-requisite Skills
Physical Fitness
and Capabili?es

Ability to
Work in Various
Weather
Condi?ons

Friendly and
Courteous
Behaviour

Airline Fight Load
Controller

Good
Communica?on
Skills and Decision
Making Ability

Ability to Deal
with Unforeseen
Condi?ons

Excellent
Knowledge in Weight
Distribu?on/balance

Fig 1.2.3 Pre-requisite Skills of an Airline Flight Load Controller
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1.2.3 Pre-requisite Skills
Pre-requisite skills of an Airline Flight Load Controller are as follows:
Ÿ

Capable of climbing, bending, kneeling, crawling and stooping.

Ÿ

Able to work in various weather conditions.

Ÿ

Able to work independently and within a team.

Ÿ

Able to deal with unforeseen interruptions/circumstances.

Ÿ

Good knowledge in principles of weight and balance.

Ÿ

Excellent mathematical ability.

Ÿ

Good decision making skills.

Ÿ

Effective organisational and communication skills.

Ÿ

Friendly and courteous behaviour.

Ÿ

Able to operate within expected timeline.
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UNIT 1.3: About the Qualifications Pack-QP and
National Occupational Standards-NOS
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ explain the meaning and purpose of Performance Criteria.
Ÿ distinguish between knowledge and skills.
Ÿ describe the concept of Qualifications Pack (QP) and National Occupational Standards (NOS).
Ÿ define the key learning outcomes.
Ÿ elaborate various NOS of Airline Flight Load Controller.

1.3.1 Performance Criteria
Performance Criteria are the standards by which performance is evaluated:

Fig 1.3.1 Illustrative Diagram for Performance Criteria

Performance criteria is a written description of the standards to be assessed for a given task or activity used
by the assessor to ascertain if an individual, group or organisation can perform a specified activity to the
defined standard.
Performance criteria is used in companies and organisations for training of individuals and for various other
purposes.
Performance criteria helps assessors to maintain objectivity and inform students and employees about
expectations, by giving target or a goal to strive for.
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1.3.2 Knowledge
Knowledge:
Knowledge is the awareness of facts, information, descriptions or skills which is acquired through
education and experience by perceiving, discovering and learning.

Fig 1.3.2 Illustrative Diagram for Knowledge

1.3.3 Skills
Skills:
A skill is an ability to use the knowledge to carry out a task with pre-determined results often within a given
amount of time, energy or both. Skills can usually be divided into domain-generic skills and domain-specific
skills. For example: in the domain of work, some general skills would include time management, teamwork
and leadership, self-motivation and others, whereas domain-specific skills would be used only for a
particular job.

Fig 1.3.3 Illustrative Diagram for Skills

Knowledge is pre-requisite for a person to perform an activity. Organisations and companies focus on the
performance of its employees and their contributions to achieve the organisational vision or goal.
Skilled workforce improve productivity and enhance quality of products and services. It is crucial that a
person possesses adequate skills to perform his job and meet the expected outcomes of the organisations.
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1.3.4 Qualifications Pack (QP) and National Occupational
Standards (NOS)

Involve
Industry
Occupa?onal
Mapping

MoU s /
Missions

Skill Gap
Analysis
Skilled
Manpower

NOS / QP
Development
Assessment

Curriculum
Development

Train the
Trainers

Fig 1.3.4 Complete Cycle Of Qualifications Pack-QP and National Occupational Standards-NOS
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1.3.4 Qualifications Pack (QP) and National Occupational
Standards (NOS)
Qualifications Pack (QP)
A set of National Occupational Standards (NOS), aligned to a job role, called Qualifications Pack (QP),
would be available for every job role in each industry. These drive both the creation of curriculum and
assessments. These job roles would be at various proficiency levels and are aligned to the National Skill
Qualifications Framework (NSQF). Examples would be Qualifications Pack for job roles such as Airline
Security Executive, Aircraft Powerplant Technician, Airport Safety Crew etc.
Characteristics of Qualifications Pack (QP):
Ÿ It is an Industrial standard.
Ÿ It consists of expectation of industry concerning knowledge and performance criteria.
Ÿ It drives both the creation of curriculum as well as assessments.
Ÿ Any person certified under NSQF for a job role should possess knowledge and skills to meet the
expected outcomes (Performance Criteria).
Ÿ Employers through their respective SSCs contribute to the development and validation of QP.
Ÿ It specifies the standard of performance for an individual and benchmark for good performance.
Ÿ It defines the measurable outcome required from an individual.

1.3.5 Key Learning Outcomes
Definition of Key Learning Outcomes:
Statements that describe significant and essential knowledge that learners have achieved and can
demonstrate at the end of a course or a programme. In other words, learning outcomes identify what the
learner will know and be able to do by the end of a session or programme.
Key learning outcomes refer to observable and measurable:
Ÿ Knowledge
Ÿ Skills
Ÿ Attitude
Key expected outcomes:
At the end of this programme the trainee/individual is expected to:
Ÿ Have a clear understanding of the job role for which he is trained.
Ÿ Possess sufficient knowledge specified in the QP-NOS.
Ÿ Perform the activities listed in the QP-NOS.
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1.3.6 Various NOS of Airline Flight Load Controller
Sl.No

01

Sl.No

Unit Code

AAS/N0502

NOS-Title

Follow Safety and Security Procedures

Description

This unit is about following safety and security procedures as defined by
organisational policies and regulatory guidelines.

Scope

This Occupational Standard unit/task covers the following:
Ÿ Comprehending the safety and security procedures to conduct the
operations.

Unit Code

AAS/N0602

NOS-Title

Pre-departure Planning

Description

This unit is about the pre-departure planning activities to be performed by a
load controller to ensure safety of flight with the intended cargo and
passengers.

Scope

This Occupational Standard unit/task covers the following:
Ÿ Plan the loading of aircraft
Ÿ Ensure the aircraft is within the prescribed safety limits

Unit Code

AAS/N0607

NOS-Title

Post-departure Flight Closure

Description

This unit is about the post-departure flight closure activities to be performed
by a load controller to ensure that all required information is transmitted to
the required stakeholders and the records for the flight are stored for future
use.

Scope

This Occupational Standard/task covers the following:

02

Sl.No

03

Ÿ Post-departure documentation and flight closure Manoeuvre the
vehicle airside.

Sl.No

Unit Code

AAS/N0702

NOS-Title

Operating a Vehicle Airside

Description

This unit is about driving safely on the airfield in a controlled manner,
following airside signage/ markings and driving regulations.

04
Scope

This Occupational Standard unit/task covers the following:
Ÿ Prepare the vehicle for airside use.
Ÿ Manoeuvre the vehicle airside.
Ÿ Maintain procedures and practices which contribute to the safety of
airside traffic and apron operations.
Ÿ Comply with airside accident, hazard and emergency procedures.
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1.3.6 Various NOS of Airline Flight Load Controller
Sl.No

04

Unit Code

AAS/N0503

NOS-Title

Work Effectively in a Team

Description

This Occupational Standard describes the skills, knowledge required to
work effectively within the team.

Scope

This Occupational Standard unit/task covers the following:
Ÿ Support the work team.
Ÿ Maintain personal presentation.
Ÿ Develop effective work habits.

Activity
Read and describe the QP-NOS for the job role “Airline Flight Load Controller AAS/Q0604”.
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Exercise
1. Briefly explain roles and responsibilities of an Airline Flight Load Controller.

2. Mention the pre-requisite skills for an Airline Flight Load Controller.

3. Define the following forces that act on an aircraft in flight:
Weight:

Lift:

Thrust:

Drag:

4. Explain the differences between knowledge and skill.

16
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Tips

!

Ÿ Visit a nearest airport to understand more about Airline Flight Load Controller roles and
responsibilites.
Ÿ Understand the effect of load on an aircraft with suitable distributions of weights of passengers,
baggage, cargo and the fuel.
Ÿ Understand more basic terminologies in aircraft load control procedures.

Notes
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2. Follow Safety and
Security Procedure
AASSC
Aerospace & Aviation
Sector Skill Council

Unit 2.1 – Safety Policy and Safety Management System
Unit 2.2 – Hazard and Reporting
Unit 2.3 – Workplace Health and Safety
Unit 2.4 – Evacuation Guidelines
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
Ÿ

describe the importance of safety policy.

Ÿ

identify various kinds of hazards at a workplace.

Ÿ

discuss the importance of reporting hazards.

Ÿ

identify the importance of PPE.

Ÿ

perform first-aid assistance for the person in need.
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UNIT 2.1: Safety Policy and Safety Management System

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ

list the safety/security related organisations in aviation sector.

Ÿ

understand the safety policies of an airport.

Ÿ

describe Safety Management Systems and Safety Management Manuals.

Ÿ

describe the elements of SMS and its aims.

Ÿ

define AEP and list the types of AEP.

Ÿ

evaluate the Safety Performance Indicator.

Ÿ

identify types of dangerous goods and understand how to deal with it.

2.1.1 Safety/security related Organisations in Aviation
The prominent organisations in Aviation are as follows:
Ÿ International Air Transport Association (IATA)
Ÿ International Civil Aviation organisation (ICAO)
Ÿ Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA)
Ÿ Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS)
Ÿ Airports Authority of India (AAI)
Ÿ Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
International Air Transport Association (IATA)
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is a trade
corporation of the world's airlines. Consisting of 278 airlines,
primarily significant carriers, representing 117 countries, the
IATA's member airlines account for carrying approximately 83% of
total Available Seat Kilometers air traffic. IATA supports airline
activity and helps formulate industry policy and standards. Its
headquartered in Montreal, Quebec, Canada with Executive
Offices in Geneva, Switzerland.
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2.1.1 Safety/security related Organisations in Aviation
International Civil Aviation organisation (ICAO)
ICAO is a specialised agency of the United Nations. It codifies the principles
and techniques of international air navigation and fosters the planning and
development of international air transport to ensure safe and orderly
growth. Its headquarters is located in the Quartier International of
Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Fig 2.1.1 (b) ICAO

The ICAO Council adopts standards and recommended practices concerning air navigation, its
infrastructure, flight inspection, prevention of unlawful interference and facilitation of border-crossing
procedures for international civil aviation. ICAO defines the protocols for air accident, investigation
followed by transport safety authorities in countries signatory to the Chicago Convention on International
Civil Aviation.
Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA)
The Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) is the regulatory body in
the field of Civil Aviation, primarily dealing with safety issues. It is
responsible for regulation of air transport services to/from/within India
and for enforcement of civil air regulations, air safety and airworthiness
standards. The DGCA also coordinates all regulatory functions with the
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO).

Fig 2.1.1 (c) DGCA

Major Functions of DGCA:
Ÿ Registration to the civil aircrafts.
Ÿ Formulation of standards of airworthiness for civil aircrafts registered in India and grant of certificates
of airworthiness to such apparatus.
Ÿ Licensing of pilots, aircraft maintenance engineers, flight engineers and conducting examinations and
checks for that purpose.
Ÿ Issue license to the air traffic controllers.
Ÿ Certification of aerodromes and CNS/ATM facilities.
Ÿ Granting of air operator's certificates to Indian carriers and regulation of air transport services
operating to/from/within/over India by Indian and foreign operators, including clearance of scheduled
and non-scheduled flights of such operators.
Ÿ Investigating accidents/incidents and taking accident prevention measures including formulation and
implementation of safety aviation management programs.
Ÿ Carrying out amendments to the aircraft act, the aircraft rules and the Civil Aviation Requirements for
complying with the changes to ICAO annexes and initiating proposals for amendment to any other Act
or for passing a new act to give effect to an International convention or modification to an existing
convention.
Ÿ Coordinating at national level for flexible use of airspace by civil and military air traffic agencies and
interaction with ICAO for provision of more air routes for civil use through Indian Airspace.
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2.1.1 Safety/security related Organisations in Aviation
Ÿ Keeping a check on aircraft noise and engine emissions following ICAO Annex 16 and collaborating
with the environmental authorities in this matter, if required.
Ÿ Promoting indigenous design and manufacture of aircraft and aircraft components by acting as a
catalytic agent.
Ÿ Approving training programs of operators for carriage of dangerous goods, issuing authorisations for
transport of dangerous goods, etc.
Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS)
The Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS) was initially set up as a cell in the DGCA
in January 1978 on the recommendation of the Pande Committee. The BCAS was
re-organised into an independent department under the Ministry of Civil Aviation
on 1st April 1987. The primary responsibilities of BCAS include laying down
standards and measures concerning the security of civil flights at international and
Fig 2.1.1 (d) BCAS
domestic airports in India. BCAS headquarter is located at "A" Wing, I-III floor,
Janpath Bhavan, Janpath, New Delhi-110001.
Functions of BCAS:
Ÿ Laying down Aviation Security Standards by following Annex 17 to Chicago Convention of ICAO for
airport operators, airlines operators and their security agencies responsible for implementing AVSEC
measures.
Ÿ Monitoring the implementation of security rules and regulations and surveying of security needs.
Ÿ Ensure that the persons implementing security controls must appropriately train and possess all
competencies required to perform their duties.
Ÿ Plan and coordinate aviation security matters.
Ÿ Surprise/mock checks to test professional efficiency and alertness of security staff.
Ÿ Mock exercise to test the effectiveness of emergency plans and operational preparedness of various
agencies.
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2.1.1 Safety/security related Organisations in Aviation
Airports Authority of India (AAI)
The Airports Authority of India (AAI) was formed on 1st April 1995 by
merging the International Airports Authority of India and the National
Airports Authority to accelerate the integrated development,
expansion and modernisation of the operational, terminal and cargo
facilities at the airports in the country conforming to international
standards.
Fig 2.1.1 (e) AAI

Functions of AAI:
Ÿ Design, development, operation and maintenance of international and domestic airports and civil
enclaves.
Ÿ Control and manage the Indian airspace extending beyond the territorial limits of the country, as
accepted by ICAO.
Ÿ Construction, modification and management of passenger terminals.
Ÿ Development and management of cargo terminals at international and domestic airports.
Ÿ Provision of passenger facilities and information system at the passenger terminals at airports.
Ÿ Expansion and strengthening of operation area, viz. ,runways, aprons, taxiway etc.
Ÿ Provision of visual aids.
Ÿ Provision of communication and navigation aids, viz. ILS, DVOR, DME, Radar etc.
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2.1.2 General Safety Policy
Eliminate
accidents

Provide
safety
guidelines
and training

Ensure
safety

Aims of
Safety Policy

Safety
communication
with the
employees

Evaluate risks
to health

Assess the
risks
Provide
hazard
controls
Fig 2.1.2 Policy

A safety policy of an organisation is recognised by the written statement that states an organisation's
involvement in the protection of the health and safety of the employees, as well as the society in the
immediate surrounding neighbourhood. It gives the details of all occupational health and safety elements
of the policy to protect the employees' life and health up to or surpassing what would require by the laws,
regulations and practices in the relevant industry.
A general policy should include, but not be limited to measures that will:
Ÿ Eliminate or reduce reasonably possible accidents, incidents and occurrences.
Ÿ Ensure the safety of airport employees.
Ÿ Evaluate all risks to health and safety associated with airport operations.
Ÿ Assess all risks to the safety of aviation operations at the airport.
Ÿ Provide adequate hazard controls for affected parties (including airport users, airport staff and the
airport community at large), whether these are health and safety related or not.
Ÿ Encourage consultation with airport employees and the airport community.
Ÿ Provide safety guidelines for purchasing and maintaining equipment.
Ÿ Provide suitable instruction, training and other information.
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2.1.2 General Safety Policy
Safety Policies and their Objectives:
1. The service provider shall define its safety policy by following international and national requirements.
The safety policy statement shall:
Ÿ Reflect service provider commitment regarding safety, including the promotion of a positive safety
culture.
Ÿ Include a clear statement about the provision of the necessary resources for implementation of the
safety policy.
Ÿ Include safety reporting procedures.
Ÿ Indicate which type of behaviours are unacceptable to the service provider's aviation activities.
Ÿ Be signed by the accountable executive of the service provider.
Ÿ Be communicated, with the visible endorsement.
Ÿ Be periodically reviewed to ensure it remains relevant and appropriate to the service provider.
2. The safety policy statement shall include commitment to:
Ÿ Achieve the highest safety standards.
Ÿ Comply with all applicable regulatory requirements.
Ÿ Comply with international standards.
Ÿ Adopt proven best practices appropriate to the activity.
Ÿ Provide all the necessary resources.
Ÿ Ensure safety as a primary responsibility of all managers.
Ÿ Ensure that the safety policy is understood, implemented and maintained at all levels.
3. The management shall ensure the following to mitigate the organisation’s risks:
Ÿ Document service provider's priorities.
Ÿ Prescribe and document procedures for performing activities/processes.
Ÿ Provide training to the staff to develop the necessary knowledge, skills and attitude.
Ÿ Provide safety directives and controls to ensure their compliance.
Ÿ Procure suitable equipment and systems to support activities and ensure its continuous
serviceability.
Ÿ Ensure that necessary resources are deployed to maximise the service providers' safety performance.
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2.1.2 General Safety Policy
Safety Accountabilities and Responsibilities:
The service provider shall:
Ÿ Identify the executive who, irrespective of other functions, is accountable on behalf of the
organisation for the implementation and maintenance of an effective SMS.
Ÿ Clearly define lines of safety accountability throughout the organisation.
Ÿ Include a direct accountability for safety on the part of senior management.
Ÿ Identify the responsibilities of all members of management, irrespective of other functions, as well as
of employees, with respect to the safety performance of the organisation.
Ÿ Document and communicate safety accountabilities, responsibilities and authorities.
Ÿ Define the levels of management with authority to make decisions regarding safety risk tolerability.
Appointment of Key Safety Personnel:
1. The service provider shall appoint a safety manager, who is responsible for the implementation and
maintenance of the SMS on behalf of the accountable executive. The safety manager's functions
include:
Ÿ Performing/facilitating hazard identification and safety risk analysis.
Ÿ Monitoring corrective actions and evaluating their results.
Ÿ Providing periodic reports on the organisation's safety performance.
Ÿ Maintaining records and safety documentation.
Ÿ Planning and facilitating staff safety training.
Ÿ Providing independent advice on safety matters.
Ÿ Monitoring safety concerns in the aviation industry.
Ÿ Co-ordinating and communicating (on behalf of the accountable executive) with DGCA and other
service providers on issues relating to safety.
2. After induction, the safety manager shall impart knowledge of the organisation's operations, procedures
and activities as well as the applicable ICAO Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPS).
3. The service provider shall establish Safety Review Committee (SRC) and Safety Action Group (SAG)
depending upon size and scope of the service provider.
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2.1.2 General Safety Policy
Co-ordination of Emergency Response Planning:
Ÿ The service provider shall establish and maintain Emergency Response Plan (ERP) for aircraft
accidents, incidents and other aviation-related emergencies. He/she should ensure that the ERP is
coordinated adequately with ERPs of those organisation, it must interface with the provision of its
products and services.
Ÿ The ERP shall suit the scope and complexity of the service provider.
Documentation:
Ÿ The service provider shall develop and maintain the SMS manual that describes its safety policy and
objectives; SMS requirements; SMS processes and procedures; accountability, responsibilities and
authorities for SMS processes and procedures.
Ÿ The service provider shall develop and maintain SMS operational records as part of its SMS
documentation.

2.1.3 Safety Management System (SMS)
This is a statement about
what the organisation is
trying to achieve in terms
of safety.

There has to be some
means of measuring
whether the organisation
is achieving its safety
objectives. This is safety
assurance.

à

This is the ‘heart’ of the
SMS. The organisation will
have processes to evaluate
safety risks and control
them.

Safety
policy and

Safety risk
management

Safety
assurance

Safety
promotion

In order to make the SMS
work the people involved
need to understand the
system.

Fig 2.1.3 Components of SMS

Safety Management System is a business-like approach to manage safety in aviation. Standard with all
management systems, a safety management system provides for goal setting, planning and measuring
performance. It concerns itself with the organisational approach to safety rather than the conventional
reactive approach.
Safety Management System integrates existing operational policies, processes and procedures as well as it
introduces new elements necessary for a systematic approach to manage the safety risks. It also provides a
common framework to assess safety risks and addresses all aspects of airport operations.
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Note
Regulatory Requirements:
DGCA CAR subject establishment of a Safety Management System (SMS), lays down the regulatory
provisions where all scheduled operators are required to implement Safety Management System as part of
their safety programme to achieve an Acceptable Level of Safety (ALS) in the operation of an aircraft.

2.1.4 Aim of SMS
The aim of SMS at an airport is to improve existing levels of safety in airline operation, i.e. reduction in
aviation accidents and incidents, through a systematic process of hazard and risk management. An
effective Safety Management System will also reap the following additional benefits:
Ÿ

Minimise direct and indirect costs resulting from accidents and incidents.

Ÿ

Increase safety awareness of travelling passengers.

Ÿ

Create a positive, reliable and generative organisational culture.

Ÿ

Proof of due diligence in the event of legal or regulatory safety enquiries.

Ÿ

Improve the working environment resulting in better productivity and morale.

2.1.5 Safety Management Manuals (SMM)
A Safety Management Manual should be developed to record all safety management processes. This
manual can be integrated into the aerodrome manual or designed as a stand-alone handbook. The manual
should contain appropriate documentation on all operations related to SMS such as the reporting process,
hazard identification process, risk management process or change management process.
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2.1.6 Elements of SMS
Plan

Do

Review

Check

2.1.6 Elements of SMS

Plan: Airside Safety
Ÿ

Understand statutory requirements, best industry practices and organisational requirements.

Ÿ

Identify safety objectives.

Ÿ

Establish emergency plans and business continuity/recovery plans.

Ÿ

Confirm airside procedures documented and updated for all activities.

Ÿ

Check if all risk assessments are complete.

Do: Airside Safety
Ÿ

Provide initial training and testing.

Ÿ

Ensure competencies and review training processes are in place.

Ÿ

Ensure if infrastructure and equipment checks are being carried out.

Ÿ

Discuss safety during staff meetings and consultation process.

Ÿ

Check if all accidents, incidents and occurrences are reported.

Ÿ

Investigate all accidents, incidents and occurrences and proceed with trend analysis.

Ÿ

Ensure that insufficiency reporting process is in place.

Ÿ

Ensure that behaviourial reporting is in place.

Ÿ

Ensure that appropriate records are kept.

Ÿ

Comply with all rules, regulations, policies, SOPs and other requirements.
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2.1.6 Elements of SMS
Check: Airside Safety
Ÿ Ensure that senior management regularly audits or inspects all airside areas.
Ÿ

Audit trainers and trainees, including any third parties.

Ÿ

Confirm different levels of checks take place for all airside areas.

Ÿ

Validate risk assessments, identify deficiency trends, accidents, incidents and occurrence trends.

Ÿ

Measure safety performance.

Review: Airside Safety
Ÿ Identify causes of accidents, incidents and occurrences.
Ÿ

Ensure preventive actions are taken and documented.

Ÿ

Share safety information with the airside community.

Ÿ

Work with others to identify and understand best industry practices.

Ÿ

Understand the regulator's future requirements in the right time.

Ÿ

Establish future safety objectives.

2.1.7 Safety Training
Safety upgrade at an airport is an on-going process. All activities whether reactive, proactive or predictive in
nature, aim at enhancing safety standards. These can be achieved through safety upgrade. Safety
promotion is linked closely with safety training, safety awareness and safety communication.
An organisation safety culture is linked to the success of the safety management training programs. All
personnel must understand airport safety policies, procedures and practices. They should assume their
roles and responsibilities within the safety management framework.

Fig 2.1.7Illustration Diagram of Safety Training
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2.1.7 Safety Training
The safety training conducted will be as follows:
Basic safety training for all airport employees is to create awareness of the safety policy and objectives and
the importance of developing a safety culture. The training will cover the following topics:
Ÿ

AVSEC training

Ÿ

DGR goods handling training

Ÿ

Fire fighting Training

Ÿ

Emergency evacuations training

2.1.8 Safety Performance Indicators (SPIs)
Traditionally, airport safety work is based on accident data. However, as accidents are relatively rare, there
is a need to establish Safety Performance Indicators (SPIs) (both leading and lagging), which are causally
related to accidents and incidents frequency and severity. It is crucial to include system failure, as well as
the human error to have a sound and comprehensive set of Safety Performance Indicators covering the
whole spectrum of airside operations.
The following harmonised and comprehensive set of Safety Performance Indicators (impacting aviation
safety) allows both the airport operator and other major airport partners to review and enhance
operational security at airports. It is not necessary to use all of the SPIs, but choose those that are deemed
to be relevant to operational safety and SMS. These may include:
Ÿ

Number of aircraft occurrences.

Ÿ

Number of runway crossings.

Ÿ

Number of runway and taxiway incursions.

Ÿ

Number of occurrences resulting in damage to aircraft.

Ÿ

Number of occurrences in the maneuvering area and on aprons.

Ÿ

Number of fuel and other spills.

Ÿ

Number of prop wash or jet blast events.

Ÿ

Number of vehicle / mobile equipment occurrences including non-compliance with site specific rules.

Ÿ

Number of critical systems failures (electrical, communications).

Ÿ

Number of FOD events (runways, taxiways and aprons).

Ÿ

Number of passenger/staff injuries (minor, serious) and/or fatalities.

Ÿ

Number of completed inspections, audits and investigations (including those action items on
completed within the anticipated time frame).
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2.1.8 Safety Performance Indicators (SPIs)
Ÿ Number of risk assessments carried out.
Ÿ

Number of wildlife events and / or bird strikes at or in the vicinity of the airport.

Ÿ

Number of occurrences at airside construction sites.

Ÿ

Number of airside infrastructure events (e.g. damaged pavement).

Ÿ

Number of events where access to life safety devices, emergency exits, fuel shutdown devices, etc., is
blocked.

Ÿ

Number of airport employees trained, tested and competency demonstrated (including fresher
training).

Ÿ

Number of planned training courses, safety briefing sessions, tool box meetings, etc.

Ÿ

Number of safe behaviours observed.

Ÿ

Number of safety reports received, assessed and followed up.

Ÿ

Number of safe work procedures established and reviewed regularly.

Ÿ

Demonstrated commitment by management to safety.

Ÿ

Efficient reporting, data collection and analysis system in place.

Safety Performance Indicators

Fig 2.1.8Safety Performance Indicators
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2.1.9 Airport Entry Permit (AEP)
Definition:
A permit system comprises of cards or other documents issued to individuals employed at aerodromes or
to those who need to access an aerodrome's airside, landside or security restricted areas. It is mandatory
that all people working at an airport be issued an entry permit by the appropriate authority for security
(BCAS) and the airport.
Proper procedures and guidelines for issuance of airport entry pass should be followed by all new joining/
existing staff whose duties require them to work in restricted areas of the airport.
Entry permit shall be displayed at all times while working at the airport.
Issuance Based on Security Zones:
Security restricted areas are divided into different zones at the airports as follows:
SL. No

Zone

Areas Covered

1

Zone-1

2

Zone-2

Security Hold
Area (SHA)

Security check counters including screened passenger waiting
for areas till boarding gate/aerobridge.

3

Zone-3

Airside

Apron area including runway/taxiway/parking/maintenance/
Hangar area.

Location

Visitors’ area of arrival/ departure hall and other parts of the
Terminal Building airport other than SHA (to facilitate delegates/ passengers and
for administration purposes).

Conditions for Issue of AEP:
Airport entry permit shall be issued to a person to perform legitimate functions at the airport only after
background checks.
Such person can successfully attend the "One-day Aviation Security Awareness Training Programme” which
has a validity of one year.
The AEP of any person who is involved in any unlawful activity or found misusing it, his/her AEP may be
cancelled, withdrawn, forfeited by the Commissioner of Security (BCAS) or any of the officers authorised
by him/her.
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2.1.9 Airport Entry Permit (AEP)
Types of Airport Entry Permit (AEP):
Types of Airport Entry Permit that are being issued by the authorities to grant airport entry are as follows:
Ÿ

Three days: Three days airport entery permit is issued after an application for AEP is submitted. It has
to be submitted three days before the expiry of the existing AEP permit. However, with this type of
AEP entry to some regions of the Aerodrome is restricted and one should have mandatory Escort
(Exiting staff) to enter those areas.

Ÿ

Fresh airport entry permit: Fresh airport entry permit is issued for the newly registered individual to
be working in the airport.

Ÿ

Foreign nationals: Foreign national AEP is issued to the foreign nationals, who have valid working
visa.

Ÿ

Three months renewal: This type of AEP is issued when the employee has been confirmed within the
organisation and have valid AEP issues earlier which is expired.

Ÿ

Permanent airport entry permit: This is for the duration of one year, with valid passport and police
verification through Airport Operator.

Mandatory verification must be done by following organisation:
Ÿ

SP Bureau

Ÿ

Commissionerate

Ÿ

Passport Office

AVSEC training is mandatory to acquire any of the Airport Entry Permit (AEP) types.

2.1.10 Safety Audit

To Iden?fy the
poten?al hazards

To advise the
company about
the measures to
be taken against
the risks involved

To assess the
safety standards
maintained

Fig 2.1.10Objectives of Safety Audit
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2.1.10 Safety Audit
Safety and security team will carry out safety audits on a regular basis to cover all operational areas. The
purpose of safety audits is as follows:
Ÿ

To ensure that the safety standards and policies are being adhered to effectively.

Ÿ

Observe hidden/potential hazards during day-to-day operations.

Ÿ

To ensure operational equipment/instruments are serviceable.

Ÿ

Carry out regular briefing of operational staff regarding safety regulations and advise improvements
to be carried out.

Audit Documents:
Safety Audit will be carried out as per the checklist conforming to the laid down safety standards. The list
is signed by the audit teams and submitted to the safety and security management for inspection.
Checks without Findings:
In case, all policies and procedures are adhered to, then with “NIL FINDINGS” remarks, the checklist duly
signed by the audit team members will file for records.
Checks with Findings:
Ÿ

In case, all policies and procedures do not adhere to checks, the audit team must de-brief the
concerned manager/staff on duty to avoid reoccurrence.

Ÿ

The report must be prepared and forwarded to the concerned operations in-charge/manager for
immediate corrective action.

Ÿ

Weekly and monthly findings data should be accumulated and forwarded to the concerned person.

Reports:
Safety Manager will ensure:
Ÿ

Accident/injury notifications are made as soon as possible through a chain of command or other
available means of communication.

Ÿ

Accident reports are completed within 24 hours and submitted to safety department.

Ÿ

Operational Hazard Reports (OHR) should be completed by any individual upon observing unsafe
acts/conditions and submitted to safety manager for further investigation.

Ÿ

Safety manager will receive OHR, study it and submit a written report to the concerned person within
48 hours of the observation.

Ÿ

Completion of Preliminary Report of Mishap (PROM) of an accident.

Ÿ

Aviation accident prevention surveys.

Ÿ

Safety audit checklists are correctly completed, analysed and filed.

Ÿ

Safety checklists are duly filled and supported with relevant documents about safety inspections and
surveys.

Ÿ

Safety checklists are submitted and recorded as per policy for document retention.

Corrective/Preventive Action Plan:
1. Department managers will find out the cause of the deficiency which turned into violation and submit
the corrective/preventive action plan against the breach.
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2.1.10 Safety Audit
2. Department Managers will ensure that all the violations/ observations are closed within seven days after
the safety audit. The responsibility of submitting the evidence regarding the implementation of
corrective/ preventive actions in appropriate areas is the responsibility of the concerned department
head.
3. The evaluation of these corrective/preventive actions will be determined by the Head of Safety and
Security.
4. Safety manager will play a proactive role in identifying hazards, potential hazards and situations in which
hazards might be present. This must be evident throughout the planning phase and execution of
operations. To resolve the observed hazardous actions or conditions, follow the prescribed programs:
Ÿ On-the-spot correction.
Ÿ Specific training to identify and deal with hazards.
Ÿ Safety surveys.
Ÿ OHR programme.
Ÿ FOD programme.
Ÿ Report to department safety committee.
Safety Inspection:
Other than the regular safety audits, a representative from safety department will carry out safety
inspections on various activities, on a random basis and check whether the required safety standards are
being correctly followed.
In case of any violations observed, the safety representative will immediately intervene and brief the
team regarding the safety hazard involved. The safety representative will inform and educate the staff to
avoid reoccurrence of the same. The safety hazard noticed, along with the staff name shall be forwarded
immediately to the concerned operations in charge/manager for further action.

2.1.11 Fire Extinguisher
Fire Prevention Plan (FPP):
Preventing fires from occurring is the most efficient way of managing them. The Fire Prevention Plan (FPP)
is a series of methods to stop fires before they start. Every precaution must be taken to prevent a fire from
starting. A written FPP is required in addition to the Occupant Emergency Plan to efficiently manage tower
evacuations and minimise/control potential fire hazard.
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2.1.10 Safety Audit
Fire Triangle:
Components of fire triangle are as follows:
Ÿ Fuel – Any flammable material such as wood, coal and gasoline.
Ÿ Oxygen – Present in the surrounding air we breathe.
Ÿ Heat – Energy that is provided by an external ignition source such as a flame or spark.
When the components of the fire triangle come together under the right circumstances, a chemical
reaction occurs and a fire begins.

Fig 2.1.11 (a) Fire Triangle

Fire Extinguisher Categories:

Fig 2.1.11 (b) Fire Extinguishers Categories
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2.1.11 Fire Extinguisher
Fire Extinguishers are loaded with different dousing agents to fight specific classes of fires. Some types of
extinguishers will be ineffective against certain classes of fires, while others could make the fire worse.
Before trying to put out a fire, ensure the fire fuel is known and only proceed if the right type of fire
extinguisher is available.
Class A: Suitable for cloth, wood, rubber, paper, various plastics and regular combustible fires. The
extinguishing agent is water or foam.
Class B: Suitable for gasoline, grease and oil fires. The extinguishing agent is a dry chemical or carbon
dioxide. Extinguishers smaller 2.72 kg are not recommended.
Class C: Suitable for energized electrical fires. The extinguishing agent is a dry chemical or carbon dioxide.
Class D: Suitable for combustible metals. The extinguishing agent is a dry powdered chemical.
Class K: Suitable for kitchen fires, including oil, grease and fat. The extinguishing agent is a wet or dry
chemical.
Class ABC: This is an all-purpose fire extinguisher that works on class A, B and C fires. The extinguishing
agent is a dry chemical.
How to use Fire Extinguishers?

Fig 2.1.11 (c) Fire Extinguisher Operation
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2.1.11 Fire Extinguisher
Remember the “PASS” word. To use a fire extinguisher, one must understand how to operate them
properly. Before taking action to extinguish a fire, be sure that the fire is small enough to be extinguished.
Know what material is burning and be sure that the proper type of extinguisher is selected. Stand at a safe
distance (approximately 6 feet) away from the fire and follow the four-step PASS procedure. If the attempt
to extinguish does not come under immediate control or the escape route is threatened, leave the area
immediately.

2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Dangerous goods are articles or substances which are capable of posing a risk to health, safety, property or
the environment.
Not all the dangerous goods can be transported in passenger aircraft because of the apparent risk they
cause for the safety of passengers. Some dangerous goods are even forbidden for transport by air. When
they are allowed for transport by air, they must be wrapped with specific packages to minimise the risk of
accident and incident.

Fig 2.1.12 (a) Dangerous Goods

Acceptable Dangerous Goods:
A significant amount of dangerous goods may be carried on the aircraft, provided that they are properly
packed, labelled and marked for the safe transportation by the regulations. Those dangerous goods that
are restricted to all cargo aircrafts are either in large or small quantities are forbidden on passenger
aircrafts.
Forbidden Dangerous Goods:
Dangerous Goods Forbidden under Any Circumstances: Some dangerous goods are considered to be too
hazardous for transportation by air under any circumstances. Substances or articles falling under this
category are liable to explode, dangerously react, produce a flame or cause a dangerous evolution of heat
or dangerous emission of toxic, corrosive or flammable gas or vapours under conditions usually
encountered in transport. Such goods must not be carried on aircraft under any circumstances.
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Dangerous Goods Forbidden unless Exempted:
Certain dangerous goods are considered to be too dangerous to be transported by air in the normal course
of events. However, in exceptional circumstances and under an exemption granted by the states
concerned, these dangerous goods may be carried, if details of the government exemptions are provided.
Acceptance of dangerous goods, offered under state exemption is at the discretion of the operator. The
supplement to the ICAO technical instructions provides details of adequate quantities per package and
proper packaging for any substances permitted under an exemption to the competent authorities. This will
provide an overall level of safety, which is equivalent to that provided by the DGR. The Government
exemption document shows the details of required packaging and accompanies the shipment.
Hidden Dangerous Goods:
At the airports, check-in staff must be adequately trained to identify and detect dangerous goods which
passengers normally carry/ may carry with them in their baggage.
Passengers carry item(s) which may contain hazardous articles that are not apparent. Such articles may be
found in the passenger baggage too. With the aim of limiting undeclared dangerous goods that are being
loaded on the aircraft and restricting passengers from taking on board, passenger handling staff should
seek confirmation from the passengers about the contents of the item(s) carried in baggage that may
contain dangerous goods.
Passenger check-in staff, must be alert and check:
Ÿ

General descriptions which are often used for items in passengers' baggage which may contain
dangerous goods.

Ÿ

Other indications on the packages, which show the presence of dangerous goods (e.g. labels,
markings).

Ÿ

Staff must be aware to cross-examine against the class definitions and special provisions in the
regulations and confirm that no part of the package contents is dangerous; e.g., “Not restricted”.

Dangerous goods are divided into nine classes based on the type of risk involved.
Some of these classes are further divided into sub-divisions to identify the particular risk within the class. In
such cases, reference is made only to the sub-divisions and not to those main classes.
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Dangerous goods are divided into nine classes based on the type of risk involved.
Some of these classes are further divided into sub-divisions to identify the particular risk within the class. In
such cases, reference is made only to the sub-divisions and not to those main classes.

Class 1 - Explosives
Class 2 - Gases
Class 3 - Flammable Liquids
Class 4 - Flammable Solids
Class 5 - Oxidisers and Organic Peroxides
Class 6 - Toxic and Infectious Substances
Class 7 - Radioactive Materials
Class 8 - Corrosive Materials
Class 9 - Miscellaneous Dangerous Goods
2.1.12 (b) Classes of Dangerous Goods

Classes are expressed by a single digit number. For example, class 3.2 digit numbers define divisions. The
first digit identifies the class number and second identifies the variation within that class.
For example, Toxic gas is class 2 division 3 and is referred to as "Division 2.3". Each class or division has clear
guidelines that are used to determine whether an article or substance belongs to that class or division.
These criteria are technically detailed in the Dangerous Goods Regulations Manual in Section 3 of
Classification.
The order in which the classes and divisions are numbered is for convenience and does not imply a relative
degree of danger. This means that Class 1 is not necessarily more dangerous than Class 2, Class 3 or any
other class.
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Class 1 - Explosives
The explosives are usually prohibited from carriage by air.
E.g. TNT, Dynamite or Torpedoes.
Note: Symbol on the label shows the place for division and compatibility group.

Class/ Div. No.

IMP
Codes

1.1

REX

Articles and substances having a minor blast
or projection hazard.

1.2

REX

Articles and substances having a minor blast
or projection hazard.
When permitted to transport in an aircraft
the IMP code will be RCX and RGX.
Transport only possible with Cargo aircraft
(CAO).

1.3

REX
RCX and RGX

Description and Example

Articles and substances having a mass
explosion hazard.
E.g. TNT, Dynamite or Torpedoes
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Class/ Div. No.

IMP
Codes

Articles and substances which cause no
significant hazard.

1.4

REX

Very insensitive substances which have a
mass explosion hazard.

1.5

REX

Extremely insensitive substances which do
not have a mass explosion hazard.

1.6

REX

Description and Example

Hazard
Label

Explosives which can be transported on a passenger aircraft are:
RXS (1.4 S) – Articles and substances which cause no significant hazard. The effect of the accidental
functioning is confined within the package.
E.g. Ammunition for hand weapons, safety fuses, some types of fireworks, etc.
Explosives which can be transported on a cargo aircraft are:
RCX (1.3 C), RGX (1.3 G), RXB (1.4 B), RXC (1.4C), RXD (1.4 D), RXE (1.4 E), RXG (1.4 G), RXS (1.4 S)
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Class 2 - Gases

Description and Example

Any gas, which when mixed with air in
certain proportions form a flammable
mixture.

Class/ Div. No.

IMP
Codes

2.1

RFG

2.2

RNG

E.g. Butane, Propane, Acetylene, Lighters.

Any non-flammable, non-toxic gas or lowtemperature liquified gas.
E.g. Carbon dioxide, Neon, fire
extinguisher, Liquified Nitrogen or
Helium.

Gases that are known to be toxic or corrosive to humans and pose a health risk.
E.g. Most toxic gases are forbidden for
carriage by air (Ammonia, Chlorine). Some
are permitted (Aerosols of low toxicity,
tear gas devices).

2.3
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Class 3 - Flammable Liquids

Description and Example

Class/ Div. No.

IMP
Codes

Any liquid having a closed cup flash point
of 60° C or below

3

RFL

Hazard
Label

E.g. Paint, Alcohols, Acetone, Petrol etc.
Class 4 - Flammable Solids

Description and Example

Class/ Div. No.

IMP
Codes

Any solid material which is readily
combustible or may cause or contribute to
fire through friction.

4.1

RFS

4.2

RSC

E.g. Matches, Celluloid

Spontaneously combustible (reacts with
air).
Such substances are liable to spontaneous
heating or to heating up in contact with air
and then catch fire.
E.g. White or Yellow Phosphorus.

Dangerous when wet (reacts with water).
Substances, which by interaction with
water is liable to become spontaneously
flammable or give off flammable gases.

4.3

E.g. Calcium carbide, Sodium.
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Class 5 - Oxidizers and Organic Peroxides

Description and Example

Class/ Div. No.

IMP
Codes

Oxidizers:
A substance that yields Oxygen readily to
stimulate the combustion of other
material.

5.1

ROX

5.2

ROP

Description and Example

Class/ Div. No.

IMP
Codes

Toxic Substances:
Liquids or solids, which are dangerous, if
inhaled, swallowed or absorbed through
the skin.

6.1

RPB

6.2

RIS

Hazard
Label

E.g. Ammonium nitrate fertilizer, Calcium
chlorate, Bleaches.
Organic Peroxides:
An organic material (liquid or solid) that
ignite easily to cause an external flame and
then burns with an accelerating rate; some
substances react dangerously with others.

Class 6 - Toxic and Infectious Substances

E.g. Arsenic, Nicotine, Cyanide,
Pesticides.

Infectious substances which are known or
reasonably expected to contain pathogens
and cause disease in humans or in animals.
E.g. Virus (HIV), Bacteria, Rabies,
Biological products.
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Class 7 - Radioactive Materials

Description and Example

Class/ Div. No.

IMP
Codes

Category I - White
Radioactive material with a low radiation
level on the package surface (No Transport
Index indicated).

7.1

RRW

7.2

RRY

Category II - Yellow
Radiation level higher than Category I and
Transport Index not exceeding 1.
E.g. Radionuclides or Isotopes, Medical or
Industrial purposes.

Category III - Yellow
Radiation level higher than Category II and
Transport Index exceeding 1 but not
exceeding 10.

Fissile – Critical Safety Index
Criticality safety index labels must be used
in addition to the appropriate
Radioactive labels to provide control over
accumulation of packages or over packs
containing fissile material.

7.3

7.4

E.g. Fissile material – Uranium 233.
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Class 8 - Corrosive Materials

Class/ Div. No.

IMP
Codes

8

RCM

Description and Example

Class/ Div. No.

IMP
Codes

Any substance which causes a danger
during air transportation that is not
covered by other classes. These include
aviation regulated solid or liquid with anaesthetic, noxious or similar properties,
which could cause extreme annoyance or
discomfort to the crew members to limit
the accurate performance of assigned
duties.

9

ICE
RMD
RSB

Description and Example

A liquid or solid that will cause severe
damage when in contact with living tissue
or, in the case of leakage will materially
damage or even destroy other goods or
the means of transport.

Hazard
Label

E.g. Battery acids, Mercury, Sulphuric
acid.

Class 9 - Miscellaneous Dangerous Goods
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Marking:
For each package and over pack containing dangerous goods that require marking, the shipper must:
Ÿ Check that the required marking is applied in the correct location on the package and that it meets the
quality and specification requirements of the regulations.
Ÿ Ensure that where specification packaging is required, the specification markings are specified exactly.
Ÿ Remove or destroy any irrelevant marking.
Ÿ Ensure that all the required markings have been applied before the package is presented to the
operator.
Markings used in dangerous goods for transportation are of two types:
Ÿ Package use markings: Markings which identify the use of a particular packaging for a particular
shipment. Every package of dangerous goods must be marked with the proper shipping name, the UN
or ID number, the full name, the address of the shipper and consignee.
Ÿ Package specification markings: Markings which identify the design or specification of a packaging.
Packaging and Marking Requirements:
As a minimum, each package or over pack containing dangerous goods must be marked to show:
Ÿ Proper shipping name(s)
Ÿ Applicable UN or ID no(s)
Ÿ Name of the shipper, address of the shipper and the consignee.

Example

Fig 2.1.12 (c) Marking of Dangerous Goods
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Labelling:
Packages containing dangerous goods are usually identified with special labels. The main intention of all
the labels is to alert the risks inherent to the contents. Each class or division has a unique identification label
which should be displayed on the outer side of the package. These labels must correspond to the detailed
specifications such as size, colour, symbols and class/division number. The labels, which are used for
dangerous goods packages are divided into two types:
Ÿ Hazard labels.
Ÿ Handling labels.
Hazard Labels:
The diamond-shaped labels are mandatory for all packages transported by air. They represent the hazard
type, class and division of the dangerous goods. As per the IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations, minimum
dimensions of these labels should be100 x 100 mm.

Fig 2.1.12 (d) Hazard Label

Handling Labels:
The handling labels are also known as handling information labels. They indicate how the consignment
should be handled. These labels are to be glued along with the package for proper handling.
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Example
Examples for handling labels are listed below:
Magnetic Material Label (MAG):
These labels are applied to materials that have relatively
high magnetic field strength.

Fig 2.1.12 (e) MAG

Cargo Aircraft only Label (CAO):
These labels must be used on packages that are not
permitted on passenger aircraft and are acceptable only on
All-Cargo/ Freighter aircrafts.
Fig 2.1.12 (f) CAO

Cryogenic Liquid Label (RCL)
These labels must be used in addition to the nonflammable gas (Division 2.2) hazard label on packages
and overpack.

Fig2.1.12 (g) RCL

2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Handling Label for Battery-Powered Wheel-chairs or Mobility
Aids.
These labels may be attached to the wheelchairs and mobility
aids with batteries.
These labels indicate the battery removal status. This label has
two partitions. One remains with the wheel-chair and indicates
whether or not the battery has been removed. The other may be
used to assist in identifying the battery and also in reconciling the
battery and with its wheel-chair.
Fig 2.1.12 (h) Labels on Battery Powered Wheel-chair
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
Package Orientation Label (This way up):
These labels must be used on the packages whose orientation
must not be altered during transportation.

Fig 2.1.12 (i) This Way Up

Handling Label for Keep Away from Heat.
This label must be used in addition to the hazard label on the
packages and overpack containing substances in division 4.1,
division 5.2 and any other such shipments. These packages must
be protected from direct sunlight and stored in a cool, wellventilated place and away from all sources of heat.
Fig 2.1.12 (j) Away from Heat

Fig 2.1.12 (k) Dangerous Goods being Shipped with Warning

Fig 2.1.12 (l) Dangerous Goods being Shipped with Warning

Label

Label

Fig 2.1.12 (m) Manual Checks Being Performed on Dangerous Goods
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2.1.12 Dangerous Goods
IATA Cargo-IMP Codes
Given below is the list of Cargo-IMP codes with meanings that are used extensively within the airline
industry:
Code
CAO:
DGD:
ICE:
IMP:
MAG:
RCL:
RCM:
RCX:
RDS:
REQ:
REX:
RFG:
RFL:
RFS:
RFW:
RGX:
RIS:
RMD:
RNG:
ROP:
ROX:
RPB:
RPG:
R RE:
RRW:
RRY:
RSB:
RSC:
RXB:
RXC:
RXD:
RXE:
RXG:
RXS:

Meaning
Cargo aircraft only
Shipper's declaration for dangerous goods
Carbon dioxide, solid (dry ice)
Interline Message Procedure
Magnetized material
Cryogenic liquid
Corrosive
Explosives 1.3C
Diagnostic specimens
Dangerous goods in excepted quantities
To be reserved for normally forbidden Explosives, Divisions 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4F, 1.5 and 1.6
Flammable gas
Flammable liquid
Flammable solid
Dangerous when wet
Explosives 1.3G
Infectious substance
Miscellaneous dangerous goods
Non-flammable, non-toxic gas
Organic peroxide
Oxidizing substances
Toxic substance
Toxic gas
Excepted packages of radioactive material
Radioactive material Category I-White
Radioactive material Categories II-Yellow and III-Yellow
Polymeric beads
Spontaneously combustible
Explosives 1.4B
Explosives 1.4C
Explosives 1.4D
Explosives 1.4E
Explosives 1.4G
Explosives 1.4S
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UNIT 2.2: Hazard and Reporting

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ identify the general causes for accidents.
Ÿ explain hazard identification process and its types.
Ÿ report the hazards.
Ÿ explain the Safety Risk Management (SRM).

2.2.1 General Causes for Accidents
Factors responsible for an accident and incident:
Ÿ Miscommunication.
Ÿ

Inadequate signage, markings or lights.

Ÿ

Inadequate training of those involved.

Ÿ

Trained staff not acting in the way they were trained.

Ÿ

Inadequate equipment/mechanical condition/mechanical failure.

Ÿ

Tasks carried out too quickly with inadequate resources.

Ÿ

Failure to use PPE.

Ÿ

Inadequate risk assessment.

Ÿ

Human and organisational factors.

Ÿ

Non adherence to Standard Operating Procedures (SOP).

Ÿ

Inadequate response to changing circumstances.
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2.2.2 Hazard Identification
Hazard is any situation or condition that has potential to cause adverse consequences. Hazard
identification is a process where organisation hazards are identified and managed so that safety is not
compromised. The systematic identification and control of all hazards is the foundation for the
effectiveness of a risk management programme. It may be performed at any time as well as under specific
conditions.
Specific conditions would include:
Ÿ

Unexplained increase in safety related events or infractions.

Ÿ

Abnormal audit or safety indicator trends.

Ÿ

Major operational changes.

Ÿ

Installation of major equipment or facility .

Ÿ

Insignificant organisational change.

Ÿ

Hazard identification at the airport is accomplished through a predictive, proactive and reactive
process.

Predictive Hazard Identification Process:
Predictive hazard identification involves the introduction of a new system/procedure and change in
existing system/procedure. In airports as part of predictive hazard identification process, following tools
will be used:
Ÿ

System and task analysis: In airport all departments will carry out the system and task analysis for
identifying hazards.

Ÿ

External information are used as means of safety hazard identifications.
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2.2.2 Hazard Identification
Proactive Hazard Identification Process:
Proactive hazard identification involves the process of identifying hazard before the event has occurred.
In airport as a part of proactive hazard identification process the following tools are used:
Ÿ

Anonymous reports

Ÿ

Voluntary reporting

Ÿ

Safety inspections

Ÿ

Safety audits

Ÿ

Confidential reporting

Reactive Hazard Identification Process:
Reactive hazard identification is a process of identifying hazard after the event has occurred. In airport as
a part of reactive hazard identification process, the following tools are used:
Ÿ

Accident Reports

Ÿ

Incident Reports

Ÿ

Minor Occurrences

2.2.3 Hazard Reporting
The safety management team is responsible for ensuring the implementation of the incident reporting
system. All staff is encouraged to report any accident/incident on an immediate basis.
Proper and in-time reporting facilitates the collection of information on actual and potential safety
deficiencies. Besides, all staff including the outsourced team is encouraged to submit voluntary incident
reports.
It is mandatory to report any incident involving unsafe or potentially unsafe, occurrence or condition,
irrespective of whether it consists of injury/property damage. The report is to be submitted to the safety
and security department as soon as possible after the occurrence/incident within 24 hours.

2.2.3 Hazard Reporting
What are the hazards a staff should report?
It is vital for all personnel to know what hazards they are required to report. The examples listed below are
commonly reported items; however, personnel should also be encouraged to report any other event or
situation with the potential to result in degradation of safety:
Ÿ

Fire/smoke warnings declared emergencies

Ÿ

Inadequate safety equipment

Ÿ

Insufficiencies in existing operating procedures or manuals

Ÿ

Dangerous goods in cabin

Ÿ

Degraded operating standards
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2.2.3 Hazard Reporting
Ÿ

Ground damage

Ÿ

Evacuation of an aircraft

Ÿ

Wake turbulence event

Ÿ

Significant turbulence, wind shear or other severe weather encounters

Ÿ

Crew or passenger illness or injury or crew incapacitation

Ÿ

Violent, armed or intoxicated passengers

Ÿ

Activation of lavatory smoke detectors

Reporting Formats and Procedures:
Reporting boxes are kept for Operational Hazard Report (OHR)/ Near Miss Report (NMR) and for Voluntary
Hazard Report (VHR), at the following locations so that staff can access them easily:
Ÿ

Airport operational office

Ÿ

Ramp office

Ÿ

Domestic cargo warehouse

2.2.3 Hazard Reporting
These forms will be collected by the safety and security representative on a weekly basis, reviewed and
corrective action would be taken accordingly.
The safety management team is responsible for submitting the report to the customer airlines (if involved,
through the SPOC), local authorities, AVP – SQP and the SVP office within 24 hours of the occurrence,
irrespective of whether the dangerous goods are cargo, mail, passenger baggage or crew baggage.

2.2.4 Safety Risk Management (SRM) and Control
Risk management allows airport operators to develop an objective assessment of the risk associated with a
specific activity. Risk assessments should be conducted for every task carried out by staff and can also be
carried out on a higher level of the operational business. For example, concerning bird strikes or runway
incursions.
SRM Background Information:
SRM is a systematic, explicit and comprehensive approach to managing safety risk at all levels throughout
the airport. A complete SMS using SRM will develop layers of safety built upon the measures taken to
mitigate risk. These layers are examples of implemented protective measures such as vehicle driver's
training programs, marking and lighting standards and reflective vests. An unsafe event can occur when
gaps occur in the system's protective layers. These gaps are not static and may appear unexpectedly. For an
incident or accident to take place, there is usually a succession of holes in a system that will line up and
enable an event to occur.
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2.2.4 Safety Risk Management (SRM) and Control
There are five phases to the SRM Process:

Phase 1 Describe the system
Phase 2 Identify the hazards
Phase 3 Determine the risk
Phase 4 Assess and analyse the risk
Phase 5 Treat the risk
Fig 2.2.4 (a) Five Phases of SRM

Phase 1:
Describe the System.
When considering the environment of the airport system, consider all the safety-related functions already
outlined in the ACM. The existing safety functions should steer the focus of the risk management analysis
and will assist in determining potential mitigation strategies.
Phase 2:
Identify Hazards.
In this phase, hazards to the system (i.e. operation, equipment, people and procedures) are identified in a
systematic, disciplined way. The three elements used in operational expertise are as follows:
Ÿ Training in SMS and Hazard analysis techniques.
Ÿ A well-defined hazard analysis tool.
Ÿ Adequate documentation of the process.
The hazard identification effort should mirror the management structure and complexity of the airport in
question. The airport manager at a small airport can conduct it alone, while a committee or group may
conduct it at a larger airport. Regardless, the person or the group will require sufficient expertise, safety
experience and training to perform the assessment adequately.
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2.2.4 Safety Risk Management (SRM) and Control
The hazard identification stage considers all the possible sources of system failure. Depending on the
nature and size of the system under consideration, these should include:
Ÿ

The equipment (example: construction equipment on a movement surface)

Ÿ

Operating environment (example: cold, night, low visibility)

Ÿ

Human element (example: shift work)

Ÿ

Operational procedures (example: staffing levels)

Ÿ

Maintenance procedures (example: nightly movement area inspections by airport electricians)

Ÿ

External services (example: ramp traffic by Fixed-Base Operator (FBO) or law enforcement vehicles).

Phase 3:
Determine the Risk.
In this phase, each hazard in its system context is identified to determine, what risks exist, if any, that may
be related to the hazard. In this phase, there is no determination of the severity or potential of the risk
occurring. First, all potential hazards are identified and documented. Next, the hazards are subjected to an
assessment of the possible severity and potential risk as described in Phase 4.
In a very simple example, an airport may have identified the hazard of Foreign Object Damage (FOD) on the
ramp, with the associated risk of the FOD being ingested into the engines of taxiing aircraft. That hazard
and the identified risk would be documented before moving to Phase 4, a determination of the probability
of that risk occurring and the severity if such an event were to occur.
Phase 4:
Assess and Analyze the Risk.
In this Phase, the airport operator estimates the level of risk by using the predictive risk matrix in Figure
2.2.4 (b).
The risk is the composite of the predicted severity and likelihood of the outcome or effect of the hazard in
the worst credible system state. To assess the risk of an accident or incident occurring, severity and
likelihood are first determined.
Severity is determined by the worst probable potential outcome. Over time, quantitative data may support
or alter the determination of severity and probability, but the initial risk determination will most likely be
qualitative, based on experience and judgment and not on the data.
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2.2.4 Safety Risk Management (SRM) and Control
The risk levels used in the matrix can be defined as:
Ÿ High Risk – Unacceptable level of risk: The proposal cannot be implemented or the activity cannot be
continued unless hazards are further mitigated so that risk is reduced to a medium or low level.
Tracking is required and management must approve any proposed mitigating controls. Catastrophic
hazards that are caused by:
Ÿ Single-point events or failures
Ÿ Common-cause events or failures
Ÿ Undetectable latent events in combination with single point or common cause events are
considered high risk, even if remote.
Ÿ Medium Risk – Acceptable level of risk: The proposal may be implemented or the activity can continue,
but tracking and management are required.
Ÿ Low Risk – The target level of risk: Acceptable without restriction or limitation; the identified hazards
are not required to be actively managed but are documented.
Hazards are ranked according to the severity and the likelihood of their risk, which is illustrated, by where
they fall on the risk matrix. Hazards with high risk receive higher priority for treatment and mitigation.
Severity
likelihood

No Safety
Effect

Minor

Major

Frequent

Probable

Remote

Extremely
Remote

Extremely
Improbable

HIGH RISK
MEDIUM RISK
LOW RISK
Fig 2.2.4 (b) Predictive Risk Matrix
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2.2.4 Safety Risk Management (SRM) and Control
Phase 5:
Treat the Risk.
In this phase, the airport operator develops options to mitigate the risk and alternative strategies for
managing the hazard. These strategies can be used to reduce the hazardous effects on the system. It should
be noted that the majority of risk management strategies address medium and high-risk hazards. Low-risk
hazards may be accepted after considering risk.
The risk management activity should identify feasible options to control or mitigate risk. Some options
could include:
Ÿ Avoidance: Selecting a different approach or not participating or allowing the operation or
procedure.
Ÿ Assumption: Accepting the likelihood, probability and consequences associated with the risk.
Ÿ Control: Development of options and alternatives that minimise or eliminate the risk.
Ÿ Transfer: Shifting the risk to another area.
Utilisation of safety risk management increases the level of safety in airport operations, maintenance and
new systems. Through SRM, hazards are assessed, mitigated, documented, tracked and operational data
are continuously monitored to provide feedback on hazards. Understanding the consequences of risk
increases the ability to anticipate and control the impacts of internal or external events on a programme.
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UNIT 2.3: Workplace Health and Safety

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ describe the importance of personal health and safety.
Ÿ explain the importance of PPE.
Ÿ perform first aid for the persons in need.

2.3.1 Personal Health and Safety

Fig 2.3.1 Health and Safety

The health and safety of all staff and third party workers, working on the airside needs careful
consideration. Risk assessments should be carried out by covering each task that airside staff are required
to complete. An airport should also ensure that third-party companies (including contractors) operating
airside, have completed risk assessments for the activities of their staff. Once the hazards and residual risks
have been identified, using a risk assessment, they should be eliminated or reduced as low as reasonably
possible.
One method to do this is to consider the following options:
Ÿ

Eliminate: Cease doing the task, remove the hazard altogether.

Ÿ

Reduce: Reduce the time exposed to the hazard, substitute with something less hazardous.

Ÿ

Isolate: Physically isolate people from the hazard – fit guards, enclose the hazard.

Ÿ

Control: Ensure appropriate supervision is in place to train the staff to follow procedures.

Ÿ

Provide Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): Issue PPE appropriate to the identified hazard and
perform regular maintenance.

Ÿ

Discipline: Put procedures in place requiring staff to behave in a particular way.
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2.3.2 Personal Protective Equipment
Every work situation has its own set of hazards such as falling objects, traffic dangers, chemical spills and
excess noise which affects hearing, eye sight and can cause personal injury.
PPE is an equipment which is worn by employees to help minimise the effects of hazards. PPE includes
items such as hard hats, goggles, respirators, ear muffs, a reflective vest, high visibility clothing, boots and
gloves.

Head Protection: (Hard hats, helmets, sun hats) Shall be
provided where there is a risk of injury to the head, such as a
person struck on the head by a falling object, a person may hit
his/her head against a fixed object, there may be inadvertent
head contact with electrical hazards.
Fig 2.3.2 (a) Safety Helmet

Eye Protection: (Goggles, safety glasses) Shall be provided
where a risk of eye injury exists. Typical hazards might include
flying particles, dust, splashing substances, harmful gases,
vapours, aerosols and high-intensity radiation from welding
operations.
Fig 2.3.2 (b) Safety Goggles

Hearing Protection: (Ear plugs, ear muffs) Shall be provided
where a risk of noise-induced hearing loss exists. The need for
hearing protection may be assessed through noise monitoring
or surveys.
Fig 2.3.2 (c) Ear Plugs

Respiratory Protection: (Respirators Face Masks, cartridge
filters) Shall be provided where there is a risk of airborne
contaminants. This will minimise the risk of exposure to an
atmosphere that is or may be injurious to health.
Fig 2.3.2 (d) Respiratory Masks
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2.3.2 Personal Protective Equipment

Hand Protection: (Gloves, gauntlets) Shall be provided where
there is an identified hazard associated with a potential for a hand
injury. A list of hazards shall be compiled for each workplace and
suitable hand protection is obtained to minimise risk.
Fig 2.3.2 (e) Protective Gloves

Protective Footwear: (Safety boots, gumboots, enclosed shoes)
Shall be provided where the nature of the work exposes the
employee to a medium to high risk of injury to feet, e.g.
occupations such as workshop/maintenance and gardening staff.
Fig 2.3.2 (f) Safety Boots

Body Protection (High-Visibility garments, thermal wear, aprons,
safety harnesses) Shall be provided to minimise the risk of injury
occurring to the body. Examples may include those who are
required to work outdoors and are exposed to the sun's rays for
continuous periods in a day. Direct exposure of the skin to UV
radiation from outdoor work shall be minimised by providing hats,
long sleeves/trousers and an adequate supply of sun screen.

Fig 2.3.2 (h) A Person Wearing PPE and giving Signals
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2.3.3 First Aid

Fig 2.3.3 (a) First Aid

Definition:
First aid is an immediate treatment given to the victim of an accident or sudden illness before medical help
is obtained.
An injury is any wound or damage to the body resulting from an event. Injuries can be caused by activities
such as accidents or physical trauma.
Aims of First Aid:
First aid is based on scientific medicine and surgery. It is a skilled assistance but the first aider is not a doctor.
After the doctor takes charge, the first aider's responsibility ends. He can then stand by to help the doctor.
1. Preserve Life:
Ÿ

Ensure the air passages are open and remain so.

Ÿ

Check for and control bleeding immediately.

2. Prevent Complications:
Ÿ

Cover wounds.

Ÿ

Immobilize fractures and large wounds.

3. Promote Recovery:
Ÿ

Reassure the casualty.

Ÿ

Handle casualty gently and make him/her comfortable.

Ÿ

Arrange to transport the casualty to hospital or obtain medical aid.
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2.3.3 First Aid
General Rules to be followed as a First Aider:
Ÿ

Ensure that there is no further danger to the casualty.

Ÿ

Do first things first, quickly and without fuss or panic.

Ÿ

Give CPR if breathing has stopped because every second counts.

Ÿ

Stop any bleeding.

Ÿ

Guard against or treat for shock by keeping the casualty warm, by moving him as little as possible and
handle him gently.

Ÿ

Reassure the casualty and those around, to help to reduce anxiety or embarrassment.

Ÿ

Do not allow people to crowd around, as fresh air is essential.

Ÿ

Do not remove clothes unnecessarily, as they help to keep the casualty warm and to protect against
shocks.

Ÿ

Arrange for assistance of the casualty by a doctor or hospital as soon as possible.

Diagnosis:
A diagnosis includes the following:
Ÿ

History: It is the story of the accident (namely how the accident occurred) or the nature of illness of
the casualty. This is taken by asking the person directly or if the casualty is unconscious, then asking
the person with him or some person who has seen the accident.

Ÿ

Symptoms: Symptoms are what the casualty tells the first aider e.g. pain, shivering, faintness, injury,
bruises, etc. leading the first aider to the region of injury.

Ÿ

Signs: Signs are what the first aider feels and finds out for himself like paleness, swelling of parts,
injury, bleeding, deformity of the limbs, etc.

Treatment:
Ÿ

Should be done step by step. Continue treatment until the doctor takes charge.

Disposal:
Ÿ

The earlier the doctor takes charge, greater are the chances of recovery. Casualty should be taken to
the nearest hospital or clinic using quickest means of transport.
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2.3.3 First Aid
Basic First-aid Kit:
Constituents of a basic first aid kit are listed as follows:
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Plasters of different sizes and shapes
Small, medium and large sterile gauze dressings
At least two sterile eye dressings
Triangular bandages
Crepe rolled bandages
Safety pins
Disposable sterile gloves
Tweezers
Scissors
Alcohol-free cleansing wipes
Sticky tape
Thermometer (preferably digital)
Skin rash cream, such as Hydrocortisone or Calendula
Cream or spray to relieve insect bites and stings
Antiseptic cream
Painkillers such as Paracetamol (or infant Paracetamol for children), Aspirin (not to be given to children
under 16), or Ibuprofen
Cough medicine
Antihistamine tablets
Distilled water for cleaning wounds
Eye wash and eye bath.

Fig: 2.3.3 (b) Basic First-aid Kit
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2.3.4 Administer Aid
Mouth-to-Mouth Resuscitation:
Mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, a form of artificial ventilation, is the act of assisting or stimulating
respiration, where a rescuer presses his or her mouth against that of the victim and blows air into the
person's lungs.

Steps

Fig 2.3.4 (a) Step 1

Step-1: Make sure the person is lying on a hard, flat surface.
Look into the mouth and throat to ensure that the airway is
clear. If an object is present, try to sweep it out with the fingers
(wear disposable surgical gloves if they are available). If
vomiting occurs, turn the person on his or her side and sweep
out the mouth with two fingers. Do not place the finger in the
mouth if the person is rigid or is having a seizure.

Step-2: Tilt the head back slightly to open the airway. Put
upward pressure on the jaw to pull it forward.

Fig 2.3.4 (b) Step 2

Step-3: Pinch the nostrils closed with thumb and index finger.
Place the mouth tightly over the person's mouth. Use a
mouthpiece if one is available. Blow two quick breaths and
watch for the person's chest to rise.
Fig 2.3.4 (c) Step 3

Step-4: Release the nostrils. Look for the person's chest to fall as
he or she exhales. Listen for the sounds of breathing. Feel for
the person's breath . If the person does not start breathing on
his or her own, repeat the procedure.
Fig 2.3.4 (d) Step 4
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2.3.4 Administer Aid
Choking:
Choking occurs when a foreign object becomes lodged in the throat or windpipe, blocking the flow of air.
Choking cuts off oxygen to the brain, administer first aid as quickly as possible.

Fig 2.3.4 (e) First Aid for Chocking

Ÿ 5 back blows: First, deliver five back blows between the person's shoulder blades with the heel of your
hand.
Ÿ 5 abdominal thrusts: Perform five abdominal thrusts.
Ÿ

Give alternate 5 blows and 5 thrusts until the blockage is dislodged.
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2.3.4 Administer Aid
Chemical Burns in an Eye:
To assist the person who has experienced chemical burns in eyes, follow these steps:
Ÿ Immediately rinse the eye or eyes under a water tap or in a gentle shower or with a clean container of
water. Position the person's face so that the injured eye is down and to the side. Avoid spraying a highpressure water stream into the eye or eyes.
Ÿ Flush with lukewarm water for 15 to 30 minutes. The person should keep the eye open as wide as
possible. Wash the person's hands thoroughly to make sure no chemical is still on them.
Ÿ Do not rub the eye or place a bandage over the eye.
Ÿ While waiting for medical care, have the person wear sunglasses to decrease light sensitivity.
Foreign Particle in an Eye:
To assist the person who has experienced a foreign particle in an eye, follow these steps:
Ÿ Tell the person not to rub his/her eye – this could cause scratches on the eye surface.
Ÿ Ask the person to sit down and gently, separate his/her eyelids with thumbs or thumb and finger.
Ÿ Ask the person to look right, left, up and down and examine the eye for foreign objects.
Ÿ If something is present in the white of the eye, wash it out by pouring clean water or a sterile eye wash
from the inner corner of the eye towards the outer corner.
Ÿ If this is unsuccessful, try lifting the object off with a moist swab or the damp corner of a clean
handkerchief. If still the particle is not removed, seek medical help.

Fig 2.3.4 (f) Washing Eyes in Running Water
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2.3.4 Administer Aid
Severe Bleeding:
For severe bleeding, take these actions immediately:
Ÿ If there is an object embedded in the wound, control bleeding by pressing firmly on either side of the
object, do not remove or press the object, otherwise apply direct pressure on the wound.

Fig 2.3.4 (g) Controlling the Bleeding

Ÿ Apply a dressing firmly to control bleeding. Ensure that it is not so tight that it restricts circulation.
Ÿ Prevent/treat shock by lying the casualty down with his/her feet raised (if possible).
Ÿ If the casualty has a head injury, lay himself/herself down and slightly raise his/her head and shoulders.

Fig 2.3.4 (h) Controlling the Bleeding

Ÿ If blood comes through the dressing apply another bandage on top.
Ÿ If blood seeps through this too, remove both dressings and re-apply a new sterile dressing using direct
pressure to the wound.
Ÿ Support the injured area in a raised position.
Ÿ Seek medical attention if the bleeding does not stop or if the casualty goes into shock.
Ÿ Keep the casualty warm by laying him/her on a blanket or some other item.
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2.3.4 Administer Aid
Fracture:
In case of a fracture, provide first aid before taking the injured to professional care
Aptly follow the few first-aid treatment till the professional medical treatment is given:
Ÿ If the injured person is bleeding, elevate and apply pressure to the wound using a sterile bandage, a
clean cloth or a clean piece of clothing.
Ÿ If the injured person is bleeding, have fracture in his/her neck or back, help him/her stay as still as
possible. If the injured person have fracture in one of his/her limbs, immobilise the area using a strap or
suspend.
Ÿ Wrap an ice pack or bag of ice cubes in a piece of cloth and apply it to the injured area for up to 10
minutes at a time.
Ÿ Treat the injured for shock. Help the injured to get into a comfortable position, encourage him/her to
rest and reassure. Cover him/her with a blanket or clothing to keep himself/herself warm.
Ÿ Help the injured get to the emergency department for medical care.

R-Rest

I-Ice

C-Compression

After the injury, stop the injured
Use an ice pack to reduce the pain Bandage the area firmly (but not
person from taking part in any
and swelling in the affected area. too tightly), starting just below
painful activity. Moving the injured Apply ice for 15minutes every
the injured area and moving up.
part can increase bleeding and
two hours for 24 hours, then for Overlap each layer by half. Finish
swelling and slow down the healing 15 minutes every four hours for bandaging about one hand’s
process.
24 hours.
width above the injured area.

Fig 2.3.4 (i) Rest Ice Compression Method
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2.3.4 Administer Aid
Electric Shock:
To assist the person who has experienced an electric shock, follow these steps:
Ÿ Look first. Don't touch. The person may still be in contact with the electrical source. Touching the
person may pass the current through rescuer.
Ÿ Turn off the source of electricity if possible. If not, move the source away from the affected person,
using a non-conducting object made of cardboard, plastic or wood.
Ÿ Check for signs of circulation (breathing, coughing or movement). If absent, begin resuscitation CPR
( )
immediately.
Ÿ Lay the person down and, if possible, position the head slightly lower than the trunk, with the legs
elevated.
Ÿ Figure 2.3.4 (j) shows a man moving the power source away from the affected person using a wooden
stick.

Fig 2.3.4 (j) Electric Shock

Shock due to Injury:
To assist the person who has experienced a shock, follow these steps:
Ÿ Lay the person down with their head low and legs raised and supported, to increase the flow of blood
to their head. Do not raise an injured leg.
Ÿ Loosen any tight clothing around the neck, chest and waist to make sure it doesn't constrict their blood
flow.
Ÿ Fear and pain can make shock worse, by increasing the body's demand for oxygen, so while waiting for
help to arrive, it's important to keep them comfortable, warm and calm. Do this by covering them with
a coat or blanket and comforting and reassuring them.
Ÿ Keep checking their breathing, pulse and level of response.
Ÿ If they become unresponsive at any point, open their airway, check their breathing and prepare to treat
someone who has become unresponsive.
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2.3.5 Do’s and Dont’s
Sl.No

Do’s

Don'ts

1

Report suspicious activity.

Do not leave your system unlocked if not in use

2

Communicate and co-ordinate
Never misuse the office resources (Pax manifest, duty
with respective officials in case of mobile, system credential etc) it may lead to potential
threat.
any potential threat.

3

Stay alert.

4

Closely monitor passenger (pax) Do not only depend on human calculations, use calculator
activity during check in and
to reducing human error.
boarding to report any suspicious
activity.

5

Ensure your safety at all point of
time.

Do not share your login credentials.

Do not wait for last minute changes, instead make changes
to load and trim sheet. Effectively use the time to avoid
flight delays.
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UNIT 2.4: Evacuation Guidelines

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ follow the evacuation guidelines.
Ÿ guide others in evacuation during various kinds of emergencies.

2.4.1 Building Evacuation Pathways and Exit Signage
Emergency evacuation is the urgent or immediate removal of people away from an area that contains an
imminent threat, an ongoing threat or a hazard to lives or properties.
The key to a successful evacuation is situational awareness. In an airport environment, personnel work in
many different settings other than their primary work area. It is essential for the safety of employees,
tenants and customers that each person becomes familiar with the standard indicators of evacuation
routes and emergency exits.
Ÿ Emergency exits will be clearly marked and lit with an “EXIT” sign which is typically green and white.
Ÿ Exit signs are directional and mark the evacuation route. No arrow on the sign indicates go straight
ahead; an arrow on the sign indicates a turn is needed to continue on the exit path.
Ÿ Pathways must be wide enough to accommodate a large number of evacuating personnel.
Ÿ Pathways must remain clear of debris or obstructions at all times.
Ÿ Routing must not expose evacuating personnel to additional hazards.

Fig 2.4.1 Evacuation Signs
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2.4.1 Building Evacuation Pathways and Exit Signage
Evacuation Do’s and Don’ts:
If an exit leads to a stairwell, continue down the stairs to the ground level and exit the building at that time –
do not stop on any floor unless instructed.
Ÿ

Stairwells are typically rated for smoke and heat protection – if rescue assistance is needed, remain in
a stairwell and wait for rescue personnel.

Ÿ

Do not use the elevators.

Ÿ

It is not advised to go to the roof, using helicopters for roof rescue is a dangerous procedure for the
occupants, the pilots and firefighters.

Ÿ

Follow directions of emergency responders and other response personnel.

Ÿ

Make every attempt to account for all of your personnel.

Ÿ

Report any missing people to evacuation monitors or emergency response personnel.

Ÿ

Do not return to the building until emergency response personnel have permitted to do so.

2.4.2 Evacuation on Fire/Smoke
Ÿ

Notify people to evacuate the area.

Ÿ

Close the door to the room or area to confine the spread of the fire.

Ÿ

Activate the fire alarm.

Ÿ

Call fire station and inform about the condition and location.

Ÿ

Walk. Do not run. Evacuate the building out from the nearest exit.

Ÿ

Listen and follow directions of fire department and other response personnel.

Ÿ

Notify fire department of any personnel remaining in the building and their location.

Fig 2.4.2 Do's and Don'ts for Fire Evacuation Plan
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2.4.3 Evacuation during Earthquake
Ÿ Take immediate cover under tables or desks or crouch against an interior wall.
Ÿ Do not stand in a doorway. Keep away from windows to avoid flying glass. Do not stand under light
fixtures or near objects that could fall.
Ÿ Evacuate the building only after the shaking has completely stopped.
Ÿ Keep calm. Do not run outwards, watch for falling debris or electrical wires when leaving the building.
Ÿ Proceed to the designated gathering area if it is safe to do so.
Ÿ If disabled or injured, remain in place and wait for assistance.
Ÿ If fire occurs, activate the nearest fire alarm pull station.
Ÿ If qualified, render first-aid. If not qualified, assist those rendering or requiring first aid.
Ÿ Report any missing persons to the fire department or other response personnel.

Fig 2.4.3 Protecting during Earthquake

2.4.4 Evacuation around Hazardous Material
Ÿ Evacuate the area surrounding hazardous material.
Ÿ Keep other people away from the area until emergency responders can determine the nature of the
material.
Ÿ Do not attempt to rescue the injured until the situation is assessed.
Ÿ If not near the threat, responders may advise shelter-in-place until the spill can be contained or better
evaluated.
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Notes
Materials are considered hazardous if they :
Ÿ Have an ability to corrode other materials.
Ÿ Can explode or easily be ignited.
Ÿ Can react strongly with water.
Ÿ Are unstable when exposed to heat or shock.
Ÿ Are toxic to humans, animals or the environment.

Tips

!

Ÿ Conduct a demo on how to operate a fire extinguisher.
Ÿ Conduct a mock drill to evacuate the building during emergencies.
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Scan the QR Code to watch the related videos

a. https://bit.ly/36BSmI7 b. https://bit.ly/3qPo8J9
Concept of IATA, ICAO & DGCA, AAI: Role,
Memberships and Importance
Sourced by: Vidyamitra (INFLIBNET Centre, Gandhinagar, Gujarat.)

https://bit.ly/3IIGFwQ
Concept
of
Extinguisher Sourced
Vidya-mitra (INFLIBNET
Gandhinagar, Gujarat.)

https://bit.ly/37TGAtm
Concept of Personal
Protective Equipment

https://bit.ly/3L4ksuz
Concept of Safety Management System

a. https://bit.ly/3qxMQgQ b.https://bit.ly/3NegVM6
Fire
by:
Centre,

Concept of Dangerous Goods Sourced by:
Vidya-mitra
(INFLIBNET
Centre,
Gandhinagar, Gujarat.)

a. https://bit.ly/3Ju2hxY

b. https://bit.ly/3D2wfXv
Concept of Hazard I dentification and Reporting

https://bit.ly/3tvXkPA
Concept of First Aid
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2.4.5 Do’s and Don’ts
Sl.No

Do’s

Don’ts

1

Accept change and implement strategies Do not by-pass the company norms and policies as
in order to eliminate risks from the
stated in the PH.
company.

2

Create awareness about safety hazards.

3

Always perform situation analysis (follow Avoid these following statement and common
protocol).
excuses.

Do not encourage illegal activity in and around
airport premises.

Ÿ I have enough time.
Ÿ I am not paid to be nice, I am measured by my
productivity and accuracy.
Ÿ Every passenger is bonkers today.
Ÿ I can’t deal with the passenger who do not show
me respect.
Ÿ How can we do a good job if other departments
are not well coordinated.
Ÿ I am too busy.
4

Keep respective team informed in case of Never go into an argument with the passenger, as
emergency situation to provide
make your points clear with proper facts.
assistance whenever required.

5

Switch off your mobile phones and always Never sympathise with passenger instead
coordinate using duty mobile.
empathise with them.

6

Keep to the point during conversations.

-

7

Ask questions. when required

-

8

Maintain a calm behaviour at all point of
time.

-

9

Listen carefully to the customer.

-
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Exercise
Briefly answer the following questions
1.. L t the prominent organisations for aviation in India.

2.. Explain an airline

fety policy.

3.. Explain SMS and its impo ance.

4.. L t out any five points of Safety Performance Indicators.

5.. Explain

6.

oactive hazard identification process.

t any five PPE used at airport.
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3. Pre-departure Planning
AASSC
Aerospace & Aviation
Sector Skill Council

Unit 3.1 – Operating Procedures of Loading an Aircraft
Unit 3.2 – Distribution of Cargo Load and Passenger Seating
Unit 3.3 – Safety Limits and Organisation Policies
Unit 3.4 – Last Minute Modification
Unit 3.5 – Load Sheet Release and Acceptance
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
Ÿ

outline the flight aerodynamics and zero fuel weight figure.

Ÿ

analyse operating parameters like Dry Operating Weight.

Ÿ

outline safe trim limits of the planned flight.

Ÿ

plan and issue the loading plan of the passengers and cargo to the cargo section.

Ÿ

summarise aircraft structural limitations for the payload.

Ÿ

build the Loading Instruction Report (LIR) as per the regulatory guidelines.

Ÿ

analyse total aircraft load and fuel uplift weight.

Ÿ

analyse total payload for safe operating limits during the flight plan.

Ÿ

analyse the payload and perform necessary trim for its intended flight.

Ÿ

analyse maximum take-off and landing weights for the intended flight.

Ÿ

plan for any last-minute offloading adjustments.

Ÿ

categorise the required documents related to load and trim.
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UNIT 3.1: Operating Procedures of Loading an Aircraft

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ

build an understanding of aircraft and specific flight and determine a zero fuel weight figure for the
aircraft and flight.

Ÿ

analyse operating parameters such as Dry Operating Weight (DOW) in accordance with operation
manual.

Ÿ

perform load estimations and trim limits during the intended flight.

Ÿ

develop documents in line with organisation's procedures to ensure structural limitations of an
aircraft.

Ÿ

create and issue Loading Instruction Report (LIR) to the supervisor as per the regulatory guidelines.

Ÿ

interpret the fuel uplift weight from the relevant business party.

3.1.1 Basics of Flight Aerodynamics
Every aircraft has certain structural weight restrictions, which are determined by the manufacturer. There
are fixed limits to the payload that an individual aircraft may safely carry. This payload (the total weight of
passengers, baggage and cargo) must be equally distributed so that the aircraft's balance and centre of
gravity (CG) are maintained within stated limits. The airline is legally bound by these limitations and must
not exceed the stipulated restrictions when loading the aircraft, in the interest of not only safety, but also
efficiency. Obviously then, proper and accurate load planning is crucial to airlines.
Two industry terms for the safe loading of an aircraft are “weight and balance” and “load planning.” Both
refer to the same aspects of aircraft loading issues. Before discussing these terms, let us look at the laws of
physics that apply to flight and why proper planning is essential.
Aerodynamics:
An aircraft flies through the air by continually pushing and pulling the surrounding air downward. In
response to the force of moving the air down, the air pushes the aircraft upwards. Newton's third law of
motion states that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. An aircraft wing is shaped so
that the top and bottom surfaces deflect the air. The wind passing on top of the wing is deflected higher,
causing reduced pressure. Hence, lift is created when the pressure or force below the wing is greater.
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3.1.1 Basics of Flight Aerodynamics

Fig 3.1.1 Basics of Flight Aerodynamics

3.1.2 Terminology and Airport Codes
Terminology
Apron - A part of the airport field for aeroplane parking, passenger entrance, luggage and cargo loading and
unloading, technical maintenance and fuelling.
Aircraft captain - A pilot responsible for the aircraft operation and safety during the flight.
Aircraft parking lot - A place on the apron for parking the aircraft.
Air traffic - Movement of aircrafts in the air and on the manoeuvring area of the airfield.
Jet bridge - The bridge connecting an aircraft to the gate so that passengers can embark and disembark
without getting their feet wet.
Departure sector - An area for passenger entrance in the aircraft, usually marked with special numbers or
letters.
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3.1.2 Terminology and Airport Codes
Airfield manoeuvring territory - A part of the air field for aircraft landing, take-off and manoeuvring needs.
Hand luggage - Luggage that the passengers can take along to the aircraft. The hand luggage must match
size and weight requirements set by the airline company.
Ground handling - Handling of passengers, baggage and cargo, etc. In RIX this service is provided by ground
handling department.
Payload - It is the carrying capacity of an aircraft. It includes cargo, people and extra fuel. In the case of a
commercial airliner, it may refer only to revenue-generating cargo or paying passengers.
Hangar - A large building which can store aeroplanes.
Landing - The act of an aeroplane returning to the ground.
Runway - The part of the airport where plane take off or land.
Take-off - The act of an aeroplane leaving the ground.
Terminal - The main building of an airport used by passengers and cargo.
Tower - The tower in an airport is a building used for air traffic control.
Basic Weight - A combination of the aircraft weight and all its fixed equipment provides the foundation
necessary to calculate the four different stages of an aircraft's weight.
Manufacturer's Empty Weight (MEW) - Also called Manufacturer's Weight Empty (MWE) or Licensed
Empty Weight. It is the weight of the aircraft "as built" and includes the weight of the structure, power
plant, furnishings, installations, systems and other equipment that are considered an integral part of an
aircraft. This excludes any baggage, passengers or usable fuel.
Zero Fuel Weight (ZFW) - This is the total weight of the aeroplane and all its contents (including unusable
fuel), but excluding the total weight of the usable fuel on board.
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight (MZFW) - The maximum weight allowed before usable fuel and other
specified usable agents (engine injection fluid and other consumable propulsion agents) are loaded.
Operating Empty Weight (OEW) (Roughly equivalent to basic empty weight on light aircraft) - It is the basic
weight of an aircraft including the crew, all fluids necessary for operation such as engine oil, engine coolant,
water, unusable fuel and all operator items and equipment required for flight but excluding usable fuel and
the payload.
Maximum Take-off Weight (MTOW) - This is the maximum weight at which the pilot of the aircraft is
allowed to take off.
Regulated Take-off Weight (RTOW) - Depending on different factors (e.g. flap setting, altitude, air
temperature, length of runway), RTOW or maximum permissible takeoff weight varies for each takeoff. It
can never be higher than MTOW.
Maximum Landing Weight (MLW) - This is the maximum weight at which an aircraft is permitted to land.
Total load of an aircraft/ aircraft gross weight - [also known as the all-up weight (AUW)] Is the total aircraft
weight at any moment during the flight or ground operation.
Usable Fuel/Fuel on Board (FOB): Fuel that an aircraft can actually use to power its engines.
passenger (pax) Load:-Load of the passengers.
Dead Load:-Total weight of the transit, baggage, cargo and mail.
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3.1.2 Terminology and Airport Codes
Estimate Zero Fuel Weight (EZFW): The anticipated weight of the aircraft including all crew and cargo, but
without fuel.
Aircraft Weights:
Maximum
Zero Fuel
Weight

Manufacture
Weight

Maximum
Taxi Weight
Maximum
Take Oﬀ
Weight

Basic Weight

Aircraft
Weight

Dry
Operating
Weight

Actual Zero
Fuel Weight

Maximum
Landing
Weight

Maximum
Weight
Restric?ons
Allowable
Payload

Payload

Fig 3.1.2 Aircraft Weights

Airport Codes:
Airport codes are used to identify airports in the aviation industry. There are two international systems
used for airport codes:
Ÿ

IATA Airport Codes

Ÿ

ICAO Airport Codes

IATA Airport Codes: These consist of three-letter codes. This method is used for airline reservations,
ticketing and baggage-handling services. The three-letter codes are more commonly seen among the
public.
ICAO Airport Codes: These consist of four-letter codes. Air-traffic control systems more commonly use
these four-letter codes. They are generally the same as IATA Airport Codes.
Many station codes are simply the first three letters of the city name: DEL is Delhi, ATL is Atlanta, BOS is
Boston, MIA is Miami, SIN is Singapore, MAD is Madrid and SYD is Sydney, Australia. The first letter(s) of
multiple cities form other codes: DFW for Dallas/Fort Worth, MSP for Minneapolis/St. Paul.
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3.1.2 Terminology and Airport Codes
Load Planning Information for an aircraft or for a specific flight
Following is the information to be included as a part of load planning:
1. Aircraft type: There are several common classifications of commercial airliners; wide-body jets,
narrow-body jets and regional airliners.
2. Operator name: In compliance with the regulatory requirement, cargo labels must include the
operator name.
3. Aircraft registration: Every aircraft must be prominently marked on its exterior by an alphanumeric
string, indicating its country of registration and its unique serial number.
4. Manufacture of the aircraft: While planning the load, it is very important to consider the
manufacturer's load specifications and aircraft's structural limitations for the load.
5. Weight of the aircraft given by the operator: Dry operating weight (DOW) in kg/pounds.
6. Pantry weight for the given route aircraft is flying: Consists of any food, drink, provisions or objects
used for servicing passengers or crew. It is one of the crucial parameters to plan the load.
7. Portable water weight for the given aircraft: The water storage capacity required for all purposes on
board, in an aircraft is based on the number of occupants (passengers and crew) and the duration of
the flight, while being limited by weight, aircraft design and other practical considerations.
8. Crew configuration with or without baggage: It is the number of crew for the given scheduled flight.

3.1.3 Aircraft Documents
Following are the important aircraft documents that must be carried on board at all times including
registration and airworthiness certificates and approved flight manuals. Discrepancies found concerning
the airworthiness or registration certificates shall be brought to the attention of the operator,
documented and forwarded to the airworthiness unit for action.
Important on-board documents:
Ÿ

Two certificates
Ÿ Certificate of Airworthiness
Ÿ Certificate of Registration

Ÿ

Two Books
Ÿ Journey Log Pilot
Ÿ Operating Handbook

Ÿ

Two Sets of Licenses
Ÿ Pilot License (Including Medical)
Ÿ Radio Operator's License
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3.1.3 Aircraft Documents
Ÿ

Two Papers
Ÿ Interception Signals
Ÿ Weight and Balance Report

3.1.4 Purpose of Load Control
Load control is a procedure to ensure:
Ÿ

Weight and balance of the aircraft are correct and within normal limits.

Ÿ

The aircraft is loaded in accordance with carriers' regulations in general and the loading instruction for
the flight in particular.

Ÿ

The information on the load sheet corresponds with the actual load on the aircraft, passengers and
fuel are included.

Ÿ

The structural and operational weight limits of the aircraft are not exceeded.

Load Control Duties
Load control is based on 3 functions:
Function 1: Completion the Loading Instruction Report (LIR) and load sheet according to relevant
instructions in GOM.
Function 2: Supervising the loading of the aircraft in accordance with the LIR. Upon completion of loading,
confirmation on an advice of deviations must be passed to the load sheet agent or load controller.
Function 3: Checking of the load sheet against the LIR and other documents.
Load controlling exercise:
1. Gather Flight InformationAircraft and flight detail:
Flight number-AI 007
SECTOR- DEL-BOM
DATE: Use today's date
PIC Id (Pilot In Command) - 107008
2. Operational InformationAircraft type: A330-300
Registration: VT- INR
Configuration: F08 J32 Y191 (F- Frist/ J- Business/ Y-Economy)
Crew: 3/14
Crew baggage: YES
BW/BI: As per Basic weight and Index charts
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3.1.4 Purpose of Load Control
Estimated Baggage Planning Weights (Baggage / Pax information is to be collected from the system)
Panning Pax weight: 80 kg
Planning bag weight per pax: 24.9 kg
Baggage Planning
1. Planning bag weight-20 kg per pax (as in for bulk loading// Narrow body)
2. Planning Bag Pieces per Pax: 1.3 (on an Average)—for Widebody aircraft
3. Planning Bag Pieces Per AKE (AKE-is a container to load the Baggage) = 40 PC
Estimated pax loads:
F Class: 11
J Class: 29
Y Class: 158
Cargo: 19,500 kg
Mail: Nil
EIC: 115 Kg (EIC: Equipment in a compartment, not included in DOW/DOI followed by loading position
and weight.)
Load and trim sheet
Load and trim sheets are produced by the contracted handling agents, who input flight-specific data into a
DCS. There are many different fuel calculations used on a load sheet relating to the various stages of flight.
Fuel is a crucial component of a load sheet with its weight and location affecting an aircraft's trim and
overall weight.
Requirements for prepairing the load and trim sheet
Ÿ

Before starting operation the Airline Flight Load Controller shall prepare a load/trim sheet and get the
same approved from the DGCA.

Ÿ

The Airline Flight Load Controller shall compute the trim either manually or by using a computer
system (e.g. DCS) in accordance with a procedure approved by the DGCA.

Ÿ

The Airline Flight Load Controller shall ensure that loading and distribution is in accordance with the
requirement of aircraft rules and any special direction issued by DGCA in conformity with the rules.

Ÿ

It will be the responsibility of the Airline Flight Load Controller to ensure that the weight of the aircraft
at the time of take-off does not exceed the RTOW.

Ÿ

The Airline Flight Load Controller is responsible for the preparation and accuracy of the load/trim
sheet.

Ÿ

The load/trim sheet must be prepared in duplicate and signed for each flight by an officer of the
airline/operator who have the duty of supervising the loading of aircraft and preparing the load and
trim sheet.

Ÿ

The load and trim sheet must be signed by the pilot-in-command unless the load and trim sheet is sent
to the aeroplane by electronic data transfer.
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3.1.4 Purpose of Load Control

Fig 3.1.4 (a) Baggage Index Chart

Ÿ

When the load and trim sheet is sent to the aeroplane by electronic data transfer, a copy of the final
load and trim sheet, as accepted by the pilot in-command, must be available on the ground. A load
and trim sheet sent by electronic data transfer shall be annotated as “final” to indicate the version to
be accepted by the PIC.

Ÿ

The load and trim sheet should normally contain the following information:
Ÿ The aeroplane registration and type
Ÿ The flight identification number and date
Ÿ The identity of the pilot-in-command
Ÿ The identity of the person who prepared the document
Ÿ The dry operating mass and the corresponding CG of the aeroplane
Ÿ The mass of the fuel at take-off and the mass of trip fuel
Ÿ The mass of consumables other than fuel
Ÿ The components of the load including passengers, baggage, freight and ballast.
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3.1.4 Purpose of Load Control

Fig 3.1.4 (b) Load Index Chart

Fig 3.1.4 (c) Center of Gravity Percentage
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3.1.5 Zero Fuel Weight Figure
Ÿ The take-off mass, landing mass and zero fuel mass
Ÿ The load distribution
Ÿ The applicable aeroplane CG positions
Ÿ The limiting mass and CG values
The Zero Fuel Weight (ZFW) of an aircraft is the total weight of the aeroplane and all its contents, minus the
total weight of the usable fuel on board (unusable fuel is included in ZFW). In other words, it is the weight of
an aircraft without fuel.
For example, if an aircraft is flying at a weight of 5,000 kg and the weight of fuel on board is 500 kg, the ZFW
is 4,500 kg. Sometime later, after 100 kg of fuel has been used, the total weight of the aeroplane is 4,900 kg,
the weight of fuel is 400 kg and the ZFW is unchanged at 4,500 kg.
Determining Maximum Zero Fuel Weight in Aircraft Operations:
As the flight progresses and fuel is consumed, the total weight of the aeroplane reduces, but the ZFW
remains constant (unless some part of the load, such as parachutes or stores, is dropped in flight).
For many types of aircraft, the airworthiness limitations include a Maximum Zero Fuel Weight.
When an aircraft is being loaded with crew, passengers, baggage and freight it is most important to ensure
that the ZFW does not exceed the MZFW. When an aircraft is being loaded with fuel, it is most important to
ensure that the Take-off Weight will not exceed the maximum permissible takeoff weight.
ZFW+FOB=TOW
For any aircraft with a defined MZFW, the maximum payload (PL
max) can be calculated as:
PL=DOW-AZFW
Estimated Zero Fuel for Flight planning:
1. Dispatch the EZFW message to operations control within the stipulated time and advise if any
corrections required. Check the flight data for:
Ÿ flight number
Ÿ registration
Ÿ date of departure
Ÿ domain date
2. If a disparity in the registration indicated in the DCS systems is identified, contact EMACS for correcting
same prior to dispatching the EZFW.
3. CLC stations, MACS will send the forecasted passenger figures at MC1 (start of monitor action-1 in
MACS) and an automated system will send an ELM (Estimate Load Message) at STD-10 hrs. With these
forecasted values along with the historical average baggage weight, calculate the EZFW and send it at
STD minus 8 hrs provided ELM (Estimate Load Message) is received.
4. If ELM is not received, manual dispatch of EZFW must be facilitated.
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3.1.5 Zero Fuel Weight Figure

Fig 3.1.5 (a) Calculation of EZFW

Maximum Design Zero-Fuel Weight (ZFW):
The Maximum Design Zero-Fuel Weight is the maximum certificated design weight of the aircraft , minus all
usable fuel and other specified usable agents as limited by aircraft strength and airworthiness
requirements.
It is the maximum weight permitted before usable fuel and other specified usable fluids are loaded in
specified sections of the aeroplane.
The weight difference between the DOW and the ZFW may be utilised only for the addition of fuel.
Maximum payload = Cargo+Baggage+ Pax Weight
MTOW is a hard limit regardless of other considerations and is tied up with the basic aircraft certification
basis
RTOW is the limiting takeoff weight calculated for a particular runway under particular specified conditions
Maximum Take Off Weight - The maximum weight in which an aircraft can ever take-off, under any
circumstances.
Regulated Take Off Weight - The maximum weight in which an aircraft can take off from a particular runway
under specific conditions (winds, weather, specific aircraft configuration, etc,). For example, runway 29 at
KXYZ airport with ambient temp of 20°C. This can get as specific as you wish.
Of course RTOW≤MTOW
These are statistical values but otherwise one would need to weigh every single passenger during check-in
to get exact weights. Additional payload consists of baggage and cargo (such as mail or goods).
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3.1.5 Zero Fuel Weight Figure
To calculate ZFW we need to have below mentioned details:
Ÿ

Book Load for the given sector (passenger Load)

Ÿ

Estimate baggage load as per booked load (per passenger weight)

Ÿ

Passenger (pax) distinguishing: Male weight/female weight/child weight/infant weight (these will be
defined as per the airline standards)

Ÿ

Male weight: 75 kg

Ÿ

Female weight: 75 kg

Ÿ

Child: 35 kg

Ÿ

Infant: 10 kg

Ÿ

Estimated baggage weight (baggage weight is calculated as per passenger (pax) 20 kg per piece)

Ÿ

Cargo booked figure (collect from cargo department min 4 hours before the flight). As an estimate,
cargo weight is also taken as an estimate figure 1000 kg.

Ÿ

Equipment load (if any)

Ÿ Special goods (DGR/company mail)
Dry Operating weight= Baic weight+Crew+Pantry+Portable water
Operating Weight= DOW+ Take off Fuel (take of fuel weight will be given by flight dispatcher in the fuel
docket or the PIC will be give the final fuel weight on basis)
Take fuel Weight =Block fuel- Taxi fuel
Dry Operating Weight
Dry Operating Weight is the basic weight of the aircraft plus Operational Items such as Crew, Crew Baggage,
flight equipment, pantry. The DOI is the balance condition at the state of Dry operating weight. Usually in
terms of %MAC but indices can be used to make life easier.
The Dry Operating Weight is shown below:

Item

Weight (in kg)

Basic Weight

131 925

14 Crew Members (85 Kg each)

1260

Pantry M

4 645

Dry Opera?ng Weight

137 830
Fig 3.1.5 (b) Table for Dry Operating Weight
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3.1.5 Zero Fuel Weight Figure

Fig 3.1.5 (c) Calculation of EZFW
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3.1.6 Perform Trials on the Estimated Loads
When an aircraft is being loaded with crew, passengers, baggage and freight; it is important to ensure that
the ZFW does not exceed the MZFW. When an aircraft is being loaded with fuel, it is important to ensure
that the takeoff weight will not exceed the maximum permissible takeoff weight. If the total traffic load of
the aircraft is exceeded than the specified weight, then load trials will be performed for offloading of the
weights.
Estimations to be performed for load trials:
Ÿ After getting all the estimated weights, estimated traffic load can be calculated.
Ÿ Estimated traffic load = estimated passenger (pax) load + dead load.
Ÿ After getting estimated traffic load, EZFW can be calculated. EZFW = DOW + estimated traffic load.
The trials performed to estimate the load on an aircraft is illustrated in following flow chart with a brief
explanation of the sequences for trial.
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Steps to Perform Trials on the Estimated Loads
Aircraft
has
not
attained
ATOW

Start
Sequence of weight off-loading:
Step-1: Offload the normal cargo and estimate the total traffic
load. If the total traffic load is within Allowable Take-Off Weight
(ATOW), then the load trial is successful. Else proceed to
Step-2.

Off-load
Cargo

Allowable Yes
Take-off Weight
Achieved

Load Trial
Successful

No
Step-2: Offload the baggage and estimate the total traffic load.
If the total traffic load is within Allowable Take-Off Weight
(ATOW), then the load trial is successful. Else proceed to
Step-3.

Off-load
Baggage

Allowable Yes
Take-off Weight
Achieved

Load Trial
Successful

No

Step-3: Offload the perishable goods and estimate the total
traffic load. If the total traffic load is within Allowable Take-Off
Weight (ATOW), then the load trial is successful. Else
......
proceed to Step-4.

Off-load
Perishable
Goods
Allowable Yes
Take-off Weight
Achieved

Load Trial
Successful

No
Step-4: Deboard the passengers as the final priority and
estimate the total traffic load.

Deboard
Passengers
Fig 3.1.6 Steps to Perform Trials on the Estimated Load

During deboarding the passengers, the priority to be followed is:
1. ECONOMIC CLASS
2. BUSINESS CLASS
3. FIRST CLASS
Dangerous and special goods will not be offloaded while performing load trials.
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Events of Accidents Involved due to Improper
Aircraft Loading
Following are accidents that have occurred due to improper aircraft loading:
Ÿ

A306, Paris CDG France, 1997. On 30 July 1997, an Airbus A300-600 being operated by Emirates
Airline was departing on a scheduled passenger flight from Paris Charles de Gaulle in daylight. As
the aircraft was accelerating at 40 kts during the take-off roll, it pitched up and its tail touched the
ground violently. The crew abandoned the takeoff and returned to the parking area. The tail of the
aircraft was damaged due to the impact with the runway when the plane pitched up.

Ÿ

A332, Sydney Australia 2009. On 4 July 2009, an Airbus A332 being operated by Jetstar Airways on a
scheduled passenger flight from Sydney to Melbourne carried a 750 kg ULD which had been
expressly rejected by the aircraft commander during the loading operation without flight crew
awareness. There was no reported effect on aircraft handling during the flight.

Ÿ

AT76, Dublin Ireland, 2015. On 23 July 2015, an ATR72-600 crew suspected their aircraft was unduly
tail heavy in flight. After the flight, they found that all passenger baggage had been loaded in the aft
hold whereas the load sheet indicated that it was all in the forward hold. The investigations found
that the person responsible for hold loading, as specified, had failed to do so and that this failure
had not been detected by the supervising dispatcher who had certified the load sheet presented to
the aircraft captain. Similar loading errors, although all corrected prior to flight, were found by the
operator to be not uncommon.

Ÿ

AT76, en route, west-southwest of Sydney Australia, 2014 . On 20 February 2014, an ATR 72-600
crew mishandled their response to an intended airspeed adjustment whilst using VS mode during
descent to Sydney and an upset involving opposite control inputs from the pilots caused an elevator
disconnect. The senior cabin attendant sustained serious injury. After recovery of control, the flight
was completed without further event. Post flight inspection did not discover damage to the aircraft
which exceeded limit and ultimate loads on the stabilisers and the aircraft remained in service for a
further five days until it was grounded for replacement of both horizontal and vertical stabilisers.
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3.1.7 Structural Weight Limitation
Weight limitations imposed by the manufacturer on an aircraft is the maximum possible payload. Because
these limitations exert stress on the aircraft structure, they are called as structural limitations.
Some of the basic structural limitations that must be observed when loading payload are:
Ÿ

Compartment limitations

Ÿ

Linear loading limitations

Ÿ

Floor loading limitations

Ÿ

Maximum Taxi Weight (MTW) or Maximum Taxi Gross Weight (MTGW)

Ÿ

Maximum Takeoff Weight (MTOW)

Ÿ

Maximum Zero Fuel Weight (MZFW)

Ÿ

Maximum Landing Weight (MLW))

Effects of Exceeding Maximum Takeoff Weight:

Taxi-out Fuel
Trip Fuel
Reserve Fuel
Weight

Cargo
Passengers and
Baggage

Total Payload Total Fuel Loaded

The following graph depicts takeoff weight components.

Operating
Empty Weight
(OEW)

Take-off Weight Components
Fig 3.1.7 (a) Graphical Representation for the Components of Take-off Weight

The effects include:
Ÿ

Reduced acceleration and increased takeoff speed, requiring a longer take-off run and distance to
clear a 50-ft obstacle

Ÿ

Decreased angle of climb reducing obstacle clearance capability after take-off

Ÿ

Higher take-off speeds imposing excessive loads on the landing gear, especially if the runway is rough

Ÿ

Increased landing speeds, requiring a longer runway

Ÿ

Reduced braking effectiveness

Ÿ

Reduced structural strength margins

Ÿ

On twin-engine aircraft, failure to climb or maintain height on one engine
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3.1.7 Structural Weight Limitation
Effects of Exceeding Maximum Zero Fuel Weight:
MZFW limits ensure that the cabin loads do not overstress the wings in bending. Fuel may be added beyond
MZFW, however, because it loads the wings outboard and thereby actually reduces wing bending
movements.
Maximum Cabin Load

Fuel Load

Fuel Load

Fig 3.1.7 (b) Wings are Full of Fuel

The above image shows:
Ÿ

Wing is full of fuel.

Ÿ

Weight of the fuel tends to act down from the wings to counteract the lift up from the wings.

Ÿ

Little tendency for wing to bend.

Ÿ

Wing is therefore stronger when full of fuel.
Maximum Cabin Load

When a big cabin load and not much
fuel the wings can be over stressed.
Fig 3.1.7 (c) Wings have No Fuel

The above image shows:
Ÿ

No fuel in wings.

Ÿ

Traffic load concentrated in central area of the fuselage.

Ÿ

LIFT from the wing forces to bend upwards as shown by arrows.

Ÿ

Stress imposed at wing roots therefore weight in centre must be limited. This is the zero fuel weight
limitation.

Effects of exceeding Maximum Landing Weight (MLW):
An overweight landing is made with a weight exceeding the maximum (design) structural landing weight.
Whenever there is an emergency just after takeoff, pilots may consider an overweight landing or they may
consider to burn off (or dump) fuel to reduce the gross weight to less than the structural limit.
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3.1.7 Structural Weight Limitation
An overweight landing increases the risk of a landing overrun especially when trying to make a soft landing.
It also decreases the margins to flap limit speeds during the approach and brake energy limits during the
rollout. If the aircraft is too heavy during landing, its weight may be too much for the undercarriage.

3.1.8 Special Load Notification to Captain (NOTOC)
A dangerous good or any other special load is not generally carried onboard a commercial aircraft, unless a
NOTOC has been completed and this is usually supported by an entry shown on the load sheet identifying
its location, weight and description.
Some examples of special loads are:
Ÿ

Live animals

Ÿ

Human remains

Ÿ

Perishables

Ÿ

Dangerous goods

Ÿ

Arms and ammunitions

Fig 3.1.8 (a) NOTOC Form Sample
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3.1.8 Special Load Notification to Captain (NOTOC)

Fig 3.1.8 (b) NOTOC Filled Form
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3.1.8 Special Load Notification to Captain (NOTOC)
Information on the NOTOC must include:
Ÿ

Air Waybill number (when issued).

Ÿ

Proper shipping name, [the technical name (s) shown on the Shipper's Declaration is not required]
and UN number or ID number as listed in IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations.

Ÿ

When chemical oxygen generators contained in Protective Breathing Equipment (PBE) are being
transported under special provision. The proper shipping name of “Oxygen generator, chemical” must
be supplemented with the statement “Air crew Protective Breathing Equipment (smoke hood) in
accordance with special provision.”

3.1.9 Loading Instruction Report
The Loading Instruction Report (LIR) is a document that has instructions for loading an aircraft. LIR clearly
indicates the segregation of cargo/load into different compartments. The LIR is a very significant document
that instructs a load controller on how to balance the load distribution. A change in load and in loading
position at a transit station will be recorded in the Loading Instruction Report and in the Notification to
Captain (NOTOC). Loading Instruction Report is completed and signed by the authorised ramp supervisor
who completed the loading of the aircraft and is to communicate the same to load control.

Load Control

Compartment

Load and Trim
Sheet

Loading
Instruction Report

Load Control and
Distribution

Load Planning

Aircra? Loca?ons

Structural Load
Limita?on
Dangerous
Goods/ Special
Items

Loading Restraint
Systems

Fig 3.1.9 (a) Flow Chart on LIR
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3.1.9 Loading Instruction Report

Fig 3.1.9 (b) Structural Diagram of LIR

Load Instruction Report Process:
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3.1.9 Loading Instruction Report

Fig 3.1.9 (c) LIR Sample Sheet

3.1.10 Fuel Uplift Weight of an Aircraft
Fuel upload is done when the flight plan is released.
Ÿ

The flight dispatcher prepares the flight plan for the given flight leg.

Ÿ

Fuel weight provided by the dispatcher should be included in load and trim sheet to calculate AZFW.

Ÿ

At any cost, the fuel weight cannot be changed. This will be done with the concern of PIC, dispatcher
and ATC team.
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UNIT 3.2: Distribution of Cargo Load and Passenger Seating
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ

plan the load distribution of passengers and cargo for the intended safe flight.

Ÿ

analyse the loading plan and issue to the loading areas.

Ÿ

utilise standard or actual weights for cargo and the passengers.

Ÿ

classify dangerous goods, restricted articles and special loads.

Ÿ

analyse the source of load including aircraft weights, fuel load and usage, passengers, baggage and
cargo.

Ÿ

identify common causes or trends for errors and suggest potential remedies to the management.

3.2.1 Passenger Seating and Cargo Load Distribution
The weight of an aeroplane changes in the flight due to consumption of fuel and dropping off/release of
armament or supplies. Further, the payload and the amount of fuel carried by the aeroplane may vary from
flight to flight. These factors lead to change in the location of the centre of gravity (CG) of the aeroplane.
The shift in the CG location affects the stability and controllability of the aeroplane, so it is very crucial to
plan the load distribution in a flight. Final load distribution must be carried out as per the policies and
procedures specified in Ground Operations Manual. Load sheet is a document where total weights of
the aircraft and their distributions are recorded.
Following points should be checked during load distribution:
Ÿ The weight of the cargo is evenly distributed over the base surface area.
Ÿ The load of dense cargo is spread over a wider area.
Ÿ Live animals are not loaded in direct contact with the base of the pallet.
Ÿ Cargo is supported and secured to prevent shifting, rolling, toppling, crushing or breaking.
Ÿ The heaviest items are positioned lowest in any stacks of cargo.
Ÿ Heavy items are not placed in the “over-hang” portion of a container.
Ÿ Partially filled containers have straps or nets to secure the cargo.
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3.2.1 Passenger Seating and Cargo Load Distribution
All seats, compartments and other loading stations should be properly marked and the identification used
should correspond with the instructions established for computing weight and balance of the aircraft.
When the loading schedule provides for blocking off seats or compartments in order to remain within the
CG limits, effective means should be provided to ensure that such seats or compartments are not occupied
during specified operations.
In such cases, instructions should be prepared for crewmembers, load agents, cargo handlers and other
personnel concerned, giving complete information regarding distribution of passengers, cargo, fuel and
other items.
Actual or average passenger weights may be used to compute passenger loads over any segment of a
certificate holder's operations. However, actual weight should be used for operations with reciprocating
powered aircraft having nine or less passenger seats and for all operations involving non-standard weight
passenger groups. Both methods may be used interchangeably provided only one method is used for any
flight from originating to terminating point. The loading system should readily accommodate non-standard
weight groups and the manifest should indicate whether average or actual weights or a combination
thereof, were used in the computation.
Determination of Standard Average Weight Values for Passengers, Baggage and Cargo/Mail:
Operators must ensure that average weights used for passengers, baggage and cargo/mail does not
adversely affect operational safety. Average weight values for adults should be based on a male/female
ratio of 60/40. Use of a different ratio should be based on acceptable survey data. For practical reasons,
passenger weight values may be rounded to the nearest whole number in kg and the checked bag weight
may be rounded to the nearest 0.5 kg.
Passenger Weights:
Ÿ

Male: 80 kg

Ÿ

Female: 70 kg

Ÿ

Child: 25 kg

Ÿ

Infant: 10 kg

Baggage weight:
Estimated baggage weight (baggage weight is calculated as per passenger (pax) 20 kg per piece). Cargo
booked figure (collect from cargo department minimum 4 hours before the flight). Cargo weight is also
taken as an estimate figure 1000 kg.
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UNIT 3.3: Safety Limits and Organisational Policies

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ

calculate a total load of an aircraft.

Ÿ

define the significance of aircraft weight and balance for the aircraft safety.

Ÿ

perform checks with a total load of an aircraft to ensure its safe operation during the flight.

Ÿ

perform trials to ascertain the trim of the aircraft during its intended flight with the total load
including fuel and zero fuel weight.

Ÿ

make adjustments if the aircraft is out of trim for its intended flight.

Ÿ

make sure that the aircraft can meet the requirement of Maximum Take-off Weight and Maximum
Landing Weight for the intended flight.

Ÿ

outline the regulatory requirements of functions of an Airline Flight Load Controller.

3.3.1 Safety Limits of an Aircraft
Calculate the Total Load of an Aircraft
In the process of load control, an Airline Flight Load Controller calculates a total load of an aircraft. The load
control process plays a vital role in generating revenue and also ensures that an aircraft takes off, flies and
lands safely. A total load of an aircraft is the gross weight of an aircraft at any point during the flight or
ground operation.
Ÿ The formula to calculate total load of an aircraft with load:
Total load of an aircraft= Wf + W+
W+
W+
e
p
w Wf
Wf refers to the weight of fuselage including the weight of passengers + weight of the luggage.
Werefers to the weight of the engine in the aircraft.
Wrefers
to the weight of the payload of the aircraft.
p
Wrefers
to the weight of the wings of the aircraft.
w
Wrefers
to the weight of the fuel in the aircraft.
f
Ÿ

The formula to calculate total load of an aircraft without load:

Total load of an aircraft= Wf + W+
W+
W+
e
p
w Wf
Wf refers to the weight of fuselage.
Wrefers
to the weight of the engine in the aircraft.
e
Wp refers to the weight of the payload of the aircraft.
Wrefers
to the weight of the wings of the aircraft.
w
Wf refers to the weight of the fuel in the aircraft (zero fuel).
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3.3.1 Safety Limits of an Aircraft
Importance of weight and balance in an aircraft operation:
Weight and balance are the two main factors, considered for safe and efficient operation of an aircraft.
Proper weight and balance help the airline to consume less fuel. Weight and balance have three main
elements which are equally important, they are:
Ÿ

The weight of the aircraft

Ÿ

Maintaining of weight and balance record

Ÿ

Proper loading of an aircraft

If any of these elements are found to be inaccurate, then the final loading calculations turn out to be
meaningless. This inaccuracy affects the efficiency of an aircraft and its performance; causing failure to
complete the flight or failure to start the flight, resulting in loss of life or cause severe damage to the
valuable equipment. Therefore, weight and balance is maintained as per the regulatory requirements and
the organisation procedures.

Fig 3.3.1 (a) Effect of CG on an Aircraft

Fig 3.3.1 (b) Effect of CG on an Aircraft if there is Additional Weight
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3.3.1 Safety Limits of an Aircraft
An Airline Flight Load Controller performs various checks with a total load of an aircraft to ensure its safe
operation during its intended flight based on flight management system.
Following are the list of the checks to be done:
Ÿ

Adverse loading check

Ÿ

Maximum weight check

Ÿ

Empty weight CG range check

Ÿ

Adverse load CG check

An Airline Flight Controller performs few checks with the help of computerised system which consists of the
database for Flight Management System.
This system is automated and produces the details of the checks to be performed along with their
parameters and also records the required corrections.The following figure depicts Flight Management
System and its areas.

Inertial
Reference
Position, Velocities,
Pitch, Roll, Speed,
Acceleration &Heading

Air Data
Altitude, Speeds
Temperature
Tuning CMDS

Initial Position

Data Link

Frequency, Range, Bearing,
LOC Deviation, GPS Position,
GPS Ground Speed, Time

Initial Data,
Fit Plans
Clearance,
Weather

Entered Data

MCDU

Navigation
Receivers

Flight Management
System

Display Data
Fit Plan & Path,
Navigation Data,
Route Data,
HSI Data

Map Scale,
Display Selections

Aircraft
Displays

Roll Axis CMDS
Pitch Axis CMDS
Thrust Axis CMDS
Tactical CMDS
Modes

Flight
Controls

Fuel Weight,
Engine Thrust
Thrust Limits
Flight ID
Aircraft State,
Trajectory

Trajectory
Conflicts

Surveillance
Systems

Fig 3.3.1 (c) Data Flow Diagram of a Typical Flight Management System
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3.3.1 Safety Limits of an Aircraft
Adjustments if Aircraft is Out of Trim
The larger control surface on an aircraft has a trim tab connected to its trailing edge. It helps to manage the
trim of the controls. Aircraft may have three axis trims: elevator, rudder and aileron. The trim helps the pilot
to maintain the aerodynamic centre of lift as required by the centre of gravity along the longitudinal axis of
the aircraft.

Fig 3.3.1 (d) Adjustments if Aircraft is Out of Trim

The factors such as the centre of gravity, speed and configuration (flaps/gear) affect the trim of an aircraft.
Any unwanted changes to the trim affect the flight of the aircraft.
Before departure, the mass and balance documentation must reflect the actual loaded state of the aircraft.
In order to comply with the legal requirement, it is necessary to adjust the load sheet after completion. If
there are any changes in LMC, they must not exceed:
Ÿ the allowable under-load calculation
Ÿ maximum mass and balance limits for zero fuel, take-off and landing
Ÿ limitation of any compartment that is intended to be used
There is a maximum allowable change to the number of passengers or hold load as an LMC, which will be
specified in the individual operator's operations manual for each aircraft type. Operators must also specify
a similar rule for changes to the balance condition.
LMC Adjustments:
Ÿ

Recalculate the figures related to fuel quantity changes or location changes and a new documentation
should be produced.

Ÿ

Check the available fuel mass and index data.

Ÿ

Further reduce the margins for better fuel efficiency.

Ÿ

Clearly define the maximum allowable adjustments for given bays, holds and compartments to
ensure centre of gravity limitations are not exceeded.

Ÿ

Use the mass and balance system to produce a new load sheet. In the case of a manual load sheet, use
a balance chart to ensure compliance.

Ÿ

Consider an alternative information source if the information is held away from the aircraft side.

Ÿ

The captain should amend the mass and balance sheet

Ÿ

Make an amendment to the NOTOC and distribute it to the captain before the departure.
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3.3.1 Safety Limits of an Aircraft
Ÿ

Make sure that the captain has received all the amendments regarding LMC.

Ÿ

Maintain a copy of this information on the ground and ensure its accessibility to the flight operations
officer, flight dispatcher or ground personnel.

Fig 3.3.1 (e) A Typical Application with Trim Limits Values

The LMC should contain the following minimum information:
Ÿ the load to be changed (bags, passengers and/or cargo etc)
Ÿ the mass of the load to be changed
Ÿ the location of load to be changed (cabin/bay area, hold and / or compartment etc.)
Ÿ the nature of the change (enter + or - as appropriate)
Ÿ the intended location of the load (if remaining onboard)
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3.3.2 Organisational Policies, Safety Standards
and Regulatory Requirements
Following are the organisational policies and regulatory requirements to be followed by the Airline Flight
Load Controller:
Ÿ

The loading mass and centre of gravity should comply with the limitations given in the Aeroplane
Flight Manual or the Operations manual respectively.

Ÿ

All operations shall establish the weight and balance documentation and specify the load and its
distribution, before each flight.

Ÿ

DOW is determined by weighing or by using the standard masses and their influence on the CG of
aircraft should also be determined.

Ÿ

All operations must establish the weight of the Payload along with ballast by weighing or by
determining the payload based on the weight standards given by the manufacturer.

Ÿ

All operations must determine the mass of the fuel load by using the actual density or calculated by
following a method specified in the Ground Operations Manual.

Ÿ

Weight and balance documentation given to the commander must ensure that the load and its
distribution are not exceeding the limitations of the aircraft. If the specifications mentioned in the
documents are within the prescribed limits, the commander indicates his acceptance by electronic
signature or counter-signature along with the staff number of the Pilot-in-Command.

Ÿ

Weight and Balance documentation must be completed accurately and legibly in line as per the
guidelines provided in the regulatory manual such as IATA DGR/ LAR.

Ÿ

Once the manual weight and balance documentation are completed the Load Sheet and Trim Sheet
are completed accurately and legibly. Any errors identified on Weight and Balance documentation
must be crossed out with a single line and figures must be written clearly (applicable to manual
documentation and where amendments to the documentation are permitted only) on permissible
columns.

Ÿ

The principles and methods involved in the loading and in the mass and balance system that meets
the requirements should be specified in the Ground Operations Manual. This system must cover all
types of pre-determined operations.

Ÿ

Only the staff which trained and authorised the weight and balance license of the particular airline is
allowed to prepare the Weight and Balance documentation. Staff must carry the license with them,
while presenting the Load sheet to the Pilot-in-Command or when demanded by a regulatory
authority.

Weight and Balance License:
Ÿ A license is issued to an Airline Flight Load Controller for performing the weight and balance
documentation for their respective airlines.
Ÿ A delegated person or the Aviation Services Manager (ASM) must ensure that the staff is trained
adequately and authorised to perform the weight and balance functions.
Ÿ Weight and balance documentation is uplinked to the flight deck through ACARS and is accepted by
the pilot-in-command by entering the staff number into the Flight Director Display. This type of
acknowledgement is called as a digital acknowledgement.
Ÿ Weight and balance documentation along with digital acknowledgement is backed up as per the Civil
Aviation Requirements (CAR) operational document retention policy.
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3.3.2 Organisational Policies, Safety Standards
and Regulatory Requirements
Ÿ

If any modifications such as the extension of validity are to be made, it has to be authorised by the
manager of operations services.
Ÿ This license is valid only for two years. The certificates provided must be recent, valid and re-validated
before the expiry.
Ÿ ASM must ensure and maintain the records of the validity of the documents provided by the certified
staff. These documents also should be readily available, when asked for assessing.
Ÿ Any change, addition or deletion of the certified staff must be updated to the manager of operations
services and the delegates within 30 days of a change.
The procedures to maintain the manual load sheet recency is as follows:
Ÿ

Manual load sheet recency exercise should be completed, once in every three months.

Ÿ

The manual load sheet recency exercise is uploaded for the passenger fleet and freighter fleet.

Ÿ

All the weight and balance license holders can retrieve, complete and submit the exercise provided
before the recency expires.

Ÿ

The record on recency is maintained in records and stored within the database.

Ÿ

The copies of manual weight and balance documents along with the copy of record sheet will be
required for random verifications.

Ÿ

The ASMs and the respective management staff will ensure the complete compliance with this
procedure.

3.3.3 Sources of the Loading Information
Various source of information for loading of an aircraft is listed below:
Ÿ

Collect the total cargo information from ACA/cargo department. The cargo has to be booked 24 hours
prior to the intended flight.

Ÿ

Collect the fuel weights from flight dispatcher.

Ÿ

Collect the passenger baggage information from check-in department, 2 hours prior to load receipt.
There are 2 choices; manual and LDM.

Ÿ

Collect the special baggage information from CSR department.
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UNIT 3.4: Last Minute Modifications

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ

calculate allowed traffic load.

Ÿ

apply last minute adjustments as per organisation and regulatory policies.

Ÿ

outline the actions to be taken for the safety of the aircraft.

Ÿ

identify causes for errors and suggest possible solutions to the supervisor/management.

Ÿ

summarise the sequence of en-route stations and effects on load planning.

3.4.1 Traffic Load
Traffic load: Also termed as payload. It is a load that generates revenue.
The payload includes:
Ÿ

The passengers' weight (the standard weights used defined by ICAO respectively)

Ÿ

The passenger luggage's weight

Ÿ

The cargo weight
Cargo

Passengers and Luggage

Payload

The assumed weight varies from kg/lbs., depending upon the number of seats that are available on the
aircraft.
The additional payload consists of baggage and cargo (such as mail or goods). The statistical values for
passenger weight are set so that there is no need for weighing the passengers during the check-in process.
They are as follows:
Ÿ

A male passenger weighs around 80kg (176 lbs.)

Ÿ

A female passenger around 70kg (154 lbs.)

Ÿ

A child around 25kg (55lbs.)

Ÿ

An infant 10kg (22 lbs.).
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3.4.2 Weight Standards
Actual weights are used to determine the weight values for weight and balance calculations, along with the
exception given below:
Ÿ

Flight or cabin crew
Ÿ Without crew baggage 85 kgs
Ÿ With crew baggage 100 kgs

Ÿ

Passenger weights
Ÿ Male – 80 kg
Ÿ Female – 70kg
Ÿ Child – 25kg
Ÿ Infant – 10kg

Ÿ

Checked baggage (including rush baggage)
Ÿ Actual weight must be used unless they cause a delay
Ÿ If actual weights are not available or cause delay, 20kg per piece must be used and should be
communicated to the pilot-in-command.

Ÿ

ULD weights during manual weight and balance calculations or while planning.

Ÿ

Pantry (catering) weights

Ÿ

Cabin baggage

3.4.3 Last Minute Change
Last Minute Change (LMC) can be defined as any change or modification, which is made in traffic load. The
last minute change is generally performed if any modifications in the payload are required after the
issuance of the load and trim sheet.
If LMC is introduced after the completion of weight and CG documentation, then it should be brought to
the attention of the commander and be updated on the weight and CG documentation.
A person performing LMC must be well-trained and authorised by the organisation. The LMCs are
incorporated on a load sheet by the staff members.
A. Criteria for Last Minute Changes
1. LMC is permitted if the changes are within the tolerances given below:
Ÿ Limit for total LMC is +/- 500 kg (Algebraic Sum) for all aircraft types.
Ÿ Limit for individual LMC is +/- 500 kg for all aircraft types.
Ÿ Limit of 500 kg is applicable for total on-load.
Ÿ Limit of 500 kg is applicable for total off-load.
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3.4.3 Last Minute Change
2. The limitations given below apply to all LMCs at all times:
Ÿ Zero Fuel Weight, Total Operational Weight and Landing Weight should not exceed. (Structural and
Performance).
Ÿ Under-load available is higher than the LMC total.
Ÿ Loading limitations do not exceed (E.g. Hold/ Compartment/ Point).
Ÿ The Centre of Gravity of the aircraft is within the safe limit. (Especially when the CG of the aircraft
before LMC is very close to the Forward or Aft safe limits).
Note: While incorporating LMCs, some aircraft:
Ÿ Do not permit DCS load sheet. Therefore, a new load sheet is required.
Ÿ Provide manual load sheet. Amendment can be done only in the permitted columns.

The process for LMC in DCS load sheet, manual load sheet and manual trim sheet differs from each other.
B. The procedures to be followed while incorporating LMC in DCS Load Sheet:
1. If the LMCs are within the fore-given limitations, then amendments are to be done in the DCS load
sheet copy which is with the flight crew.
Steps to be followed are:
Ÿ Enter the LMC details/ values on the load sheet LMC column.
Ÿ Amend the passenger Class/ total and crew figure if applicable.
2. If the LMCs exceed the fore-given limitations, then a new DCS/ACARS (Aircraft Communication
Addressing and Reporting System) documentation must be produced.
Steps to be followed are:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Advise the captain to destroy the initial load sheet.
Report the revised ZFW to the pilot.
Obtain the revised fuel figure from the pilot.
Uplink the revised ACARS load sheet.

3. Consider the actual weight of passenger baggage in the LMC calculation. If the actual weight is not
available or is delayed, then assume a value based on the organisational policies.
4. Centralised Load Control (CLC) station should communicate the details of LMC at all times.
5. The dispatcher or coordinator must communicate the LMC details to the CLC at another end.
Manual Load Sheet:
1. If the LMCs are within the fore-given limitations, then amendments are to be done in the manual load
sheet copy which is with the flight crew.
Steps to be followed are:
Ÿ
Ÿ

Enter the LMC details/values in the LMC column on the load sheet.
Amend the passenger class/total and crew figure, if applicable.
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3.4.3 Last Minute Change
2. If the LMCs exceed the fore-given limitations, the following steps are to be followed:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Enter the LMC details/values in the LMC column on the load sheet.
Amend the passenger class/total and crew figure, if applicable.
Amend the Actual Zero Fuel Weight, Actual Take-off Weight and Actual Landing Weight.
Revise the Trim sheet.

Manual Trim Sheet:
1. If the LMC values require revision of manual trim sheet then amend the trim as per:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

The latest weight in cargo compartments.
Updated final passenger seating in each zone.
Latest DOI (Department of the Interior) Aviation, if any.

2. Incorporate the following values/figures on the load sheet and strike out the previous values while
making further changes in trim sheet:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Revised MAC ZFW
Revised MAC TOW
Revised STAB TO/PITCH TRIM

An Airline Flight Load Controller should perform all the Last Minute Checks and adjustments and also
ensure the safety of an aircraft. After incorporating LMCs, an Airline Flight Load Controller also should:
1. Organise last minute off-loading of the load for the safety of the aircraft.
LMC contains the details required for the last minute off-loading:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

The load to be changed (bags, passenger or cargo).
The mass of the load to be changed.
The location of the load to be changed (cabin area, bay area, compartment).
The nature of the change required to be performed. Whether an addition or removal, based on the
situation is recorded
Ÿ The intended location of the load to be checked. If the load has to remain onboard, then its revised
location is recorded
Ÿ The total mass and index change of the LMC.
2. Allocate load to aircraft compartments in such a way that the required CG is maintained:
Steps to calculate the centre of gravity (CG) are as follows:
Ÿ

Determine the weights and arms of all mass within the aircraft.

Ÿ

Multiply weights by arms for all mass to calculate moments.

Ÿ

Add the moments of all mass together.

Ÿ

Divide the total moment by the total mass of the aircraft to give an overall arm.

The load in the aircraft compartments should be allocated in such a way that the required CG is maintained.
Various factors in an aircraft lead to a change in CG of an aircraft, which may further affect the stability and
controllability of the aeroplane. It is the responsibility of an Airline Flight Load Controller to calculate the
CG of an aircraft under various operating conditions.
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3.4.3 Last Minute Change

Fig 3.4.3 Last Minute Change

LMC in the above Scenario will be reported by Captain or the Check-in staff in case of any discrepancies
in the number of Pax count Pax or cargo Count.
The first point of LMC: 2 Male Pax accepted with a 50kg bag, Therefore, in the load sheet, there is an LMC
section we need to mention the destination.
Under Specification column mention
02 male under J class which should be in +
230 KG bulk mail should be in –
10 kg Cargo should be in +
Add and subtract the last column and change the pax count of the last column (as 6 is in the under the
permissible limit the load sheet can be released).

3.4.4 Load Planning on En-route Stations
For Transit and Circle Flights:
Ÿ

Must be planned to assist handling with minimum load alteration at transit stations.

Ÿ

Must account for the transit load by reconciling the load with the inbound LDM CPM.

Ÿ

Multi Sector Flights, if payload is available for the first sector, Passengers Available for Disembarkation
(PAD) shall be accepted only up to the next down-line station and PAD must be informed about it.

Ÿ

At transit stations, if payload is restricted only for revenue load and if PAD is boarded from the up-line
(previous) station, the ASM at transit station shall be informed to offload the PAD to accommodate
the revenue load on standby.

Ÿ

Transit flights for optimizing payload following needs to be checked:
Ÿ

Load message (LDM) from the up-line station must be cross checked with the load sheet figures
and make corrections if required.

Ÿ

Verify the Container Pallet Message (CPM) figure against the transit load on the load plan (Loading
Instruction Report Form), if necessary.
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UNIT 3.5: Load Sheet Release and Acceptance

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to
Ÿ

explain the preparation of load sheet.

Ÿ

distribution of manual load sheet

3.5.1 Preparation and Distribution of Load Sheet
The operator may use a standard IATA load sheet and the balance charts that are designed in accordance
with the standards of IATA in order to simplify the contacts with handling agents and other airlines.
Only trained staff and authorised operators with weight and balance licence are allowed to prepare the
weight and balance documentation. Staff must carry the license whenever presenting the load sheet to the
pilot-in-command and also when demanded by a regulatory authority.
A manual load sheet process has to be carried out as per the steps given below:
Ÿ

All inter-departmental transactions have to be carried out using e-mail, fax or any other available
means of communication.

Ÿ

The communication between ground staff and the Pilot-In-Command (PIC) will be performed through
voice communication.

Ÿ

The load sheet will be submitted to the PIC manually and the signature with the staff number will be
obtained on the copy of the Load Sheet and NOTOC (when applicable) and a copy of each document
must be retained at the station.

Ÿ

One copy of the load sheet, trim sheet, signed copy of the load sheet, Loading Instruction Report and
NOTOC (where applicable) must be handed over to the purser.

3.5.2 Manual Load Sheet Distribution
Manual Load Sheet Distribution
Manual load sheet document must be of a minimum of four sheets. The distribution should be as follows:
Ÿ

The firstcopy (signed/ employment number) – Origin station's copy. This must be filed with other
flight documents.

Ÿ

Second copy must be handed over to the Pilot-In-Command (PIC).

Ÿ

Third copy for the next station, to be handed over to purser.

Ÿ

Fourth copy for the origin station, to be sent to Revenue Department along with other revenue
documents.

Ÿ

If load sheet is prepared in DCS, a single copy will be sent (uplinked) to the correct aircraft via ACARS.
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3.5.2 Manual Load Sheet Distribution

Fig 3.5.2 Load and Trim Sheet
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3.5.3 Do’s and Don’ts
Sl.No

Do’s

Don’ts

1

The aircraft should be loaded in the way Prohibited or incorrectly packed items should not
stated on the accepted load and trim
be loaded.
sheets (applicable to any load sheet type).

2

The cargo hold compartment should be
properly secured.

Avoid passing information manually and give
preference to mail or messaging systems.

3

Adhere to all the safety polices as
formulated by airline operator.

Never exceed aircraft limit load.

4

Ensure that the flight crew apply the load Never attempt (usually inadvertent) to operate the
and trim data correctly when using them aircraft outside the AFM (Aircraft Flight) limits.
to calculate aircraft take-off performance
data, including reference speeds and
scheduled thrust settings.

5

Perform trial and error before releasing
the trim sheet.

Do not release a trim sheet without performing
trial and error.

6

Any LMC must not exceed the:

Never overrule flight dispatcher and ATC decisions.
Take prior permission and concerns before making
any changes to flight plan or fuel weights.

-Allowable under-load calculation
(Under-load is the weight that is still
available until the first limiting maximum
weight is reached).
-Maximum mass and balance limits for
zero fuel, take-off or landing
-Limitation of any compartment that is
intended to be used.
7

Carry manual load sheet all the time.

-

8

Ensure that all the loading is done as per
load plan time.

-
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Scan the QR Code to watch the related videos

https://bit.ly/3upFAon

https://bit.ly/3umwpoB
Concept of Terminology and
Airport Codes

Concept of Basics of Flight
Aerodynamics

https://bit.ly/3JSPMwl
Concept of ^ƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĂůtĞŝŐŚƚ>ŝŵŝƚĂƚŝŽŶSourced by:
Vidya-mitra (INFLIBNET Centre, Gandhinagar, Gujarat.)
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Exercise
1.. L t the aircraft documents.

2.. Explain load ontrol duties.

3.. L t structural limitations observed when loading payload.
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Exercise
4.. L t the load related checks carried by the flight management system.

5.. W t is last minute change? when it is necessary?
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Notes
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4. Post-departure Flight
Closure
AASSC
Aerospace & Aviation
Sector Skill Council

Unit 4.1 – Post-departure Documentation
Unit 4.2 – Flight Closure
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
Ÿ summarise the trip file as per organisational and regulatory policies.
Ÿ identify the accuracy of the documents.
Ÿ make use of DCS to close the flight.
Ÿ list the relevant documents in the trip file.
Ÿ identify the messages forms.
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UNIT 4.1: Post-departure Documentation

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ summarise the trip file as per organisational and regulatory policies.
Ÿ identify the accuracy of the documents.
Ÿ identify the messages forms.

4.1.1 Documents Required to Prepare the Trip File
Once the load and trim sheet is released and accepted by PIC it is one of the mandatory documents to be
carried in the aircraft before the aircraft door closes.
At the beginning of every flight a trip file is prepared by the departure station, every department prepare
their own trip file for filing, reference purpose and audit purpose. These are mandatory documents to be
summarised under trip file by Load Controlling department.
Documents required for preparing trip file are given below:
Ÿ Load plan/LR are duly signed and accepted by ramp supervisor
Ÿ Copy of load and trim sheet is duly signed and accepted by PIC (Pilot-in-Command)
Ÿ Cargo manifest
Ÿ NOTOC signed and accepted by PIC
Ÿ Copy of flight plan accepted by PIC
Ÿ Aircraft security check list
Ÿ LDM - Load Distribution Message
Ÿ CPM (Container Pallet Message)
Ÿ Special passenger (pax) Manifest (WHCR/Deportee/Unaccompanied minor)
Ÿ GD (General Declaration)
1. Load Plan: The airline is legally bound by these limitations and must not exceed the stipulated
restrictions when loading the aircraft, in the interest of not only safety, but also efficiency. Obviously
then, proper and accurate load planning is crucial to airlines today.
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4.1.1 Documents Required to Prepare the Trip File
2. Load and trim sheet: Load and trim sheets are produced by the contracted handling agents, who input
flight-specific data into a DCS. There are a number of different fuel calculations used on a load sheet
relating to the various stages of flight. Fuel is a crucial component of a load sheet with its weight and
location affecting an aircraft's trim and overall weight.
3. Cargo Manifest: A cargo manifest is a document listing the cargo, passengers and crew of an aircraft for
the use of captain and other officials. Where such a list is limited to identifying passengers, it is a
passenger manifest or passenger list; conversely, such a list limited to identifying cargo is a cargo manifest
or cargo list.
4. NOTOC: A NOTOC is to be issued whenever dangerous goods (DGs) or other special load items are to be
carried on DG and safety aircraft. The NOTOC form is to be prepared by the freight handling agent
contracted to dispatch consignments on DGs. Special load are consigned as freight or by the pit crew
leader when items of special load checked-in by guests are to be carried. The freight agent must print and
sign his/her name in the DGs preparation certification field in the top right-hand section of the form,
whenever freight loads containing dangerous goods are dispatched. The NOTOC is to be given to the
captain who is to certify acceptance of the NOTOC in the bottom left-hand corner of the form.
5. Flight plan: Flight planning is the process of producing a flight plan to describe a proposed aircraft flight.
It involves two safety-critical aspects: fuel calculation, to ensure that the aircraft can safely reach the
destination and compliance with air traffic control requirements, to minimise the risk of mid-air collision.
6. Aircraft security check list: Security measures and procedures may vary among airports, FBOs and flight
clubs. It is important that you become familiar with the security provisions at your airport. The following
checklist is provided as a guide to further enhance general aviation security and protect passanger's
freedom to fly.
7. LDM - Load Distribution Message: These messages describe about the load to the transit stations; what
is on-board, the location and the number of bags. LDMs help the transit stations to plan which
equipment should be used to perform offloading of the cargo and the baggage. The LDMs are prepared
after performing the Last Minute Changes.
8. CPM (Container Pallet Msg): A CPM is a Container Pallet Message for a containerised aircraft, be it
narrow body or wide body. It is to allow the down route station to plan the offload.
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4.1.2 Departure Message
A departure message is to be dispatched for every flight operated with flight number, irrespective of the
owner or operator. The departure message has to be dispatched immediately after take-off.
Departure message for code-share flights is to be dispatched as bilaterally agreed.
There are two types of departure messages:
Ÿ

Load Message (LDM): To enter the transit load data from incoming load messages.

Ÿ

Container/pallet distribution message (CPM): Provides the type and the distribution of the ULDs,
their destination and their weight and content.

Message Indicators.
Following are the types of indicators for different messages:
Ÿ SS-Top priority indicator: Only for distress messages related to an aircraft incident.
Ÿ QX-Priority indicator: Very high transmission costs (200% of standard cost).
Ÿ QU-Stand for urgent message: Has priority in transmission, but has high transmission cost (150% of
standard cost), to be used for standard operational messages, unless and otherwise operationally
required. Not to be used to obtain a quick action or reply.
Ÿ QK: Standard indicator. Standard transmission costs.
Ÿ QD: For message with a non-urgent character almost as fast as QU, but has low transmission cost (60%
of standard cost).

4.1.3 Load Distribution Messages
The departure message is to be distributed as follows:
1. Standard distribution: Departure message is to be sent to any down line station. Companies and
function designators as specified in IDS and other airline internal publication. Recipients of the OPS
plan or diversion message in cases where an OPS plan or diversion message has been sent.
2. Additional distribution (For delayed and diverted flights): Departure message to be addressed to all
stations having received a delay or diversion message for that flight.
In case of technical delays:
Supplementary addresses as published in IDS and or other airline internal publications.
The load message shall be transmitted:
Ÿ For all multi sector flights to the next station except the last station of the multi sector flight.
Ÿ To the alternate station, if the landing at the next scheduled destination seems doubtful.
Ÿ From the scheduled destination station to the alternate station if the aircraft is diverted during flight.
The load message will be completed by transferring all load details into the shaded boxes of the load sheet
for every destination of the flight in the sequence of routing. Last minute changes must be considered in
the load message.
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4.1.3 Load Distribution Messages
The station dispatching the load message is responsible for the correct transmission of the message. A
cross-check therefore shall be made between the load sheet and the copy of the Teletype Load message. In
case of discrepancies, a second message shall be sent giving an appropriate correction. In this case the
indication “COR” - corrected version- shall be stated in the message.
EXAMPLE:
QD FRAOWSB FRAKZSB ISTUSXH FRASPSB
.ESBUSXH SB/091315SB
LDM
RAT0123/09.ECENZ.Y323.3/8
-DUS.161/119/43/19.T.9335.2/2105.4/5330 5/1900 PAX/323 B/8775 C/1450
EXAMPLE:
QD FRAOWSB FRAKZSB ISTUSXH FRASPSB
.ESBUSXH SB/091315SB
COR
LDM
RAT0123/09. ECENZ.Y323.3/8
-DUS.161/119/43/19.T.9335.2/2105.4/5330 5/1900 PAX/323 B/8775 C/1450
Explanations
LDM
Load Message
COR
Correction to Load Message
RAT0123/09.ECENZ.Y323.3/8
RAT0123 (Call-sign)
RAT0123/09 (Date)
RAT0123/09.ECENZ (Registration)
RAT0123/09.ECENZ.Y323 (A/C Pax Capacity-All Echonomy 323)
RAT0123/09.ECENZ.Y323.3/8 (Cockpit/Cabin-Crew Configuration)
-DUS.161/119/43/19.T.9335.2/2105.4/5330 5/1900 PAX/323 B/8775 C/1450
-DUS (Destination) 161/119/43/19.T.9335.2/2105.4/5330 5/1900 PAX/323 B/8775 C/1450
passenger (pax) as 161 Male, 119 Female, 43 Child, 19 Infant
Can be expressed as 280 / 43 / 19 if agreed (280 Adult / 43 Children / 19 Infant)
Can be expressed as F-C-Y according to configuration.(F First, C Club, Y Economy)
DUS.161/119/43/19. T.93335.2/2105.4/5530 5/1900/PAX/323 B/8775 C/1450
T for Total 9335, At hold 2 2105, At hold 4 5330 and At hold 5 1900 kg
-DUS.161/119/43/19.T.9335.2/2105.4/5330 5/1900 PAX /323 B/8775 C/1450
Total passenger (pax) 323
Total baggage weight is 8775 and Total Cargo weight is 1450 kg
For each destination, another info line is added,
-DUS.80/59/22/10.T.4669.2/1450.4/2650 5/900 PAX/165 B/8775 C/1450
-CGN.81/60/21/09.T.4666.2/1100.4/2680 5/1000 PAX/158 B/8775 C/NIL
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4.1.3 Load Distribution Messages
Another type of example is given below with explanation.
EXAMPLE:
QD FRAOWSB FRAKZSB ISTUSXH FRASPSB
.ESBUSXH SB/091315SB
LDM
RAT0123/09. ECENZ.F0/C42/Y108.2/6
-DUS.0/42/86.T.550.2/440.4/110 PAX/128 B/440 C/110
.PAD/0/0/1
.HEA/1/110
SI NIL
Explanations
QD FRAOWSB FRAKZSB ISTUSXH FRASPSB
.ESBUSXH SB/091315SB
LDM
RAT0123/09. ECENZ.F0/C42/Y108.2/6
This A/C is configured as First 0 / Club 42 / Economy 108 and the crew composition is Cockpit 2 and Cabin
6.
-DUS.0/42/86.T.550.2/440.4/110 PAX/128 B/440 C/110
-DUS(destination).0/42/86.T.550.2/440.4/110 PAX/128 B/440 C/110
-DUS.0/42/86.T.550.2/440.4/110 PAX/128 B/440 C/110
42 club seat are full and only 86 of 108 economy passengers are on board.
-DUS.0/42/86.T.550.2/440.4/110PAX/128 B/440 C/110
Total cargo is 550kg, to hold 2 440 and to hold 4 110kg is loaded.
-DUS.0/42/86.T.550.2/440.4/110 PAX/128B/440 C/110
Total Passenger O/B is 128.
-DUS.0/42/86.T.550.2/440.4/110 PAX/128
B/440 C/110 Total baggage weight is 440 and Total cargo is 110 kgs.
.PAD/0/0/1
Among the 86 of economy passengers, there is 1 no-fee passenger.
(Passenger Available for Disembarkation)
.HEA/1/110
One peace of heavy cargo (110 kgs) is loaded,
SI NIL
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4.1.4 Container / Pallet Message (CPM)
Purpose:
The container/pallet distribution message:
Ÿ Is a basis for load planning at transit stations.
Ÿ Gives information for the disposition of adequate equipment and manpower for the unloading.
Ÿ Gives information to calculate the unloading sequence (e.g. to prevent tail-tipping).
The container/pallet distribution message is built up as follows:
1. Address and communication references
2. Standard message identifier and flight record
3. ULD information
4. Bulk load information
5. Supplementary information
Load category codes:
1. Mass of ULD and load category code or group of load category codes must be separated by an oblique.
2. The codes listed below are to be used for the identification of the different load categories:
Code Description:
Ÿ B - Local baggage
Ÿ BF - First class baggage (red priority baggage)
Ÿ BC - Business class baggage (blue priority baggage)
Ÿ BY - Economy class baggage
Ÿ BT - Transfer baggage
Ÿ C - Cargo
Ÿ D - Crew baggage
Ÿ E - Extra equipment (e.g. additional catering, un-manifested flight spares, etc.)
Ÿ H – ULD and its load to be transshipped to a connecting flight (onward destination and/or flight to be
shown in SI element)
Ÿ M - Mail
Ÿ N - No container or pallet at position (empty position/”no-fit”)
Ÿ T - Transfer load (the letter “T” must be added to the appropriate load category code, e.g. ”BT” for
transfer baggage)
Ÿ U - Unserviceable container/pallet
Ÿ X - Empty container or pallet
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4.1.4 Container / Pallet Message (CPM)
Example
QU ISTKLLX ZRHKMXH
.ZRHKLXH SB/021214/XY
CPM
SB1954/02.ECENZ.31904H01
-11L/PKC/IST/630/C
-12L/AKH/IST/600/C
-41L/AKH/IST/620/C
-42L/AKH/IST/583/BC/BY0
-43L/DZH/IST/96/E/BY
-5/IST/50/BY
SI
TWO BABY-STROLLERS IN CPT 5
Explanation
CPM
Container/ pallet distribution message (CPM)
SB1954/02.ECENZ.A300B4
Call-sign/Date. Registration/Aircraft Version Number
-11L/PKC/IST/630/C
Position/Type/DEST/Kgs/Type of Load-Cargo
-12L/AKH/IST/600/C
Position/Type/DEST/Kgs/Type of Load-Cargo
-41L/AKH/IST/620/C
Position/Type/DEST/Kgs/Type of Load-Cargo
-42L/AKH/IST/583/BC/BY0
Position/Type/DEST/Kgs/Type of Load-Business class baggage /Economy Baggage NIL
-43L/DZH/IST/96/E/BY
Position/Type/DEST/Kgs/Type of Load- Extra equipment and Economy Baggage
-5/IST/50/BY
Position/DEST/Kgs/Type of Load-Economy Baggage
SI
TWO BABY-STROLLERS IN CPT 5
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4.1.4 Container / Pallet Message (CPM)

Fig 4.1.4 A Typical Format of Container/Pallet Message
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4.1.4 Container / Pallet Message (CPM)
Other Example
QD SSGKLSB DLAKLSB ZRHKMXH
.ZRHKLXH SB/300859/MAR04
CPM
SB272/30.ECENZ.300B4
-11/PWB/SSG/1540/C
-12P/PMC/SSG/1610/C
-13P/PMC/SSG/1660/C
-21P/PMC/DLA/2870/C
-22P/PAJ/DLA/3375/C
-31L/XKN/DLA/615/C
-31R/AKE/DLA/765/C
-32/PLB/DLA/1590/C
-33L/AVE/DLA/813/M1
-33R/AVE/DLA/740/BY1
-41L/AVE/DLA/840/BY0
-41R/AKE/SSG/780/C.COL/149
-42L/AVE/DLA/948/BY0
-42R/AVE/SSG/513/BY2
-43L/AVE/DLA/370/BC3
-43R/AVE/SSG/267/BC3
-5/SSG/633/M/BY/C.RRY/0PT3.XPS/DLA/511/C/BY
-DIP/DLA/6/C
SI
ONE BABY-STROLLER TO SSG IN CPT 5
QD FRAOWSB ISTKZSB ISTUSXH
.ESBUSXH SB/091321SB
UCM
SB1954/02.ECENZ. A300B4
IN
PAG5427SB.PAJ2438SB.PAP1510SB.FLA1220SB
PLA4002SB.ALP0052SB.PDJ9086SB.PIP2172SB
OUT
PAP3003SB.PIP2172SB.PIP1073SB.PIP8885SB
PAG0633SB.FLA0734SB.PIP5252SB.PAG0129SB
=
UCM
QD ZRHFMSB
.YULKKSB 010317
UCM
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4.1.4 Container / Pallet Message (CPM)
SB135/31JUL.ECENZ.YUL
IN
.PAP4937SB.AAK5583SB.AVE6843SB.AVE6772SB.AVE6193SB.AVE6057SB
OUT
Messages
.PAP4752SB/ZRH/C.RAP9005SB/GVA/C.AWD2508SB/CAI/C.AVE9518SB/GVA/C
.AVE6227SB/ZRH/B.PAP4787SB/XXX.PAP4838SB/XXX
SI PAL PAP4783SB/PAP4838SB RETURNED TO ZRH TO REDUCE OVERSTOCK
AT YUL COR AWD2508SB TO READ 2503SB
Ÿ A complete UCM (combined IN- and OUT message) is to be dispatched if the departure of the
outbound flight/truck is within 3 hours after arrival of the inbound flight/truck, and on the same day.
The flight/truck service numbers of in- and outbound flight/truck must be mentioned.
Ÿ A separate IN and OUT message is to be dispatched if the departure of the outbound flight/truck is
more than 3 hours after arrival of the inbound fight/truck, or if arrival and departure are on a different
day.
The IN message must be dispatched not later than 3 hours after arrival of the inbound flight/truck.
Dispatch by transit stations
A separate IN and OUT message is to be dispatched if arrival and departure are on different days (e.g.
arrival before midnight, departure after midnight).
Number of return flight or truck service:
1. This information is required only in UCMs dispatched by turn-around stations.
2. The airline designator need not be given.
3. Flight or truck service number and number of return flight or truck service must be separated by an
oblique.
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UNIT 4.2: Flight Closure

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ demonstrate the Departure Control System.
Ÿ make use of DCS to close the flight.
Ÿ list the relevant documents in the trip file.

4.2.1 Departure Control System
Airline Departure Control System (DCS) automates an airline's ground operations including airport checkin system, passenger information management, boarding cards printing, baggage acceptance, boarding,
load control and aircraft checks etc.
Departure Control System (DCS) integrates with an airline inventory system providing real-time
notifications of all departure control events, such as passenger handling process, including check-in and eticket management or aircraft ground operations to manage passenger and load distribution.
Key Features:
Ÿ New generation web-based Departure Control System
Ÿ Intuitive graphical user interface based on user roles
Ÿ Certified on most common CUPPS and CUSS providers
Ÿ Supports most common airport infrastructures and hardware
Ÿ Boarding card and bag tag
Ÿ Weight and balance
Ÿ Web, mobile, kiosk check-in
Ÿ Inter airline through check-in
Ÿ Interactive e-ticket handling
Ÿ Ancillary sales at check-in counters
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4.2.2 Load Planning and Weight and Balance (LDP)
The LDP application enables the load controllers to print load and trim sheet as per the limits set up by
aircraft manufacturers. The load sheet agents are warned when the centre of gravity of the aircraft during
the future course of flight is out of limits. This application also provides the following functions:
Ÿ

Assist load agents in the process of planning the distribution of payload to be placed aboard an
aircraft.

Ÿ

Boarding passengers are automatically distributed in the proper cabin compartment based on seat
selection preference.

Ÿ

Cargo load is accounted and automatically distributed in the lower bins.

Ÿ

Sending load messages to the down line airports.

Ÿ

The application has got the necessary ICAO certification for all aircrafts and is used by various carriers
at Indian Airports.

4.2.3 Post Departure Planning
Assimilate the documents required to prepare the trip file as per organisational and regulatory policies.
As mentioned all the mandatory documents like, refer to unit 4.1.1 Documents Required to Preparing
the trip file:
1. Signed LIR
2. Crew acknowledged Pax manifest
3. Copy of signed NOTOC.
4. Pilot in Command (PIC) Signed flight plan
6. Fuel docket
7. Pilot in Command (PIC) signed load and trim sheet.
8. Signed copy of cargo manifest etc.
Verify the accuracy of the documents to ensure the documents are complete in all respect and relate
to the same aircraft or flight:
Ÿ

Ensure that the Pilot in Command (PIC) and other departments duly sign all the above documents.

Ÿ

Manual load and trim sheet should be released to Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting
System (ACARS)/ or get it signed manually from Pilot in Command (PIC).

Ÿ

Acceptance notification from Pilot in Command (PIC) should be received.

Ÿ

Send the Load Distribution Messages

Ÿ

Flight closer.
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4.2.4 Flight Close Out
After the flight departure, flight is closed in DCS and necessary messages are sent to down line airports for
their flight handling. The messages generated are:
Ÿ

SOM (Seat Occupied Messages): Send a message for the Special passenger (pax) and what is the
location of that special passenger (pax).

Ÿ

BTM (Baggage Transfer Messages): The Baggage Transfer Message contains bag information for the
outbound carrier of incoming transfer passengers. Part of a through check-in transaction.

Ÿ

COM (Close-out Messages - contains check-in load details): The Flight Close-out Message reports the
total number of passengers who are on the flight.

Ÿ

PTM (Passenger Transfer Messages): Passenger Transfer Messages shows those passengers and their
baggage transferring at the arrival station, having a connecting flight (of any reservation status) that
departs within the time scale

Ÿ

TPM (Teletype Passenger Manifest): Teletype Passenger Manifest provides a list of disembarking
passengers where required by governments. It is dispatched immediately after flight departure.

Ÿ

PIL (Passenger Information List): Passenger Information List is mostly referred as passenger (pax)
manifest which contain all the passenger (pax) details with their seating details and type.
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Exercise
1. List the documents required to prepare the trip file.

2. Explain departure message.

3. Explain Departure Control System.

4. What is Departure Control System and list its key features.
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Notes
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5. Operating a Vehicle
Airside
AASSC
Aerospace & Aviation
Sector Skill Council

Unit 5.1 – General Rules – Operating a Vehicle Airside
Unit 5.2 – Aircraft Stand Markings
Unit 5.3 – Driving Inside Aircraft Parking Stand
Unit 5.4 – Adverse Weather Conditions
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
Ÿ

summarise the general rules to be followed while operating vehicle airside.

Ÿ

prepare the vehicle for airside use.

Ÿ

manoeuvre the vehicle airside.

Ÿ

identify different types of aircraft stand markings.

Ÿ

maintain procedures and practices which contribute to the safety of airside traffic and apron
operations.

Ÿ

comply with airside accident, hazard and emergency procedures.

Ÿ

discuss the effect of adverse weather conditions.
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UNIT 5.1: General Rules – Operating a Vehicle Airside

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ perform pre-operational checks.
Ÿ discuss driving on airside roadways.
Ÿ describe the vehicle parking airside.
Ÿ explain the speed of airside.
Ÿ explain what is right of way of an aircraft.
Ÿ describe the airside roadways.

5.1.1 Pre-operational Checks
The driver shall perform checks to ensure that the vehicle is in roadworthy condition prior to
commencement of operations. Damaged, faulty or unserviceable vehicle should not be used and it should
be flagged at the first instance to driver's reporting officer.
Plan Airside Safety
Ÿ

Understand statutory requirements, best industry practices and organisational requirements.

Ÿ

Identify safety objectives.

Ÿ

Establish emergency plans and business continuity/recovery plans.

Ÿ

Confirm airside procedures documented and up to date for all activities.

Ÿ

Check if all risk assessments are complete.

Do Airside Safety
Ÿ

Provide initial training and testing.

Ÿ

Ensure competencies and review training processes are in place.

Ÿ

Ensure if infrastructure and equipment checks are being carried out.

Ÿ

Discuss safety during staff meetings and consultation processes.

Ÿ

Check if all accidents, incidents and occurrences are reported.

Ÿ

Investigate all accidents, incidents and occurrences and proceed with trend analysis.

Ÿ

Ensure that insufficiency reporting process is in place.

Ÿ

Ensure that behaviourial reporting is in place.

Ÿ

Ensure that appropriate records are kept.

Ÿ

Comply with all rules, regulations, policies, Standard Operating Procedures(SPOs) and other
requirements.
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5.1.1 Pre-operational Checks
Check Airside Safety
Ÿ

Ensure senior management regularly audits or inspects all airside areas.

Ÿ

Audit trainers and trainees including any third parties.

Ÿ

Confirm different levels of checks that take place at all airside areas.

Ÿ

Validate risk assessments.

Ÿ

Identify deficiency trends and accident, incident and occurrence trends.

Ÿ

Measure safety performance.

Review Airside Safety
Ÿ

Identify causes of accidents, incidents and occurrences.

Ÿ

Ensure preventive actions are taken and documented.

Ÿ

Share safety information with the airside community.

Ÿ

Work with others to identify and understand best industry practises.

Ÿ

Understand the regulator's future requirements in the right time.

Ÿ

Establish future safety objectives.

5.1.2 Driving on Airside Roadways
Vehicle Operating Procedure:
The following is the procedure for operating a vehicle:
Ÿ

No person shall operate a vehicle airside without a valid driver's license.

Ÿ

No person shall operate a vehicle airside while prohibited from operating a vehicle.

Ÿ

No person shall operate a vehicle airside who does not hold a restricted air radio operator's permit.

Ÿ

No person shall operate a vehicle in a manner that is dangerous to aircraft, equipment, persons or
vehicles.

Ÿ

Aircraft always have the right-of-way. Before entering an airport movement area, the vehicle operator
shall always check and ensure that aircraft is not approaching or departing.

Ÿ

Unless required for airport operational purposes, all persons must remain on the apron.

Ÿ

Every person operating a vehicle airside, shall yield the right-of-way to pedestrians being escorted
between aircraft and the terminal building.

Ÿ

Every operator of a vehicle in an airside area shall yield the right-of-way to an emergency vehicle with
warning devices operating.

Ÿ

Every operator of a vehicle in an airside area, other than an emergency vehicle with warning devices
shall yield the right-of-way.
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5.1.2 Driving on Airside Roadways
Ÿ

Every operator of a vehicle in an airside area, other than an emergency vehicle with warning devices
operating, shall yield the right-of-way.

Ÿ

All vehicles operating airside must be registered as required by law.

Ÿ

Headlights roust be turned on whenever a vehicle is operating in the manoeuvring area.

Ÿ

Every operator of a vehicle involved in an accident in the airside area of an airport shall report the
accident immediately to the airport manager/designate.

Ÿ

Operators and vehicles will remain clear of the scene of an accident or aircraft carrying distinguished
visitors unless authoried
s by the airport manager/designate.

Ÿ

Smoking is not permitted on the airside. This prohibition applies to persons both inside and outside
vehicles and equipment.

Ÿ

No person shall park a vehicle where parking is prohibited
.

Ÿ

No person shall park a vehicle in any area of an airport nottende
in d for the use of vehicleswithout the
permission of the airport manager,

Ÿ

Vehicles on the manoeuvring area must be operated by persons who have read, understood and
signed airside access procedure.

Ÿ

Vehicle operators shall remain a t a safe distance from areas affected by jet blast or propwash of
manoeuvring aircraft and shall not pass in front of or closely behind the aircraft with engines running.

Ÿ

No person shall operate a vehicle with a speed that exceeding 20 km/h
.

Ÿ

Every operator of a vehicle on an apron shall have acknowledge and shall obey all instructions
received from airport manager/designate.

Ÿ

All vehicles must be equipped with operational headlampstail
,
lamps and parking lamps
.

Ÿ

Headlamps, non-flashing tail and parking lamps must be operated during darkness and reduced
visibility and may be left on as required while engaged in service co-parked aircraft.

Ÿ

Equipment and vehicles shall not be parked or left unattended without the permission of the airport
manager.

Ÿ

No person shall throwany glass, nails, tacks, scraps of metal chemical substance or other material that
may damage any aircraft or vehicle on a road, apron or manoeuvring area at an airport.
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5.1.3 Vehicle Parking Airside
The following actions shall be taken by the vehicle operator if a vehicle breaks down on the apron or on an
uncontrolled taxiway:
Ÿ

The regional airport manager shall be notified, during working hours.

Ÿ

The airports division duty manager shall be notified after working hours.

Ÿ

The vehicle operator shall make arrangements for the immediate removal of vehicle from the
movement area.

Ÿ

Vehicle repairs shall not be carried out on any movement areas, except for emergency repairs
required to remove the vehicle from the movement area. All maintenance activities shall take place
on the owner’s leased property.

5.1.4 Speed
The driver of vehicle shall follow speed limits, indicated by road signs and markings strictly.
The speed limit to be observed near an aircraft or aircraft stand:
Ÿ

Within the aircraft stand

Ÿ

Within the Baggage Handling Area

Ÿ

On roadways within 15m of aircraft stand

Ÿ

On roadways more than 15m away from aircraft stand

5km/h
10km/h
15km/h
20km/h

Fig 5.1.4 (a) Speed Limit

5.1.5 Right of Way
Aircraft is always given the right of way, followed by an emergency vehicle, for instance, when police and
an ambulance is attending to an emergency.

Fig 5.1.5 (a) Aircraft Taxiing

Fig 5.1.5 (b) Aircraft on Tow or Push Back
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5.1.6 Airside Roadways
1. Primary Roadways:
Located in front of the aircraft parking stands, these roadways are meant for movement of vehicle and
equipment. The speed limit on these roadways that are within 15m of aircraft stand is 30km/h.
Driver shall not use the aircraft stand near the primary roadway as a short cut or to over-take other
vehicles.
Driver using roadways in front of the Baggage Handling Areas shall give way to tractors towing baggage
containers/trolley (ULD) into and out of the Baggage Handling Areas (BHA).

Fig 5.1.6 (a) Airside Roadways

2. Secondary Roadways:
The roadway is painted in broken white lines and is located behind aircraft parking stands. The speed
limit is 30km/h as the secondary roadway is within 15m from aircraft stand.
Driver shall not use the secondary roadway as a short cut or to over-take. Only vehicles exceeding the
height limit along the primary roadway shall be allowed to use the secondary roadway.

Fig 5.1.6 (b) Secondary Roadways

3. Perimeter Roadways:
Perimeter roadway is located near the fences surrounding the aerodrome boundary. The speed limit is 50
km/h to 20km/h.

Fig 5.1.6 (c) Perimeter Roadways
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5.1.6 Airside Roadways
4. Roadways Crossing Taxiways:
In airside, there are roadways that cross taxiway. When using these roadways, driver is to look out and give
way to aircraft at all times.

Fig 5.1.6 (d) Roadways Crossing Taxiways

The “Give Way to Aircraft” sign painted on the roadway warns driver of taxiway crossing ahead and
potential aircraft movement. Driver is to stop at the “STOP” marking and visually check that the area is
clear of aircraft movement before moving onto the crossing.
If there are light signals at the roadway crossing, driver shall check the signals, that it is clear to proceed
before moving. Notwithstanding this, the light signals provide supplementary warning. Driver is still
required to visually check that the area is clear of aircraft movement before moving.
To prevent obstruction to aircraft movement, driver is not allowed to stop on any part of the crossing.

Fig 5.1.6 (e) Roadways Crossing Taxiways

5. Tunnel Roadways:
The speed limit in the tunnel roadway is 50km/h. However, driver must exercise caution and be prepared
to reduce speed as they exit the tunnel roadway and approach primary roadway within 15m of an aircraft
stand.

Fig 5.1.6 (f) Tunnel Speed Limit
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5.1.6 Airside Roadways
Driver shall obey with the following rules:
Ÿ

Waiting or parking in the tunnel is prohibited.

Ÿ

Tunnel roadways cannot be used when the red light on the gantry is activated.

Ÿ

The height limit of the tunnel roadways is 4.5m.

Ÿ

The vehicles listed below are not allowed in the tunnel roadways.

Fig 5.1.6 (g) Tow-tugs and Heavy Tractors weighing above 45 tonnes

Fig 5.1.6 (h) Joint Container Pallet Loaders (JCPL) Main Deck Loaders

Fig 5.1.6 (i) Tankers and Bowsers carrying flammable liquid having a flash point of 61? Celsius

Fig 5.1.6 (j) Vehicle transporting radio-active, chemical and explosive items
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UNIT 5.2: Aircraft Stand Markings

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ explain the different layout of aircraft parking stand.
Ÿ explain the layout of overlapping ERA, ERA, ESA and equipment parking area.
Ÿ identify the markings of no parking area.
Ÿ identify markings used for pedestrian crossing.

5.2.1 Layout Aircraft Parking Stand
Driver shall park the vehicle in the designated parking areas:
1
2
3
4

9
8

7

10

5
6
Fig 5.2.1 Layout Aircraft Parking Stand

1. Primary Roadway

6. Secondary Roadway

2. Holding Strip

7. Fuel Hydrant Pit

3. No Parking Area

8. Passenger Loading Bridge Safety Zone

4. Equipment Staging Area (ESA)

9. Equipment Parking Area (EPA)

5. Apron Boundary Line (ABL)

10. Equipment Restraint Area (ERA)
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5.2.2 Layout of Overlapping ERA
Overlapping ERA is the area where the ERA of 2 stands overlap.
Driver shall not park vehicle or equipment in this area prior to the arrival of aircraft or after the departure
of aircraft.

Fig 5.2.2 Overlapping ERA

5.2.3 Equipment Restraint Area [ERA]

Fig 5.2.3 Equipment Restraint Area

The ERA of an aircraft stand demarcates the area to be kept clear for the safe movement of an aircraft in
and out of the aircraft stand. Drivers are not allowed to park or position any vehicle or ground servicing
equipment within the ERA at all times, unless they are servicing an aircraft after its arrival or prior to
departure.
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5.2.4 Equipment Staging Area [ESA]
The ESA of an aircraft stand is demarcated by a continuous white line outlining the area where ground
handling equipment or vehicles for the servicing of an aircraft are positioned at least 20 minutes before
the arrival of the aircraft. All vehicles must be lined up in an orderly manner at all times.

Fig 5.2.4 Equipment Staging Area

5.2.5 Equipment Parking Area
The EPA is demarcated by a continuous white line and is reserved (via lease) for parking of vehicle (which
includes ground handling equipment).

Fig 5.2.5 Equipment Parking Area

5.2.6 No Parking Area
This area shall be kept clear at all times as it provides the manoeuvring space for tow-tug driver to position
and connect the tow-tug to the aircraft nose wheel when preparing for aircraft pushback.
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5.2.6 No Parking Area

Fig 5.2.6 No Parking Area

5.2.7 Strip, Pedestrian Crossing
Holding Strips:
The holding strip is located between the primary roadway and the aircraft stand. Driver is only allowed to
park on the holding strip of the aircraft stand. Driver is allowed to park on the holding strip for not more
than 20 minutes before the arrival of the aircraft.

Fig 5.2.7 (a) Holding Strips

Pedestrian Crossing:
Driver shall look out for pedestrian crossing signs and slow down when approaching the crossing. Driver
shall stop at the crossing and give way to pedestrian.

Fig 5.2.7 (b) Pedestrians Crossing
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UNIT 5.3: Driving Inside Aircraft Parking Stand

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ

explain about the general driving conduct.

Ÿ

describe about the incident reporting.

Ÿ

get a clarity on giving way to aircraft.

Ÿ

explain about the airside lights, markings and signs.

Ÿ

define safety distance from an aircraft and its importance.

Ÿ

perform vehicle refuelling and towing of an aircraft.

5.3.1 General Driving Conduct
Do's and Don'ts:
1. Valid Driving License:
Driver shall carry his Airside Driving Permits (ADP) and show it upon request by authorised personnel.

Fig 5.3.1 (a) Valid Driving license

2. Alcohol and Drugs:
No person under the influence of alcohol, medicine or drugs shall operate a vehicle in the airside.

3. No Eating or Drinking:

Fig 5.3.1 (b) No Alcohol and Drugs

No person shall consume any form of food or drinks within the airside.
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5.3.1 General Driving Conduct

Fig 5.3.1 (c) No Eating and Driving

4. No Smoking:
Smoking is strictly prohibited in the airside. Violators will be referred to Airport Operator.

Fig 5.3.1 (d) No Smoking

5. Use of Communication Devices:
Use of mobile phone while driving except with the aid of hands-free device in the airside is strictly
prohibited.

Fig 5.3.1 (e) No Mobile Phone

5.3.2 Incident Reporting
1. Vehicle Breakdown
Reporting:
Driver should immediately inform airside management centre if their vehicle has stalled on the taxiway or
aircraft parking stand.
Removal:
The driver should contact the company maintenance section to repair or tow the vehicle away as soon as
possible.
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5.3.2 Incident Reporting

Fig 5.3.2 (a) Vehicle Breakdown (Reporting)

Fig 5.3.2 (b) Vehicle Breakdown (Removal)
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5.3.2 Incident Reporting
Injuries: If the injuries, the driver should immediately call the medical emergency hotline for assistance.

Toll Free - 1800110402
Toll Free - 1800110402

Fig 5.3.2 (c) Vehicle Accidents

Note: The above given toll free number is generalise for Airport Authority of India, for further detail please
speak to customer care.
3.Remain at scene of accident:
Personal involved in the accident shall remain at the scene until an authorised personnel arrives to
handle the situation.

Fig 5.3.2 (d) Accidents Scene

4.Preservation of Accident Scene:
No vehicle or equipment involved in an accident should be removed until permission is granted by an
APD officer or authorised personnel on-site.
Vehicle involved in the accident may be moved as far as necessary to extricate any person or animal
involved.
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5.3.2 Incident Reporting

Fig 5.3.2 (e) Vehicle Removal from Accident scene

5.3.3 Giving Way to Aircraft
Driver's vehicle shall give way to taxiing aircraft or an aircraft on tow or pushback.
To identify an aircraft ready for pushback at the aircraft stand, driver is to look out for the following signs:
Ÿ Aircraft anti-collision light is switched on.
Ÿ PLB retracted.
Ÿ All GSE removed from aircraft.
Ÿ Safety cones are removed.
Ÿ Tow tug attached to aircraft.
ŸThere is “Give way to Aircraft” sign painted on the ground to the driver.

Fig 5.3.3 (a) Giving Way Aircraft

Driver shall stop, move into the edge of the nearest available aircraft stand and wait until the aircraft has
completed pushback from the stand and break off from tow tug before proceeding.

Fig 5.3.3 (b) Aircraft Marking
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5.3.4 Airside Lights, Markings and Signs
Airfield Edge Lights:
While driving on the airfield, the vehicle operator will encounter various lights.
Every vehicle operator must know the meaning of these lights to avoid entering areas where they are not
permitted.
1. Blue Lights: Blue lights are used along the edge of aprons and taxiways.

Fig 5.3.4 (a) Blue Lights

2. White Lights: White lights are used along the edges of runways.

Fig 5.3.4 (b) White Lights

3. Amber Lights: Amber lights are used at the intersection of aprons and taxiways.

Fig 5.3.4 (c) Amber Lights

4. Guard Lights: A light system intended to caution pilots or vehicle drivers that they are about
to enter an active runway. These are sometimes referred to as "Wig Wags."
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5.3.4 Airside Lights, Markings and Signs

Fig 5.3.4 (d) Guard Lights

5. Aerodrome Beacon: The aerodrome beacon is a large rotating white light mounted on top of the control
tower. It is provided for visual identification of the airport by aircraft and vehicles on the airfield.

Fig 5.3.4 (e) Aerodrome Beacon

5.3.5 Signs
Mandatory Signage: It is signage with white letter/numbers on a red background and are similar to the
highway signage, They are located 15 m to 20 m from the edge of the manoeuvring surface. Mandatory
signage includes the following:
Ÿ Runway Designator signs.
Ÿ Category I, Category II, Category III or Category II/III Holding position signs.
Ÿ No Entry sign.
At no time should a vehicle operator (permit holder) violates any mandatory signage. If done, must turn
around and proceed back to the Airport Apron.

Fig 5.3.5 (a) Runway Designator

Fig 5.3.5 (b) Holding Position
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5.3.5 Signs
Information Signage : It is a signage that consists of black letters/numbers on a yellow background except
location signs. Location Signs consist of yellow letters/numbers on a black background. Information
signage includes the following:
1. Directional Signs (Black on Yellow) : Shall have a letter or a letter-number combination message,
identifying the route plus an arrow or arrows appropriately oriented.

Fig 5.3.5 (d) Three Directional Signs Combined with one Location Sign

2. Destination Signs (Black on Yellow) : Shall have a letter, a letter number-combination or a number
message, identifying the destination with an arrow indicating the direction to proceed. They include
information to inbound and outbound aircraft.

Fig 5.3.5 (e) Destination Sign for Common Taxiing Route to Two Runways

Fig 5.3.5 (f) Inbound Destination Sign

3. Location Signs (Yellow on Black) : Shall include the designation of the location; most commonly a
taxiway or other movement area the aircraft or vehicle is on or is entering and shall contain a letter or
letter number combination. It shall not contain arrows.

Fig 5.3.5 (g) Locations Signs
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5.3.5 Signs
4. Airside Service Roads Signs: They are the signs used on aprons and airside service roads, generally the
same signs as those used on territorial roads. All vehicle operators on airside service roads are required to
comply with these signs.

5.3.6 Safety Distance from Aircraft
1. Safety Distances from a Stationary Aircraft being Refuelled:
Communication equipment used during aircraft fuel servicing operations within 3m (10ft) of the fuelling
equipment. The fill or vent points of an aircraft fuel systems shall be intrinsically safe in accordance with
Ul913, standard for intrinsically safe apparatus and associated apparatus for use in Class I, II and III
Division 1, Hazardous (classified) locations.

Fig 5.3.6 (a) Safety Distances from a Stationary Aircraft being refuelled

2. Safety Distances from a Stationary Aircraft with Engine Running:

Fig 5.3.6 (b) Safety Distances from a Stationary Aircraft with Engine Running

3. Safety Distances from a Taxiing Aircraft:
No driver shall cross the movement area in front of the path of a taxiing aircraft or an aircraft on tow or
pushback. Driver shall remain vigilant to the hazards of jet blasts. A safety distance of 250m behind aircraft
is recommended.
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5.3.6 Safety Distance from Aircraft

Fig 5.3.6 (c) Safety Distances from a Taxiing Aircraft

5.3.7 Vehicle Refuelling
Refuelling at the apron area is subject to the following conditions:
Ÿ Refuelling can only be carried at refueling locations declared by the various service providers to AES.
Ÿ If the vehicle is out of fuel, it shall be towed to the designated locations for refuelling.

Fig 5.3.7 (a) Vehicle Refuelling

Ÿ Spillages shall be cleaned immediately.

Fig 5.3.7 (b) Spillage
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5.3.8 Towing

Fig 5.3.8 (a) Baggage Trolleys

Only

Fig 5.3.8 (b) Three Pallet Dollies
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5.3.8 Towing

Fig 5.3.8 (c) Without proper two bar

Height Limit Around Airside
The general height limit for airside roadways varies from 3.5m to 4.5m. The driver towing the tall
equipment exceeding 3.5m are to take note of any overhanging building structures and height limit signs
displayed in the airside. Driver is to plan and avoid roads with a height limit lower than that of the
equipment under tow. Driver shall instead use secondary roadways to complete the trip.
Safety During Adverse Weather
In the event of low visibility or inclement weather, these procedures shall be followed:

Fig 5.3.8 (d) Adverse Weather

Vehicle Lighting
Ÿ Driver should slow down to a safe speed for the prevailing conditions. Driver shall switch on the
flashing yellow light on the highest point of the vehicle.
Ÿ Switch on the headlights on low beam at all times.

Fig 5.3.8 (e) Vehicle Lighting
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5.3.8 Towing
Category II Instrument Landing System (ILS) Operations:
Ÿ Airport Tower may declare CAT II ILS Operations during prolonged period of low visibility (like haze) to
help aircraft landings.
Ÿ All airside personnel and equipment shall keep cleared of the CAT II ILS Out of Bound Area and ILS
Critical and Sensitive Areas (LSA) upon the declaration.
Ÿ Driver has to turn on the yellow vehicle obstruction lights and headlights at all times. This includes
tow-tractor during towing operations.
Ÿ Non-essential airside activities and vehicular movement shall be minimised.
Ÿ No vehicle shall enter the CAT II ILS out of bound area unless instructed by Airport Tower.

Fig 5.3.8 (f) CAT II ILS Out of Bound Area is Demarcated in Yellow/Pink in the Attached Airport Layout
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UNIT 5.4: Adverse Weather Conditions

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ

explain the working procedure during bad weather.

Ÿ

overcome the difficulties during adverse weather conditions.

5.4.1 Strong Winds

Fig 5.4.1 Strong Winds
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5.4.1 Strong Winds
Ÿ Make sure that the containers are securely closed and locked on the dollies. Empty containers are
more sensitive to wind and demand special attention.
Ÿ Always take care when loading empty containers in high winds.
Ÿ Wind can continually blow new FOD into the ASRA. Therefore, care must be taken throughout the
turnaround and not just before the arrival and the departure of the aircraft.

5.4.2 Storms

Fig 5.4.2 Storms

refuelling
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5.4.3 Winter Conditions

Fig 5.4.3 Winter Conditions

Following points should be considered:
Ÿ The marshaller must check that the snow and ice on the aircraft stand has been sufficiently removed
before the aircraft arrives, to allow for proper and safe manoeuvres.
Ÿ The marshaller must only allow an aircraft to enter a stand if the conditions allow the handling
operations to be performed in complete safety, both for the aircraft and all the operators. By doing so,
the marshaller engages the liability of the ground handler.
Ÿ Snow and ice should be removed from the vehicles and equipment that service the aircraft, as they
could contaminate the apron. Windscreens must be completely free of snow, ice and mist in order to
guarantee good visibility.
Ÿ Grip may be seriously reduced in certain places, so the speed of the vehicles must be adapted to the
conditions, especially in the vicinity of the aircraft.
Ÿ The operators responsible for the water supply and the lavatory services must make sure that no
liquid is spilt on the ground, because it could freeze.
Ÿ Utmost care must be taken during push back or towing operations on slippery surfaces. It is strongly
advisable to avoid sudden change in direction, acceleration or brake.
Ÿ On slippery surfaces, make sure that engines are not started before the end of the pushback, because
both the tractor and the aircraft might skid.
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5.4.4 Poor Visibility

Fig 5.4.4 Poor Visibility

5.4.5 Do’s and Don’ts of Operating a Vehicle Airside
Sl.No

01

02

03

Do’s

Don’ts

Always drive in the movement area.

Never exceed the speed limit.

If one becomes uncertain of the location
on the airport movement area, STOP and
immediately contact ATC for help.

Never cross a holding position markings
including hold lines for inactive or closed
runways without explicit ATC instructions.

Drive carefully around the aircraft.

One should know airfield markings, signs and
lighting (as outlined in the next section). Be
careful not to hit taxiway edge lights.
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5.4.5 Do’s and Don’ts of Operating a Vehicle Airside
Sl.No

04

Do’s

Don’ts

Extra vigilance is necessary when

Avoid distractions and focus on where other

driving on an airport during construction.

vehicles and/or aircraft are on the airfield,
especially on one’s intended route.

05

A hot spot is a runway safety related problem,
typically at a complex or taxiway and runway
intersections. As a vehicle driver, it is his/her
responsibility to be familiar with these areas
and use extreme caution when driving in or
near them.
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Painted yellow on the taxiway pavement,
Before reaching the solid lines, it is
imperative to STOP and not cross the lines
until one gets clearance from ATC.
Do not drive past this sign or marking
without permission from ATC.
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Exercise
Briefly answer the following questions:
1. Explain briefly about vehicle operating procedure at airside.

2. Explain briefly about driving inside aircraft parking stand.

3. Explain briefly about different adverse weather conditions.
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Tips

!

Ÿ Get to know more about the vehicle operating at airside.
Ÿ Get to know more about the working procedure during adverse weather conditions.

Notes
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6. Work Effectively in
a Team
AASSC
Aerospace & Aviation
Sector Skill Council

Unit 6.1 – Support the Team
Unit 6.2 – Maintain Personal Presentation
Unit 6.3 – Develop Effective Work Habits
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
Ÿ support the team to work efficiently.
Ÿ maintain personal presentation.
Ÿ develop effective work habits in a workplace.
Ÿ list the essential factors of courteous behaviour at a workplace.
Ÿ summarise the airline personnel decision making process.
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UNIT 6.1: Support the Team

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ display courteous and polite behaviour at all times.
Ÿ take opportunities to enhance the level of assistance offered to colleagues.
Ÿ meet all reasonable requests for assistance within the timeframe.
Ÿ complete the allocated task.
Ÿ seek assistance when difficulties arise.
Ÿ use questioning techniques to clarify instructions or responsibilities.
Ÿ identify and display a non-discriminatory attitude in all contacts with customers and other staff
members.

6.1.1 Courteous Behaviour
Essential factors at workplace for courteous behaviour are as follows:
1. Good Communication Skills
Ÿ The Basics: Good communication makes the work environment more productive and pleasant. The
basics learned as children still apply: say please, thank you and you're welcome. Don't raise voice and
don't use offensive language. Address others formally and politely; don't interrupt others when they
are speaking.
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6.1.1 Courteous Behaviour

Fig 6.1.1 (a) Communications

Ÿ Body Language: Respect co-workers by giving them full attention. Face the other person and have an eye
contact. Pay attention to the body language while greeting someone at workspace.

Fig 6.1.1 (b) Body Language

Ÿ Managing Emotions: At times, when the Airline Security Executive is upset or dealing with an issue at
work, the best response is to wait, process thoughts and think through words before voicing a complaint
or giving a thought/suggestion. Think before speaking an inappropriate word. When on the receiving
end of constructive feedback, listen to the words and feelings of others.

Fig 6.1.1 (c) Ask for Help
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6.1.1 Courteous Behaviour
Ÿ With your boss: Keep him/her informed so that there are no surprises. Share information about
delays, setbacks, new developments or concerns. In order to do your job more efficiently, don't be
afraid to ask for help.
2. Positive Etiquette at Work Space
Ÿ Time Management: Arrive at work 10 to 15 minutes early. It demonstrates respect for the job and
employer, as well as an eagerness for the job. It also provides an opportunity to interact with coworkers before beginning the day. Also be willing to stay late; this also shows respect and dedication.

Fig 6.1.1 (d) Time Management

Ÿ Show Respect to Co-worker's Time: Being on time or early for meetings and other appointments will
go a long way in fostering workplace harmony. Meet deadlines. Return messages and respond to
requests in a prompt manner. Whenever possible, schedule the absences in advance so that the coworkers can prepare. Show co-workers and customers that they are important.

Fig 6.1.1 (e) Show Respect

Ÿ Pay Attention: One should learn all that can be and anticipate what will be required for oneself. Be a
self-starter. Don't expect boss to regularly tell one to carry out the routine tasks and responsibilities.
Pitch in and help others.

Fig 6.1.1 (f) Pay Attention
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6.1.1 Courteous Behaviour
Ÿ Attitude: Do what is asked to do and choose to be productive. Be willing to do the tasks which no one
likes to do but are crucial for business operations. Leave problems and negative attitudes at home; be
mentally and physically present at work.
Ÿ Smile and Be Energetic: Be respectful to everyone; all roles in the workplace are interconnected.
Kindness, courtesy, friendliness and an acknowledgment to the efforts of others will go a long way
towards creating a positive work environment. These qualities will even bring in a considerable
change in the behaviour of co-workers.

Fig 6.1.1 (g) Energetic

Ÿ Accept Responsibility: Can be defined as taking ownership of one’s behaviour and its consequences.
It is very poor etiquette to pass the blame on a co-worker. Accepting responsibility for our errors
shows a mature confidence and will ultimately invite respect.

Fig 6.1.1 (h) Accept Responsibility

3. Good Behaviour at Work Spaces:
Ÿ Cubicles: In many workplaces employees work in open areas or cubicles. While this structure readily
invites interruptions, be mindful of the personal space and boundaries of co-workers. Don't just barge
in; try to announce yourself with a knock or by saying “excuse me” or “knock-knock”.
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6.1.1 Courteous Behaviour
Furthermore, pause before entering and wait for a response and ask if it's a good time to talk. Don't loiter
outside the cubicle waiting for co-worker to get off the phone.

Fig 6.1.1 (i) Knocking

Ÿ Kitchen: Clean up and don't expect others to do it. Be careful not to burn food in the microwave and
avoid using it to heat up smelly food like fish. Wash and return dishes to their proper place. Mark
items in the refrigerator with name and a date; don't leave old food in there to become a science
experience. Never, ever take someone else's food, unless it is offered.
Ÿ Bathrooms: Clean up after using the restroom, to facilitate the next person's use.
Ÿ Hallways and Elevators: These are perfect places to have positive and friendly interactions with coworkers so, don't isolate by regularly checking your cell phone for messages or wearing music
headphones. Otherwise, it sends an unfriendly message of wanting to be alone.
4. Dress Appropriately:
Ÿ Clothing: While dress codes have relaxed significantly over the years, it is best nonetheless to be
careful in how to dress and wear an appropriate attire for office. What one wear communicates how
he/she sees himself/herself and is also a representation of his/her employer.
A sloppy or slovenly appearance may suggest to his/her co-workers and clients or to the company,
aren't worthy of the respect that comes when one present himself/herself appropriately.
Avoid revealing, low-cut or sexy clothing. Become familiar with employer's dress code and follow it.
Professional dressing generally, causes one to act more professionally.
Ÿ Hygiene: Come to work with clean clothes, clean hair and a clean body. Furthermore, keep the
personal grooming private.
Ÿ Smells: Different smells at work can be distracting or annoying. In the case of allergies, they can even
be dangerous. So avoid perfume, after lotion and enjoy your pungent lunch or snacks in the
lunchroom instead of at your desk. Consider keeping an unscented air freshener handy. If you have a
problem with a co-workers scent, it's okay to address it directly to them.
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6.1.1 Courteous Behaviour
5. Gender Neutral Attitude:
Ÿ Etiquette is Gender Neutral: Back in the day, the rule was that men held doors for women. Now, of
course, the workplace is filled with women and the guidelines about manners have changed. Here
are some general suggestions:
Ÿ Holding a door: The first to arrive holds it for others.
Ÿ Getting off elevators: The person closest to the door exits first.
Ÿ Paying for meals: Whoever invites pays.
Ÿ Greeting someone: Male or female, it's best to stand to greet someone, particularly a higher
level co-worker, customer or client.
Ÿ Helping to carry something: We all appreciate help when overloaded so regardless of gender,
lend a helping hand.
6. In a Nutshell:
Basic workplace etiquette are as follows:
Ÿ Come to work clean and well dressed.
Ÿ Dress in accordance to employer's dress code.
Ÿ Don't distract others unnecessarily from their work .
Ÿ Speak quietly, that the voice doesn't carry across the work areas of co-workers.
Ÿ Clean after using (like desk, conference room, kitchen, washroom); so that it is ready for use for next
co-worker.
Ÿ Respect co-worker's property and food.
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UNIT 6.2: Maintain Personal Presentation

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ learn the importance of personal hygiene and grooming at the workplace.
Ÿ identify the rules and regulations your organisation has on personal hygiene and grooming.
Ÿ meet and maintain standards for personal hygiene and grooming.
Ÿ project a positive image by meeting appropriate standards of personal presentation.
Ÿ identify and wear appropriate clothing for the workplace.

6.2.1 Personal Presentation at Workplace
There are three key areas to discuss concerning how one should look - i.e. how to present to customers:
1. Personal Hygiene
2. Dress Code
3. Grooming
1. Personal Hygiene: One personal benefit of good hygiene is having better health. Clean body prevents
illness and infection from bacteria or viruses. For example, the simple act of washing hands regularly is
an effective way to keep germs from spreading. One would be much more likely to get sick if, he/she
avoid washing the hands before eating.

Fig 6.2.1 (a) Personal Presentation at Workplace
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6.2.1 Personal Presentation at Workplace
2. Dress Code:
A work dress code is a set of standards that companies develop to provide employees with guidance about,
what is appropriate to wear at work. Work dress codes range from formal for business to casual in usual
days.
Dressing formally not only reflects ones image but also the organisation he/she represents. One need to
follow a proper dress code at the workplace. An individual just can't afford to be casually dressed for
important business meetings or presentations. An individual who looks presentable is liked and
appreciated by all. Someone who is formally and sensibly dressed does not have to try too hard to impress
a client.

Fig 6.2.1 (b) Dress Code

3. Grooming:
Untidy and inappropriate dressing reflects negative impression on customers about an organisation or a
person.

Fig 6.2.1 (c) Grooming
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6.2.1 Personal Presentation at Workplace
Projecting a positive image by your personal presentation:
What customers think of oneself will be determined at the first impression of an organisation. Customers
will form an opinion initially based on the looks and the behaviour.
To project a 'positive image', take note and attend to the following factors:
Ÿ Personal Hygiene
Ÿ Health and Safety
Ÿ Personal Hygiene:
Paying attention towards presentation, sends a message to the clients that he/she cares about the way
others perceive him/her. It implies that he/she also care about the service, the way it is offered and
performed. Presentable looks helps the clients to have a better opinion on the organisation/personnel.
Example:
Two customers visit a sandwich shop.
The first, Cheryl, is served by a sweaty man with dirt under his fingernails. He doesn't have an apron on
and before he cuts the bread he rubs the knife on the back of his dirty jeans. He scratches inside his ears
and Cheryl is sure that she even sees him pick his nose. The sandwich looks fine but Cheryl feels rather
nauseous as she eats it and puts it in the bin half eaten.
Turn to a partner and discuss, how you would rate Cheryl's customer satisfaction after her visit.
Being clean and fresh contributes to customer satisfaction. If personal hygiene is lacking, customers
won't want to return even if the service was of an acceptable standard.
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6.2.1 Personal Presentation at Workplace
Health and Safety:
In the airline industry, health-related issues become crucial while performing activities such as aircraft
operations, passenger transport, cargo, etc. They deal with matters like duty-time limitation, transmission
of communicable diseases and disinfection.
Employees who deal with food:
Food poisoning (the transmission of disease through food) is always a danger, at a place where food is
being handled, e.g. restaurant kitchens, fisheries, canning factories, etc.
Food handlers have a moral and legal responsibility to keep high standards of personal cleanliness to
ensure that they do not contaminate food. Food handlers should be in good health and must stay away
from work if they have diarrhoea, vomiting, a food-borne infection, skin infections, sores, heavy colds and
ear or eye discharge.
Food handlers should wash their hands regularly and not wipe utensils on the same cloth.
Employees who deal with animals:
Diseases can be transmitted from infected animals while handling or slaughtering. Therefore it is essential
that employees don't have open wounds (which bacteria could infect) and that they don't bite their nails
or eat with hands contaminated by animal fluids.
Employees who deal with dangerous materials:
In workplaces where hazardous or toxic substances (for example, lead) are handled, employees should
cover the cuts and sores, take care to wash thoroughly and not smoke in the workplace to avoid infection.
Aspects of Personal Hygiene:
Looking after body:
It is essential to make sure you keep yourselves as fresh as possible.
Ÿ

Bath or shower at least once a day.

Ÿ

Ensure to use soap or body gel.

Ÿ

Use an underarm deodorant or antiperspirant every morning.
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6.2.1 Concerned Areas of Personal Presentation
Hand and Nail Care:
Ÿ Ensure that hand and nails are clean.
Ÿ Use a hand cream if hands are dry or the skin is cracked.
Ÿ At work, dry the hands on single service roller towels, disposable paper towels or hot air dryers to
avoid picking up an infection.
Nose, Mouth and Teeth:
Ÿ Brushing the teeth every day in the morning helps to avoid bad breathe.
Ÿ Use some mouth fresheners to avoid a bad breathe when necessary.
Ÿ Wash your hands after sneezing or blowing your nose.
Ÿ Use disposable paper tissues rather than handkerchiefs.
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UNIT 6.3: Develop Effective Work Habits

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Ÿ take a decision on your own for certain operations.
Ÿ learn the effects of harassment at workplace.
Ÿ prioritize your work according to the urgency.

6.3.1 Airline Personal Decision-making Process
To ensure compliance with the law, airline personnel should:
Be Comprehensive: Before taking any action, airline personnel should conduct a comprehensive
evaluation of the facts known at the time, considering the totality of the circumstances. A thorough
evaluation should include whether a passenger's appearance is the determinative factor causing concern.
In other words, airline personnel should ask themselves would it be concerned that his/her behaviour rises
to the level of a potential threat to security or safety.
Ensure Effective Communication: Communicate by actively participating in information exchange with the
passenger, co-workers and other air travellers (if appropriate and applicable) to clarify and confirm the facts
and details involved in the situation.
Follow Airline Protocol and Decision-making Process: In conducting an inquiry, airline personnel should
follow their company's protocol, decision-making processes and relevant government agencies' directives,
to resolve the situation appropriately.
Assess Each Situation Individually: Focus on the specific facts and details to ensure that any basis for taking
action based on perceived suspicious behaviour is reasonable. A passenger's perceived race, colour,
national origin, religion, sex or ancestry alone is not a reasonable basis. All passengers have the right to fly
free from all forms of unlawful discrimination.
Inquire about the Potential Threat: Ensure that the airline's obligation are carried out appropriately.
For example:
Ÿ Speaking to the passenger.
Ÿ Consulting the co-workers about the concern.
Ÿ Adhering to company policies.
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6.3.1 Airline Personal Decision-making Process
Resolve and give remedy to the situation: Airlines should include conflict resolution techniques in their
procedures and protocols, e.g., active listening, self-awareness, validating frustrations, anti-bias and antidiscrimination techniques and honest communication. Airline personnel should employ the suggested
methods and attempt to resolve the situation by taking the appropriate action in compliance with the law
and established airline policy. Explain decision to persons involved, including co-workers and when
applicable to the passenger.
Illustrative Scenarios:
The department understands that complex scenarios may arise quickly and require airline personnel to
respond promptly, sometimes under tight time frames and stressful conditions. These situations may
require additional questioning, screening, searches or requests for support from appropriate authorities
for safety or security reasons. A case study is provided to illustrate possible ways to resolve a situation
effectively while respecting all passengers' rights.
Scenario:
Two men are seated together on-board the aircraft before take-off and are whispering in a foreign
language. One of the men is also holding a book that appears to be written in Arabic. A third passenger
seated nearby overhears their conversation and informs airline personnel that he feels “uncomfortable”
with the two individuals. The third passenger believes they are of Arab or South Asian descent, that they
are speaking in a foreign language, which he thinks is Arabic and holding a book in a foreign language,
which he thinks may be the Quran. The third passenger notifies the flight attendant.
Action:
Airline personnel have an obligation to conduct an objective and comprehensive inquiry considering the
totality of the circumstances before taking action. Crew members should follow airline protocol for these
situations and rely on their training to accomplish an objective inquiry. The pilot, who has ultimate
authority for the safety of the flight, may rely on the cabin crew to make an accurate fact-based assessment
of the situation. A decision is proper if the facts are known before taking any action. Before taking an action,
consider whether these passengers' behavior would concern, but for their appearance, i.e., Will it be
concerned if they did not appear to be of Arab descent, speak in a foreign language or hold a book written
in Arabic that appears to be the Quran? Ask yourself: “If I had observed this exact behavior in non-Arab
men speaking English, would you still be concerned?” If the answer is no and if there is no other
information then it indicates that there is no potential threat.
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6.3.1 Airline Personal Decision-making Process
Removing the passengers from the plane may lead to the discrimination of the passenger on the basis of
their religion or national origin. It is important to ensure that the inquiry is not based on cultural
stereotypes and is focused on first-hand observable behaviours that support a reasonable and rational
evaluation of the facts leading to the security concerns.
In this scenario, it is not permissible to remove the passengers on the basis that they are speaking Arabic,
they appear to be of South Asian descent and are holding a book written in Arabic or another foreign
language or appears to be the Quran. If, the inquiry indicates theat the passenger may pose a risk to the
flight take an appropriate action in compliance with the law and established airline policy. If that results in
removal of a passenger, it is important that the removal to be conducted respectfully and as discretely as
possible. Alternatively, if the passenger in question do not pose a security risk, consider offering to move
the third passenger to another seat or offering to book him on another flight.
Summary:
A passenger's race, colour, national origin, religion, sex or ancestry may not be the determinative factor in
finding that a passenger may present a security or safety risk. Airlines should instead undertake a
comprehensive analysis considering the totality of the circumstances. Airline personnel should take steps
to conduct an objective, fact-based inquiry to ensure that a decision is reasonable and rational. If you
conclude, after a fact-based inquiry, that a passenger may pose a safety or security threat and should be
removed from a flight, it is important that the removal be conducted respectfully and with discretion.
Always consider whether any situation may be resolved in a non-confrontational manner to avoid
escalation. At all times, airline personnel should comply with the law and the airline's applicable policies
and protocols.
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6.3.1 Airline Personnel Decision-making Process
Benefits for Employee in Team Work:
Reduce job
stress level
Increase
Employee
Performance

Customer
satisfication

Increased job
satisfaction

Greater
sense of job
security

BENEFITS TO
EMPLOYEE

Better
Physical and
Mental
Health

Enhanced
control over
Work life
environment
Fig 6.3.1 Benefits of Team Work

6.3.2 Harassment
What is Harassment?
Any conduct based on age, disability, HIV status, domestic circumstances, sex, sexual orientation, gender
reassignment, race, colour, language, religion, political, trade union or other opinion or belief, national or
social origin, association with a minority, property, birth or other status that is unreciprocated or unwanted
and that affects the dignity of men and women at work.
Harassment frequently involves an abuse of power where the targets can experience difficulties in
defending themselves. Harassment at the workplace is any unwelcomed or offensive action, addressed to
a worker or a group of workers that causes difficulty in the performance of an assigned job or causes a
worker to feel that he/she is working in a hostile environment. This can cause risk to the health and safety
of the worker.
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6.3.2 Harassment
Factors of Harassment:
Harassment is classified as a form of discrimination if it is based on one of the prohibited grounds of
discrimination defined in the International Convention or National Legislation.
Harassment may be based on factors such as:
Ÿ Race
Ÿ Gender
Ÿ Culture
Ÿ Age
Ÿ Sexual orientation
Ÿ Religious preference
The basis of harassment can differ from one country to another and from one social context to another.
Types of Harassment:
Harassment may take the form of words, gestures or actions that tend to annoy, alarm, abuse, demean,
intimidate, belittle, humiliate or embarrass a person. There are three forms of harassment:
Ÿ Physical harassment: e.g. (sexual) violence or unwelcomed physical contact such as kissing or touching.
Ÿ Verbal harassment: e.g. comments, offensive jokes, personal insults, offensive language.
Ÿ Non-verbal/visual harassment: e.g. staring, leering, whistling, threatening behaviour, sexually

suggestive gestures or 'freezing' somebody out.

6.3.3 Sexual Harassment at the Workplace
Definitions:
Sexual harassment is any unwanted verbal or physical conduct or gesture of a sexual nature, request for
sexual favours or other behaviour of a sexual nature that makes the recipient feel humiliated, offended and
intimidated. Sexual harassment also covers situations when such conduct mentioned above is made into a
working requirement and create a hostile or inappropriate working environment. The recipient's reaction
must be reasonable considering the situation and circumstances at hand. In other words, sexual
harassment is:
Ÿ Misuse of sexual behaviour.
Ÿ Request for sexual favours.
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6.3.3 Sexual Harassment at the Workplace
Types of Sexual Harassment:
Sexual harassment are of various types. There are five forms of sexual harassment.
1. Physical harassment includes unwelcomed touching in a sexual manner such as kissing, patting,
pinching, glancing and staring with lust.

Fig 6.3.3 (a) Physical Harassment

2. Verbal harassment includes unwelcomed comments about a person's private life, body parts or
appearance, sexually suggestive jokes and comments.

Fig 6.3.3 (b) Verbal Harassment

3. Gestural harassment includes sexually suggestive body language, gestures, repeated winks, licking lips
and gestures with fingers.
4. Written or graphic harassment includes displays of pornographic materials, sexually explicit pictures,
screen savers or poster’s harassment via emails and other modes of electronic communication.
5. Psychological/emotional harassment consists of persistent proposals and unwelcomed requests,
unwanted invitations to go out on dates, insults, taunts and indications of a sexual nature.
What constitutes sexual harassment?
Ÿ

When the conduct has the effect of creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment.

Ÿ

When such conduct is offensive and unacceptable for the victim (subjective test, based on the
perspective of the recipient).
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6.3.3 Sexual Harassment at the Workplace
Ÿ In a situation when an owner, employer, supervisor, member of management or co-employee
undertakes or attempts to influence the process of employment, other benefit of an employee or job
applicant in exchange for sexual favours.
What does not Constitute Sexual Harassment ?
The decisive factor in classifying certain behavior as sexual harassment is the unwelcomed nature of the
behavior. Besides the 'unwanted' criterion, offensive behavior can also lead to sexual harassment.
Interaction which is based on mutual consent is not sexual harassment. Sexual harassment does not refer
to occasional compliments that are socially and culturally acceptable and appropriate.

6.3.4 Bullying
Workplace Bullying:
Workplace bullying means any behavior that is repeated over time, systematic and directed towards an
employee or a group of employees. A reasonable person, having regard to the circumstances, must expect
such behavior to victimise, humiliate, undermine or threaten and to create a risk to health and safety.

Fig 6.3.4 Bullying

Examples: Use of abusive, insulting or offensive language/behavior or language that frightens, humiliates,
belittles or degrades, including criticism that is delivered through yelling and screaming/teasing or
regularly making someone the brunt of practical jokes/displaying materials that are degrading or
offending/spreading gossip, rumours and indications of a malicious nature.
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6.3.4 Bullying
Minimum requirements for preventing Workplace Harassment:
Workers: In relation to the harassment issue, workers have to prevent all types of harassment by
communicating all company policies on workplace harassment to all workers and by pursuing effective
remedial measures.
Employers: As a minimum, there are two primary actions that all employers should take to prevent and
settle cases of workplace harassment:
1. Develop, endorse and communicate a workplace harassment policy to all employees. The policy
should be disseminated to all employees during recruitment and induction.
2. Take effective and appropriate remedial action if workplace harassment occurs.
3. Employers/management are required to refrain from committing acts of harassment.
4. Employers/management should contribute towards creating and maintaining a work environment
that is free from harassment by regulating standards to eliminate all forms of harassment.

6.3.5 Work Priorities
In order to do the job effectively, planning helps to prioritise the tasks. Planning a day ensures meeting the
goals and the deadlines. It helps to keep in line with what management is expecting. According to Business
Alignment Strategies, prioritising the tasks keeps the performance at higher levels. It also helps to limit the

High urgency
Low urgency

How important is the task?

interruptions and prevent wasting of time.

Ac?on:

Ac?on:

Do First

Do Next

Ac?on:

No Ac?on:

Do Later

Don’t Do

(If s?ll necessary)
High urgency

Low urgency

How urgent is the task?
Fig 6.3.5 Priority Work Matrix
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6.3.5 Work Priorities
Ÿ Create a to-do list of tasks that need to be completed each day. List each job and rank them in its order

of importance. Complete the urgent and most important jobs first and save the tasks that are less
important or not important towards the end. Try not to make the list too long.
Ÿ Carry the least important tasks over to the next day. Some job responsibilities should be saved for
when things are slow. Some examples can include filing papers or talking to coworkers about the
clients.
Ÿ Complete important tasks before leaving for the day. For those tasks that require immediate attention
and need to be completed as soon as possible, make sure they are done by day's end. Avoid watching
the clock while working.
Ÿ Stay focused on the task at hand and try to limit interruptions. Avoid checking emails and surfing the
Internet, while working. Do those things in extra time. Remove anything that causes a distraction from
workspace and create an atmosphere that encourages work.
Ÿ Take time to complete each task to the best of your ability. Don’t rush through things, it will end up
making mistakes and cause repetition of the work. Establish professional standards to ensure work has
been completed to the best.
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6.3.6 Do’s and Don’ts
Sl.No

Do’s

Don’ts

1

Arrive early.

Don’t have a personal conversation at your
work place.

2

Network with people outside of your
Don’t bring your personal emotions into the
department. A perk of having a job at a
office.
company you appreciate is meeting other
people with similar interests who share
advice from their past experiences.

3

Be willing to engage a co-worker who asks Don’t be afraid to ask questions, despite how
for your help. Use the opportunity to
silly they seem.
stand out and share the knowledge you
Don’t be annoyed by co-worker’s questions.
learned as a husky.

4

Be flexible.

Don’t gossip about fellow coworkers or your
boss or office policies with passenger (pax).

5

Work on holidays if required.

Don’t be nervous, but also don’t overstep your
boundaries. You should express your opinions,
but keep them G-rated.

6

Always wear a smile. Having a positive
attitude about being at work will affect
your job performance, significantly.

Don’t assume something is acceptable practice
in either conversations you might have or
actions you might consider taking.

7

Pay attention to your communication.

Don’t stay quiet if there’s a problem especially
sexual harassment and bullying.

8

Respect your colleagues’ time.

Don’t interrupt your colleagues, respect your
colleagues ideas and actively listen. Do not
simply wait for them to stop talking, but make
an effort to digest their point-of-view.
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Exercise
1. How important is the personal hygiene at the workplace?

2. Explain different types of harassment.

3. Explain briefly about preventions of harassment at the workplace.

4. Draw the work priority matrix and explain it briefly.
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Notes
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8: Abbreviation and Acronyms
AAI - Airports Authority of India
ABL - Apron Boundary Line
ACARS - Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System
ADP - Airline Data Project
ASM - Aviation Services Manager
ATC - Air Traffic Control
AUW - All-Up Weight
AZFW - Actual Zero Fuel Weight
BCAS - Bureau of Civil Aviation Security
BHA - Baggage Handling Areas
BTM - Baggage Transfer Messages
CAR - Civil Aviation Requirements
CAT - Clear Air Turbulence
CG - Centre of Gravity
CLC - Centralised Load Control
COM - Close Out Messages
COR - Corrected Version
CPM - Container Pallet Message
CUPPS - Common Use Passenger Processing Systems
CUSS - Common-Use Self-Service
DCS – Departure Control System
DGCA - Directorate General of Civil Aviation
DGR - Dangerous Goods Regulations
DOW - Dry Operating Weight
ELM - Estimate Load Message
EMACS - Electro Magnetic Airport Control Survey
EPA - Equipment Parking Area
ERA - Equipment Restraint Area
ESA - Equipment staging Area
EZFW - Estimate Zero Fuel Weight
FAA - Federal Aviation Administration
FBO - Fixed-Base Operator
FOB - Usable Fuel/Fuel On-board
FOD - Foreign Object Debris
GOM - Ground Operations Manage
GSE - Ground Support Equipment
IATA - International Air Transport Association
ICAO - International Civil Aviation Organisation
IDS - Instruction Detection System
ILS - Instrument Landing System
JCPL - Joint Container Pallet Loaders
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8: Abbreviation and Acronyms
LAR - Live Animals Regulations
LDM - Load Distribution Message
LDP - Landing Decision Point
LIR - Loading Instruction Report
LIRF - Loading Instruction Report Form
LMC – Last Minute Changes
LSA - Light-Sport Aircraft
MAC - Mean Aerodynamic Chord
MCDU - Multi-Function Control and Display Unit
MDTOW - Maximum Design Take-off Weight
MDZFW - Maximum Design Zero-fuel Weight
MEW - Manufacturer's Empty Weight
MLW - Maximum Landing Weight
MTGW - Maximum Taxi Gross Weight
MTOW - Maximum Take-off Weight
MTW - Maximum Taxi Weight
MZFW - Maximum Zero Fuel Weight
NEA - National Environment Agency
NOTAM - Notice to Airmen
NOTOC - Notification to Captain
OEW - Operating Empty Weight
OPS - Operational Safety Section
PAD - Passengers Available for Disembarkation
Pax – Passengers
PBE - Protective Breathing Equipment
PEDS - Portable Electronic Devices
PIC - Pilot-in-Command
PIL - Passenger Information List
PLB - Personal Locator Beacons
PLmax Maximum Payload
PTM - Passenger Transfer Messages
RTOW - Regulated Takeoff Weight
SOM - Seat Occupied Messages
SPOs - Standard Operating Procedures
SRM - Safety Risk Management
TOW - Total Operating Weight
TPM - Teletype Passenger Manifest
UCM - Unit Control Message
ULD - Unit Load Device
ZFW - Zero Fuel Weight
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9: Annexure
Chapter No. Unit No.
Unit 2.1 –
Safety Policy
Follow Safety
and Safety
and Security
Management
Procedure
System

Topic Name

Page
No.

Chapter - 2

QR code(s)

URL
a. https://bit.ly/36BSmI7

2.1.1_Safety/ security
related Organizations in
Aviation

b. https://bit.ly/3qPo8J9

a

b

Concept of IATA, ICAO & DGCA, AAI: Role,
Memberships and Importance
Sourced by: Vidya-mitra (INFLIBNET Centre,
Gandhinagar, Gujarat.)

2.1.3_Safety Management
System (SMS)

https://bit.ly/3L4ksuz
Concept of Safety Management System

https://bit.ly/3IIGFwQ

2.1.11_Fire Extinguisher

Concept of Fire Extinguisher Sourced by:
Vidya-mitra (INFLIBNET Centre, Gandhinagar,
Gujarat.)

2.1.12_Dangerous Goods

Unit 2.2 Hazards and
reporting
Unit 2.3
Workplace
Health and
Safety

a. https://bit.ly/3qxMQgQ
80

2.2.2,3_Hazards
Identification
& Hazard Reporting

b. https://bit.ly/3NegVM6

a
b
Concept of Dangerous Goods Sourced by:
Vidya-mitra (INFLIBNET Centre, Gandhinagar,
Gujarat.)

a.https://bit.ly/3Ju2hxY
b.https://bit.ly/3D2wfXv

2.3.2_Personal
Protective Equipment

a
b
Concept of Hazard Identification and Reporting

https://bit.ly/37TGAtm
Concept of Personal Protective Equipment

2.3.3_First Aid

https://bit.ly/3tvXkPA
Concept of First Aid
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9: Cont...
Chapter No. Unit No.
Chapter-3
UNIT 3.1:
Pre-departure Operating
Planning
Procedures of
Loading an
Aircraft

Topic Name

Page
No.

3.1.1_Basics of Flight
Aerodynamics

QR Code Links

QR code(s)

https://bit.ly/3upFAon
Concept of Basics of Flight Aerodynamics

3.1.2_Terminology and
Airport Codes
125

https://bit.ly/3umwpoB
Concept of Terminology
and Airport Codes

3.1.7_Structural Weight
Limitation

https://bit.ly/3JSPMwl
Concept of Structural Weight Limitation
Sourced by: Vidya-mitra (INFLIBNET Centre,
Gandhinagar, Gujarat.)
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